"As the Storm approaches, a large class who have professed Faith in the Third Angel’s Message, but have not been Sanctified by Obedience to the Truth = abandon their position, and JOIN the Ranks of the OPPOSITION. By UNITING with the World... They become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their former Brethren... these APOSTATES..." GC 688 (426).

* * * * *

100 EVENTS = in their Order. (Apricot=Buff Cover.) Publication #557. Sept. 14, 1982. HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY; Drawer 1270, Grand Forks, BC Canada. VOH 1H0.
SABBATH SCHOOL QUARTERLY #2 - 1983

Starting with p.34 of this "FOX SERIES" - we take up the subject of this QUARTERLY. On p.37 we find the "CURSE!" of "DISUNITY!" We ask the question:

In order to "GATHER" with Christ in the days of Christ - did He "GATHER" His Disciples INTO the "ESTABLISHED CHURCH?" Or did He "GATHER" them "OUT!" - in their OMEGA HOUR? Did He or did He not call for REBELLION against the "CHURCH?"

IF ELLEN WHITE:

(1) WARNED us of what "THE CHURCH" would do in the FUTURE -
(2) And set forth the IDEAL for the Church 100 years ago.
(3) Is that to be hauled out now - 100 years LATER?
(4) Does that apply NOW? And just what kind of DELIBERATE DECEIVERS are these - that are going to shovel PICKED OUT-SIFTED-CHosen-SENTENCES - or parts of sentences or paragraphs, and shovel THAT into the TROUGH - tongue-in-cheek having the WHOLE CLASS - PRETENDING this applies to 1983! To do this - BLINDLY OBLIVIOUS to the MANY OTHER TESTIMONIES that tell us the TRUE 1983 CONDITION! But we are NOT to LOOK at that - sit there with BLINDERS on - just like FRITZ ALSETH'S "HORSE" - OBLIVIOUS to REALITY! Just PLUNGE on - over the cliff!
(5) PRINCIPLES set forth for an IDEAL SOCIETY - is that the condition found in the FUTURE - in T5:211-2. In the SEALING TIME? Or do we go to PK 187 for the 1983 picture?
(6) There is NO DOUBT in our mind - how they can and will TWIST the FACTS - as did the PHARISEES of Old. And did you know she CALLED them "PHARISEES?" T3:193. T1: 331. SM 2:376. TM 79,294. RH 1:194. DA 280. COL 158, 166.

X-1535 CHURCH MANUAL REVISION OF 1980 FUNDAMENTAL BELIEFS

DUNCAN EVA: "You will notice that NOTHING is said explicitly in the statement on the SANCTUARY about the TWO APARTMENT Sanctuary." SPECTRUM. Vol. 11, No. 1, July 1980, p.6.

THE EXCUSE: "...we have sought to make this statement a ..." (Continued on page 90)
THE FOX SERIES - has drawn a great deal of attention.

Because she did not predict the rosy future for this Church as they would like to PRETEND, She said they would go as FAR as the ALPHABET would allow them - into:

THE GRAND OMEGA

(1) Likened to an ICEBERG. "The ATMOSPHERE of the Church is so FRIGID...their first love FROZEN UP, and unless they are watered over by the baptism of the Holy Spirit, their CANDLE-STICK will be removed out of its place...they will refresh NO ONE..." TM 167-8.

"All Heaven is filled with AMAZEMENT...they are so INDIFFERENT, so COLD and UNMOVED...the Word of God...is as a FIRE, but it cannot penetrate nor warm the ICE-BOUND HEART that cherishes UNBELIEF...These gems of truth are to be gathered up by God's REMNANT PEOPLE, to be given by them to the World...In our LARGEST Churches the greatest EVILS exist..." RH 2:453. Dec. 23, 1890.

THE LORD

of course, did not know what He was talking about - this wonderful INFALLIBLE Church - we are so thankful the Leaders assure us and double-assure us that anyone who BELIEVES and TEACHES what the Lord has said - had to be a "PURPLE-HEAD" - "DETRACTOR" - or whatever else they want to call him. "CONDEMNING" - "CRITICIZING" - "FAULT-FINDING."
SAND

Some of these "WOLVES-IN-SHEEP'S-CLOTHING!" - even believe SM 1:205 - that as the end nears in the "OMEGA!" of their "APOSTASY" - when they go as far as they can go - they will: "...place their dependence on HUMAN POWER, which, without God is WORTHLESS. Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND, and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the structure." SM 1:205. The page before says they will be "GIVING UP THE DOCTRINES...TRUTH...would be discarded...BOOKS-OF-A-NEW-ORDER!" SM 1:204. NEW-MODELING THE CAUSE would bring us into favor with the Church and the World, into a grand Ecumenical union! "MEET IT!"

DOMINOES

The DOMINOES fall in the following order:
(1) "I AM SAVED!" GC 471. COL 155 is followed by:
(2) "FAITH ALONE!" GC 471. And then certainly:
(3) "NO FURTHER EFFORT!" GC 471.
(4) And certainly no "CURSE" of "WORKS!" GC 472.
(5) Then, with JONES of 1905 and FRED WRIGHT of 1960 -
(6) "THE CLAIM to be WITHOUT SIN!" GC 473.
(7) "THEIR CLAIMS ARE - WITHOUT FOUNDATION!" GC 473.

THE CIRCLE

So there we made a circle - in the "COUNTERFEIT" chapter of GC 464 - and come back in NO FOUNDATION except the word of MAN - and building on the "SAND!" SM 1:205.

WHAT IS SAND-???

Of 20 other references - here is one that is short and sweet: "...those who claim that their "FAITH ALONE!" will saved them, are trusting to a rope of SAND, for FAITH is STRENGTHENED and made PERFECT by WORKS ONLY!" SOP 3:331.

"SANCTIFICATION is the WORK of a LIFETIME!" COL 65. AA 560. "The formation of a NOBLE CHARACTER is the WORK of a LIFETIME, and must be the result of DILIGENT and PERSEVERING...EFFORT!" PP 223. MH 452-5. T5:500.

"JUDGED out of those things which were written in the BOOKS, according to their WORKS!" Rev. 20:12,13; 18:6; 14:13: 9:20; 3:2, 8, 15; 2:2, 5, 13, 19, 23, 26.
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Is there a good reason why we should be **ASHAMED** to **BELIEVE**
**THAT?** It will be for those who rub shoulders with the
**HITTITES**—**PERIZZITES**—**JEBUSITES**—**HORONITES**—**PHILISTINES** and
other **BABYLONIANS!:** "**All who walk by the side of an APOS-
TATE** will be imbued by his **SPIRITI**." **TM 290. T4:595-6.**

**IS IT TIME - ???**

for a chill of **HORROR** to go up our spine when we find out af-
**ter MANY YEARS** — that our **FOXY FROOM** — would turn over
the **BEST and BIGGEST CHURCHES** to those who would get
their **"DEGREES"** from the WINE poured out of the **GOLDEN CUP**
of BABYLON'S BROTHEL HOUSE — the **MONKS** and **AMOURS**
who serve her well — instead of **HIRING** the **LONDIS-HEPPEN-
STALL-VENDEN CULT** — who charge God with **DESPOTISM** be-
cause He makes a **LAW** that cannot be kept! Thus their
**BRAINS** are **ADDLED** when they come to **SLIGO** — or bring the
**"NEW LIGHT!"** — also called **"NEW THEOLOGY!"** — from the
**BAWDY HOUSES** of BABYLON to **AVONDALE** or unload it in the
**BREEZE** of **HEPP's CALIFORNIA.**

**TWO CLASSES**

There are two classes of **"EVANGELICALS."** In the 1966 issues
of SDA "MINISTRY" magazine — **FROOM—WEEKS** first discovered
the wonderful news that we were **"EVANGELICALS!"** Which
class of **"IMAGE-OF-THE-BEAST"** — GC 445 **"EVANGELICALS"**
do we belong to? Is there any way we can tell?

**TWO CLASSES**

Subdivided into many sub species of **"EVANGELICALS!"**
(1) **"CONSERVATIVE CLASS"** — also known as **"ORTHODOX"** or
**"ESTABLISHMENT"** — **"CONVENTIONAL"** — **"FORMALIST"** — **"CA-
NONICAL"** — **"APOSTOLIC."** Who may claim to uphold the **"TEN
COMMANDMENTS"** — (Except the **"JEWISH"** — Sabbath and dis-
dain the **"OLD TESTAMENT"** definition of **"UNCLEAN MEATS."**) )
(2) Then we have the **"NEO-EVANGELICALS"** — **"LIBERAL
CLASS"** — **"MODERNISTS"** — IMMATURE UPSTARTS who **"NEW-
MODEL THE CAUSE"** — **NEW-FANGLE** and **UPDATE** their religion
by **DENYING** the **"VIRGIN BIRTH"** — **"HEAVEN"** — **"HELL"** — and
even **"GOD!"** Play around with **WORDS** — deny the **"INFLALLIBI-
LITY"** or **"INERRANCY"** of the **BIBLE.** Or try to meet **FULLER
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY** half-way by sending their **"THEOLO-
GICAL STUDENTS"** there for **"SIX YEARS"** to send them off with
a **BANG!**
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And a CELEBRATION at LLU - eagerly waiting for them to take over the BIGGEST CHURCHES - the BIGGEST "SEAT-OF-LIES!"
Such as WOODS in the R&H July 16, 1975 GC Session p.11.
The BIBLE is NOT "INERRANT in the ORIGINAL AUTOGRAPHS" - "THEY KNOW BETTER!" - WOODS p.11.

CARL MCINTIRE

of the "CHRISTIAN BEACON" - who keeps tab of the NEO-EVANGELICAL SCHOOL such as FULLER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY and trumpeted to the whole World that Adventists had given up the BIBLE and JOINED (GC 608) the LIBERAL SIDE!

WILSON

follows that and gives his two-bits' worth in R&H Dec. 17, 1981: "...we also must REJECT the IDEA of BIBLICAL INERRANCY and VERBAL INSPIRATION!" Followed by the usual DOUBLE-TALK. p.5. They do not accept the "INERRANCY of the ORIGINAL AUTOGRAPHS" - and in the next breath ADMIT - there are NO-ORIGINAL-AUTOGRAPHS! But they will send forth their PAPAL BULLS. Six feet deep! THEY ARE "INFAL-LIBLE" - God is NOT!

MCINTIRE

and his "CHRISTIAN BEACON" lead the religious World to keep tab on the NEO-EVANGELICAL APOSTATES - BILLY GRAHAM and his pals - the SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS. Who, as usual - must DEFEND and FOLLOW - anything that is BIG.

IT IS A GREAT DISERVICE
to the cause of truth - to take after FORD - and let these others go SCOOT-FREE! If WILSON fires FORD - the PACK join in for the KILL! But if WILSON says the SAME THINGS or WORSE - the PACK who know their MASTER'S VOICE - SLEEP ON GUARD.

HISTORICAL FACTS

1982 ADVENTIST REVIEW - "FRIENDSHIP ISSUE!" - p.14. SDA do not believe in: "Seventh-day Adventists DO NOT BELIEVE that the BIBLE WRITERS were MERE SECRETARIES taking DIC-TATION from the HOLY SPIRIT." p.14. They hung that around the neck of a DEAD MAN! Even as now they are RE-WRITING "D&R" - sitting on a DEAD MAN'S CHEST! Not in their own NAME! They can make a DEAD MAN speak anything they want!
BUT DEAD OR ALIVE

What do you expect of GOD - or the HOLY GHOST - knowing MEN as they so well KNOW them! What would be WRONG or a GREAT SIN - if they DID take down the "WORD OF GOD" by EXACT DICTATION? GOD TRUSTED NO MAN to write the TABLES of STONE but by His own hand! Was that also a SIN? "Let God be true - and every man a LIAR!"

LIARS PAR EXCELLENCE

53 GC SESSION - R&H April 23, 1980. p.10. JAMES LONDIS (SLIGO) "...people who are unfamiliar with the difference between the EXISTENTIAL APPROACH to the Bible and the HISTORICAL APPROACH. I would like to comment on another point."

NEAL C. WILSON: "Surely."

JAMES LONDIS: "I wish to sound a word of caution about using the word INFALLIBLE in any statement with respect to the Scripture..."

NEAL C WILSON: "Would somebody like to comment...???

W.R.MAY: "I would STRONGLY OBJECT to deleting the word INFALLIBLE. I think it is imperative that it REMAIN..."

NEAL C. WILSON: (Asks for further comments and of course LONDIS would be expected to add another dagger's thrust.)

ROBERT OLSON: "...ELLEN WHITE speaks about the Bible as the INFALLIBLE revelation of God's will to us..."

(Here we have a ringside seat how these GREAT men, these MIGHTY men, these WISE men - argue back and forth - and FOR ONCE - LONDIS of SLIGO - DID NOT have his way. But he TRIED to get "INFALLIBLE" as well as "INERRANT" - "OUT" of SIGHT and SOUND - when speaking of HOLY WRIT. But FULLER SEMINARY did not win this time. But they will WORK on it.)

WORKING ON IT

R&H Dec. 14, 1891. p.7. ALDEN THOMPSON - Professor of Religion, WALLA WALLA COLLEGE. (True to what they learned in the other Churches or from the books by Babylon recommended in the SDA MINISTRY magazine. Cannot get enough - of that wonderful stuff. Knowing which side of his bread is buttered.) "INSPIRATION and DEVELOPMENT. In this series it should be evident that in both areas I depart...
"I depart from the more TRADITIONAL POSITION of the so-called "FUNDAMENTALISTS" and "EVANGELICALS." Adventists share many things IN COMMON (Such as WHAT?) with our friends in the CONSERVATIVE CHRISTIAN WORLD, but we must not overlook...the Adventist view of INSPIRATION DIFFERS from that of many CONSERVATIVE CHRISTIANS...a FUNDAMENTALIST view of INSPIRATION still TURKS in SOME Adventist circles...it can be dangerous SPIRITUALLY to spend too much time DEFENDING and PROVING SCRIPTURE when our PRIMARY TASK is witnessing to its POWER in our lives. It should be CLEAR that I am NOT attempting to PROVE the INSPIRATION of either SCRIPTURE or of ELLEN WHITE. For me that question has been settled. (WHICH WAY? Did he clarify it? Or leave it hanging in DOUBT?) R&H Dec. 24, 1981. p.7.

SATAN'S PLAN

"It is Satan's plan to weaken the faith of God's people in the Testimonies. Next follows...DOUBT as to the Holy Scriptures, and then the downward march to PERDITION...into OPEN REBELLION, which becomes INCURABLE and ENDS in DESTRUCTION." T4:211. PUR 112.

PEERS and QUEERS - OPEN REBELLION

"Those who have been regarded as WORTHY and RIGHTOUS prove to be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY (Even to the "OMEGA") and examples in INDIFFERENCE...Their wicked course He will tolerate NO LONGER, and in His WRATH He deals with them WITHOUT MERCY." T5:212. (See why 211.)

THEY COME BY THE DOZEN

"Where do we, as Seventh-day Adventists, stand in the spectrum of PROPHETIC INTERPRETATION?...At the outset, let it be said we have always held a high view of the authority of Scripture, BASED NOT upon a theory of VERBAL INSPIRATION..." p.11. SDA MINISTRY March 1982. GORDON M. HYDE - associate DIRECTOR SABBATH SCHOOL DEPT.

R&H April 6, 1982. p.7. DONALD E. MANSELL gives us a breath of FRESH AIR - and takes the RIGHT SIDE.

In this SAME ISSUE of the R&H - D.A.DELAFIELD is "RE-EVALUATED" as he joins BALLINGER-LEE -
"At Christ's ascension He entered the Most Holy or Holy of Holies...Ellen White described it as "the Redeemer's inauguration."  D. A. DELAFIELD. p.11-2.

ELLEN G. WHITE

(in 1844) - "I saw the Father rise from the THRONE (in the FIRST APARTMENT) and in a FLAMING CHARIOT go into the HOLY of HOLIES, within the veil, and did sit. THERE I saw THRONES I had NEVER SEEN BEFORE." 1846 BROADSIDE.

THRONES NEVER SEEN BEFORE

THRONES that were NEVER THERE BEFORE! THRONES that were NOT THERE at His "ASCENSION." No need of them sitting idle for 1800 years. This TRUTH - LEFT OUT of EW 56. "I beheld till the THRONES were CAST DOWN, and the Ancient of days did sit...JUDGMENT was set, and the books were OPENED ...(And then the SON came.") Daniel 7:9,10,13.

Just as shown in EW 55 and 1846 BROADSIDE.

Rev. 4:1. A door was opened in Heaven. To the Most Holy.
Rev. 4:2. "A THRONE was SET in Heaven..."
Rev. 4:4. And round about the THRONE...11:16.
Rev. 5:1. The THRONE was SET - DEDICATED-INAUGURATED-READY - the JUDGE has the BOOK SEALED with SEVEN SEALS.

Rev. 5:2-5. And no LAWYER around and I wept much.

NO LAODICEAN CHURCH IN SIGHT!

200 references that this was the CHURCH PHILADELPHIA! The OPEN DOOR CHURCH. Rev. 3:7,8. The WHITE HORSE MOVEMENT. Rev. 6:1,2. AA 23,91. PK 725. T8:41. RH 4:200, 556; 5:433.

THIS CHURCH
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"The portion of JACOB is not like them...with thee will I break in pieces the NATIONS...And with thee will I break in pieces the HORSE and his RIDER; and with thee will I break in pieces the CHARIOT and his RIDER...to make the land of BABYLON a DESOLATION without an inhabitant...the TIME of HARVEST shall come...MY PEOPLE, go ye OUT of the midst of her...for STRANGERS have come into the SANCTUARIES of the Lord's house." Jer. 51:19-21,29,33,45,51.

"...neither shall he that rideth the HORSE deliver himself." Amos 2:15. "And I will CUT OFF...the HORSE from Jerusalem." Zach. 9:10. "WOE TO THEM that...stay on HORSES...and they shall FAIL together." Isa. 31:1,3. "But I...will NOT save them...by SWORD, nor by BATTLE, by HORSES, nor by HORSEMEN." Hosea 1:7. "I will overthrow...the HORSES and their RIDERS." Hag. 2:22.

GATHER LAODICEA!

Even 1,000 a day! of RIFF-RAFF! "GATHER yourselves to-gether, yea, GATHER together, O (denomi-)NATION not de- sired; before...the fierce ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU! STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" T1:180.

"Come and GATHER yourselves together unto the supper of the Great God; That ye may EAT the flesh of Kings...and the flesh of mighty men, and the flesh of HORSES, and of them that SIT on them! Rev. 19:17-8.

HEAVILY LOADED WAGONS

"As we journeyed on, the road grew NARROWER and STEEPER. ...we could no longer travel with the LOADED WAGONS. We then loosed them from the HORSES...As we progressed, the PATH still continued to grow NARROW...We then cut the LUG-GAGE from the HORSES...As the PATH grew more NARROW,... we left the HORSES, and went on foot, in SINGLE FILE, one following (The General Conference? Reform? Awakening?) one following in the footsteps of another...At every CHANGE, some were left behind, and those ONLY remained who had
accustomed themselves to endure HARDSHIPS...We heard the WAR SONG and the DANCE SONG. (From the ABYSS below.) LS 190-1. T2:594. SG 4:63.

NO SALVATION

in the COLORED HORSE MOVEMENTS. The WHITE HORSE of 1844 goes on to the end. "Conquering and to conquer." Rev. 6:2. "UNITED WITH CHRIST...fair as the moon, clear as the sun, and TERRIBLE as an ARMY with BANNERS." AA 91.

"CLEANSING the soul temple, and making men like Him in CHARACTER; that His TRUTH, armed with the power of the Spirit, would go forth CONQUERING and to CONQUER." AA 23.

PHILADELPHIA

"And for those who in the midst of CONFLICT should maintain their faith in God, the Prophet was given the words of commendation and promise: "I know thy WORKS: behold, I have set before thee an OPEN DOOR. (The door to LAODICEA was SHUT when they SLAMMED SHUT the Most Holy PLACE DOOR - WILSON-EVA-HAMMILL - 1980.)"

"I have set before thee an OPEN DOOR, and no man can SHUT IT...I also will keep thee from the Hour of Temptation, ("Many will be confronted by the spirits of DEVILS..." GC 560. RH 3: 44. TM 466. T5:297,475,752.)"

"I also will keep thee from the Hour of Temptation, which shall come upon ALL-THE-WORLD." Rev. 3:10. AA 588,590-1. (144,000) What would we do without this hope? Thank God for this light on our PATH. EW 14.

RIDING FOR A FALL

The HORSES shown in Rev. 6:4-8 end up riding the PALE HORSE OF DEATH. In order to "PROVE" the "INERRANCY" or "INFALLIBILITY" of the Bible - they resort to the GREAT men, the MIGHTY men of the other Churches. A good case is made by HERBERT E. DOUGLASS in R&H April 15, 1982. p.4-6. That some of the OTHER CHURCHES are not HALF-AS-CRAZY as the Adventist Church leaders.

Then we move to "FIRST INTERNATIONAL PROPHETIC GUIDANCE WORKSHOP" -
where a FORTUNE is spent in TITHES and OFFERINGS to entertain each other with "BULKY NOTEBOOKS" and "58 page statements" - and the more part knew not wherefore they were come together or what was piped or harped. GREAT SWELLING WORDS OF VANITY!

THE SHUT DOOR

The surefire way to get people to lose faith in the SOP - is to use BALLINGER'S "SHUT DOOR" THEORY. NEVER-ANSWERED-PROPERLY-TO-THIS-DAY! Do they HAVE an answer? ROBERT W. OLSON of the WHITE ESTATE produced carefully "CHRONOLOGICAL" material from the ARCHIVES-1844-1851. A question that has bothered the Church "for nearly a CENTURY and a HALF!" I venture to guess that they spent $10,000.00 on this matter, but, as usual - no LIGHT in this R&H. Will there ever be? We know the answer not requiring $10,000.00 but with LESS than 50¢. Just get WTF and see p.28. We are working now to shed some LIGHT on that subject. WTF 28 is the clear-cut answer but can any ADVENTIST give the PROPER REPLY? No. None have EVER gone into WTF 28 because they DARE NOT! DARE NOT draw ATTENTION to WTF 28. WHY NOT?

PERHAPS - we could find some answers if we POUR enough MONEY - (After taking over 10- new money-loosing hospitals they just MIGHT have some means left over for HIRING-PAYING for MINISTRY and ANDREWS "WORKSHOPS" with the GREAT men, the MIGHTY men of the other Churches. They call them "SEMINARS!" They let BRIMSMEAD pave the way to see how it would work. Now they have taken over.)

1. CARL F. GEORGE - FULLER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.
2. CARL DUDLEY - McCORMICK THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.
3. DOUGLASS W. JOHNSON - INSTITUTE FOR CHURCH DEVELOPMENT.
4. DOUGLASS JOHNSON - OSCAR HEINRICH - T.A.McNEALY - DEAN KELLEY - WIN ARN - DES CUMMINGS - ROGER DUDLEY - ARNOLD KURTZ - "WORKSHOPS" - what a FEAST! To obtain "GRADUATION CREDITS" if the STUDENTS take it all in. And then TALK about "FORD" - going to F.F.BRICE! But say NARY-A-WORD! About "ONE-TABLE-ROUND-THE-MIDST" so they learn what to bring to YOU in YOUR CHURCH! BABYLON - À LA MODE!

THE VERY FOOLISH VIRGINS TO THE COMMON MARKETPLACE!
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We might just "FINISH THE WORK!" p.11. SDA MINISTRY - March 1983. If we apply to "FULLER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY" since we gave up the SOP - with ROY C. NADEN - PROFESSOR OF RELIGION - ANDREWS - we might get a "HEALTHY FERMENT" if we go a-calling to FULLER. Or we might apply to the "CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE" - a hotbed for HOLINESS CHARISMATICS. As they do at ANDREWS - the SAME as VERDICT-EVANGELICA - apply (With FORDI!) - to 666 other divines in the search for "POWER!" with WILSON. We could call in DR. LLOYD M. PERRY to ANDREWS - DAYS OF HIGH-POWER FEASTS - SDA MINISTRY, November 1981. p.30. (F.F.BRUCE p.18, 30.)

Does the DEAD-LIFELESS ADVENTIST know what is GOING ON? SDA MINISTRY - by calling in MERRILL S. WILLIAMS - NAZARENE CHURCH p.6-7. MORRIS CHALFANT - FIRST CHURCH of the NAZARENE - p.21.

THE LAODICEAN DRAGON

After railroading the Most Holy "PLACE!" - OUT of the Declaration of Faith - WILSON the LAODICEAN DRAGON of T4:246. SM 2:395. TM 362,409. T5:462. BREATHES his FIERY THREATS in the R&H Sept. 3, 1981. p.3 - against ANYONE that would DARE deny the "INNER COHERENCE" that his engineered "STATEMENT OF BELIEFS" provides for the edification of the SAINTS - and DARES anyone to "ATTEMPT to introduce ALIEN CONCEPTS!" p.3. Any concepts but HIS would be dangerously "ALIEN!" So the writers for this SLAVE CAMP now write on "THE THIRD Angel'S MESSAGE IN VERITY" - and SKIRT the "MOST HOLY PLACE" - like the PLAGUE! R&H Sept. 23, 1982. p.8,9. CARL COFFMAN - CHAIRMAN of Department of Religion - ANDREWS.

WE HAVE NEWS

for these Gents. Since WILSON wants "POWER!" - R&H Nov. 18, 1982. p.4. And has 7 (Count them!) "HIRELING PRIESTS" - EW 124 - also called "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" - EW 15. REV. 3:9 - letting the MANILA DESERT RING with the call for "POWER!"

ANDREWS UNIVERSITY "WORKSHOPS" for "SPIRITUAL GIFTS" and "POWER!" Perhaps "METHODIST PENTECOSTAL CHURCH" - or FULLER TYPE of "CHARISMATIC RENEWAL" - or "SOUTHERN BAPTIST" type of "POWER!" SDA MINISTRY Feb. 1982. p.31,32.
Or ROY E. GRAHAM - PROVOST of ANDREWS UNIVERSITY and
PROFESSOR of THEOLOGY - is also beating the drums in the
technological jungle for "MIRACLES!" SDA MINISTRY March
1982.

WILL THEY GET IT? YES-!!! The POWER of MIRACLE WORKING
DEMONS is PROMISED - OUTSIDE the Most Holy "PLACE" EW
56. 1846 BROADSIDE. POWER-POWER-POWER-!!!

POWER!
PENTECOSTALISM-HOLY ROLLERISM-CHARISMATIC RENEWAL -
this is what the Adventists sought in "HOLY FLESH" - 1900. At
that time - SALVATION ARMY METHODS.

THERE IS A DIFFERENCE

These people hold "POWER!" - and "TONGUES!" - and "HEAL-
INGS!" - to the FRONT. But the rule of the Bible says these
"GIFTS" shall "FOLLOW them that BELIEVE!" - BELIEF comes
FIRST - teach TRUTH FIRST. Get straight on HELL - BEFORE
there will be ANY "POWER!" from God! This was the battle be-
tween ELIJAH and the BAAL-PRIESTS. BAAL-PRIESTS believe
in the FIRE-GOD-MOLOCH - they can JUMP and DANCE and
SLASH THEMSELVES and put on a SHOW - but ELIJAH MOCKED
their PRAYERS. He did NOT - like FROOM and ANDERSON in
1955-1957 - ELIJAH DID NOT bow down with the BARNHOUSE-
MARTIN - BAAL-PRIESTS to ask for the BLESSING of God!
ELIJAH DID NOT demean himself like ANDERSON of the SEMI-
NARY acting as USHERS for BILLY GRAHAM in the NEW YORK
CENTER bought and rushed to completion for BILLY GRAHAM to
train his 1,000 or 1,500 USHERS - including SEVENTH-DAY
ADVENTIST USHERS - to demean themselves to act as BILLY
GRAHAM'S BOOT-BLACKS - to "PRAY" with BILLY GRAHAM
"CONVERTS" and tell them to go to the Church of their
choice!

"It's all the same!"
"It's in the game!"

"It makes NO DIFFERENCE now!"

FATALISM - the CURSE of the EAST. THAT was Rev. 18?
THAT was the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE?" Some "ELIJAH'S!"
Some "TURNCOATS!" And now once again - the FOOLISH VIR-
GINS are the LAST CHURCH - which is the LOST CHURCH -
which is the LAODICEAN CHURCH. TM 126,130,445. T5:21,101.
11, 1897.
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They are now going from SEA to SEA seeking the Lord – shall they FIND HIM? WHY do they NOT FIND HIM?

This is why we tried for two years to get someone else to print "PRESENT TRUTH" - but had to end up doing it ourselves. Look up PT 1-20. The MEN knew NOTHING but the "SAB-BATH." But as soon as ever the Lord spoke through ELLEN WHITE – the CRITICAL QUESTION is the 1844 "SHUT DOOR." PT 21. The COMMANDMENTS cannot be SEPARATED from the "SHUT DOOR" – SDA PARR-WILSON – or 57 other varieties spilled on the Adventist vest – the "SHUT DOOR" of "MY FIRST VISION" WTF 14,15,28. EW 14,15,30,36,42,43-45. (Showing the FALSE POWER! PT 21-24.) The DOOR was SHUT in Heaven to the FIRST APARTMENT – there never was any JUSTIFICATION or SALVATION outside the SANCTUARY – even if all the Adventist Church gives it up! TM 107. 1893 GC 126.

ELIJAH HAD NO HIBITIONS

THE SHUT DOOR
Once the door is OPENED to the INNER SHRINE – the DOOR is CLOSED to the FIRST APARTMENT.
1955 – FALSE PROPHET D.L.FRIEND went BACK to the FIRST APARTMENT.
1959 – He brought this to the McCoy Ranch, Oakhurst, CA.
1960 – HUDSON brought this via the DOWN-UNDER "AWAKENING!"
1970 – HARDINGE brought this to GC SESSION – R&H June 19.
1979 – Things are happening FAST NOW! FORD brought this in.
1979 – A whole GANG stood READY for the LAWYERS to PLUG "FORUM" by manipulators of "SPECTRUM."
1979 – BRINSMead stood READY with $50,000.00 from what FUND? To PUSH this tape for $1.00.
1979 – To RAILROAD ELLEN WHITE OUT! Also the MPH OPEN and "SHUT DOOR" – which REMAINS "SHUT" to this day!
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1979 - In spite of all the LIARS to the CONTRARY - that "SHUT DOOR" in "MY FIRST VISION" was NEVER CHANGED!


JESUS PASSED

"FROM the HOLY PLACE, and SHUT THAT DOOR IN 1844. The "PROFESSED" Church who REJECTED the truth, was also REJECTED, smitten with BLINDNESS, and now, "with their FLOCKS and with their HERDS" they go "to seek the Lord" as still an advocate for sinners; says the Prophet, (Hosea v.6,7) "they shall NOT FIND HIM; He hath WITHDRAWN HIMSELF from them ...THE-REASON-WHY they do not find the Lord is simply this, they SEEK Him where He IS NOT: He hath WITHDRAWN Himself "to the MOST HOLY PLACE...The MERCY SEAT is IN the MOST HOLY PLACE...they knock at the SHUT DOOR...THEN their PRAYER will be to "ROCKS and MOUNTAINS," "FALL ON US, and HIDE US FROM the face of Him that sitteth on the Throne, and from the WRATH of the Lamb." JAMES WHITE - PT 79.

SPEAKING OF ADVENTISM OF TODAY:

(EGW) - "If we are firmly fixed upon the "PRESENT TRUTH," and have our Hope, like an ANCHOR of the soul, cast WITHIN the SECOND VAIL, the various WINDS (T5:80–1) of false doctrine and error cannot move us. The excitement and false reformations of this day do not move us, for we KNOW that the Master of the House ROSE UP in 1844...

THE SHUT DOOR REMAINS

"...and SHUT the DOOR of the FIRST APARTMENT of the Heavenly Tabernacle; and now we certainly expect that they will "go with their flocks, " to seek the Lord; but they shall not find Him; He hath WITHDRAWN Himself (withdrawn in the SECOND VAIL) from them." The Lord has shown me that the "POWER" which is with them is a mere HUMAN INFLUENCE, and NOT the "POWER" of God...I saw that our message was NOT to the Shepherds who had led the flock astray but to the poor, hungry, scattered sheep. In hope, E.G.WHITEx." PT 64.

THE BABYLON-TRAINED ADVENTIST MINISTRY:
In a brave attempt to meet REA in SDA MINISTRY INSERT August 1982 - and many other attempts to CLARIFY the "SHUT DOOR" of 1844 - end up more often than not - with their foot in their mouth. AS-WITH-THE-LAW-OF-GOD - the BRINS-MEDIUMS - make NO DISTINCTION between "MORAL" and "CEREMONIAL" LAW - so also these Gentry seem to know LITTLE or NOTHING about the DISTINCTION between the "SHUT DOOR" to the "HOLY PLACE" in 1844 - and the "SHUT DOOR" of PROBATION which ELLEN WHITE CLEARLY PUT INTO THE FUTURE...

To remove all doubt - the Wm. Miller group held that PROBATION was CLOSED in 1844. JAMES and ELLEN WHITE had that CORRECTED in "MY FIRST VISION." We offered:

$1,000,000 REWARD-!!!

And NO ONE DID - and NO ONE WILL - try to pick up that REWARD. For the PROOF of the PUDDING is found in WTF 28. We need no ADMINISTRATORS - PEERS - or QUEERS to waste $10,000.00 tossing the question back and forth - the more part not knowing what was piped or harped - and knew not wherefore they were come together.

THE REASON WHY

WTF 28 was OUTLAWED for 25 YEARS - and now made of NONE-EFFECT due to that DASTARDLY LYING "FOREWORD" - but read it for yourself (About 35¢ or 50¢ from ABC-BBH) and see the TRUTH of not just ONE "SHUT DOOR!" but a SERIES of them - NEVER explained by any ADVENTIST-REFORMER-IN-SHOOT or OFFSHOOT to this day. THEY-WOULD-NOT-DARE! READ and see WHY. WTF 28 - and add T9:87 to find ONE MISSING "SHUT DOOR" and WHEN it applies. The SAME as one found in COL 406. "AND-THE-DOOR-WAS-SHUT!" (FUTURE TENSE.) No, no Adventist will want to consider THAT! That the DOOR will be SHUT - on LAODICEA! And that is what the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to the LAODICEANS" is all about.

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

NO! NO! NO! DOUBLE NO! Ye must stay IN to meet HIM! We know this is so - because FROOM told us so! Anyone who goes OUT - is FROM-THE-DEVIL-!!!
THE SAME WITH "GRACE" and "POWER"

They prefer the DEFINITION of BABYLON - of BILLY GRAHAM - ORAL ROBERTS - who they PAY to COME to them with FIRST APARTMENT "LIGHT!" Or, Heaven forbid! WORSE than BABYLON - the 1960 AWAKENING - clear OUT! of the Sanctuary entirely! (See HUDSON CHART!) Come "TO" - come "AT" - come "ABOUT" - to the "DOOR!" - But do not go IN till they TELL you to! THIS was the 1960 "AWAKENING"! Do you REMEMBER? Or do you want to do as HUDSON is doing - LYING about it! What GALL! Like LUTHER I would have to say that I wonder if even the DEVIL could match THEM! LYING is the "NEW LIGHT" to Heaven!

1960 BRINSMED:

PRINTED BY HUDSON - (For "MASS DISTRIBUTION!") - and DUMMIES were running around with that - verily believing they were giving the "LAST MESSAGE!" It was their LAST: "...step by Faith inside...the OUTER COURT...Thus you have entered the experience of the OUTER COURT. THIS is JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH!" p.41-2. "PREPARING FOR TRANSLATION" - also "LIGHT FROM THE SANCTUARY." (Printed for YEARS after 1960.) (Together with that infamous CHART - given a two-page spread by FRED WRIGHT. HUDSON'S "GOLD DUST" TWINS - 1960.)

"So far we have NOT ENTERED into the SECOND APARTMENT...they will KNOW when the TIME has come...The TEST on the MARK-OF-THE-BEAST will be concurrent with the JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING. When the IMAGE is set up and the MARK is ENFORCED...this great final TEST...PRESSED in on all sides by their enemies, there is only ONE WAY OF ESCAPE - they must go INTO the MOST HOLY PLACE...the great duty which has been heretofore LEFT UNDONE - ENTERING into the MOST HOLY PLACE...NOW, as he ENTERS into the MOST HOLY PLACE...the Holy Spirit OPERATES...JESUS SAYS: "Take away his filthy garments" - his DECEPTIVE CHARACTER...HUMANITY is MARRIED to DIVINITY." p.200-204. BRINSMED'S "ETERNAL PURPOSE" - 1959.

From this he advanced into the "GREATER LIGHT" - that there is in fact - NO SANCTUARY or MOST HOLY PLACE AT ALL! (Or perhaps we were in the Holiest from CREATION! Hard to keep up with their WINDS-OF-DOCTRINE!)
This is in fulfillment with the promise of God – those who go out of the HOLIEST – "AT ONCE received the UNHOLY INFLUENCE of SATAN!" EW 56. 1846 BROADSIDE. And God will "CHOOSE" their delusions. The MOST HOLY PLACE is the Third Angel’s Message. It is the "ANCHOR" that will keep our soul – steadfast and sure. EW 254–6,261.

WILSON THINKS

On the one hand he can DENY the Most Holy "PLACE!" As HUDSON-BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT experimented in 1960 – on the other hand – WILSON elects to call in or GO TO the mighty "OIL SALESMEN" in the COMMON MARKET PLACE and buy "OIL." HOLY SPIRIT – POWER – MIRACLES – from Baal. Like KING SAUL going to the WITCH’S HIDEOUT. PENTECOSTALS get the "POWER!" – their faces fairly GLOW – then they SLUMP OVER – COLLAPSE – like TEA CUP READERS – and look as OLD as some WITCH in a CAVE with BATS in the belfry –

When ELLEN WHITE got the "POWER" – it was the VERY OPPOSITE – she would lose all strength – FIRST! And THEN the Angel would touch her and she would have the "POWER" of the Holy Ghost. And STAY in "POWER!" She would NOT be like a washed out RAG. PSYCHICS sometimes take DAYS to RECOVER. Some never do – and remain MENTAL! Some who OPPOSED EGW – ended up MENTAL! We have also seen it.

IT WAS A THRILL – to read of ELLEN HARMON WHITE – in VISION – in POWER – six men tried to stop her – hung on to her ARMS–FEET–BODY – she tossed them around like rag dolls.

She took a 45 lb. Bible – that in normal strength she could not lift – the strongest man in the World cannot hold his arm out for longer than – (I forget – is it 6 or 12 minutes?) – she held this Bible with her arm straight out – for 45 minutes – held it at an angle that no one in the room could hold any book – without sliding off – as she held this Bible with the writing away from herself – at an angle that she could not read it – while looking up with her eyes never closed (Daniel 10:8–11, 19) as she turned from page to page she followed what she quoted with her finger – others testified that what she quoted without seeing it – was RIGHT.

WE ARE PUTTING OUR LIFE ON THE LINE –
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That she was a **TRUE PROPHET**. And all these **RAG-A-MUFFINS** that deny it - are to us a **"NOTHING!"** The exception we make are those who go by the **ADVENTIST CHURCH** and **IMAGINE** that is **ELLEN WHITE!** Our work is to **PROVE** they are 10 miles off course - in the bay of **FUDDLE**.

**POWER!**

And they are **MORE** than 10 miles off course when they go to the **HOLY HELL PORK PRIESTS** to get the **"POWER!"** - as **FROOM-WILSON** did in their **JOINT BOOK** - **"MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION"** p.320-322. 1971. **ALLEN I. LEE** of **MINNESOTA** sent me a book - **"I TALKED WITH SPIRITS"** - Victor H. Ernest. Tyndale House Publishers, Wheaton, IL 60187. (1973.) The **WORLD AUTHORITY** is **KURT E. KOCH**, Kregel Publications, Grand Rapids, MI 59501. **"OCCULTISM!"**

**THESE MEN WARN**

And so does **W.L.KING** of the **"VOICE OF THE NAZARENE"** - Venetia, PA 15367. **THESE MEN** rub shoulders with the **POWER-POX CULTS** - and their **FIRSTHAND OBSERVATIONS** are - that too many **"CHARISMATICS"** seek to demonstrate **THEMSELVES** rather than the Lord. There is **NO CHANCE** in **LIFE-STYLE** - excepting for the **WORSE**. **"A REFORMATION from BAD to WORSE...if their HEARTS could be seen, they would appear as BLACK as EVER!"** **PT 22. **LEFT OUT OF EW 45.** (And that was speaking of **ADVENTISTS** who in the Last Days go over to these **"HOLY FLESH" CULTS.**) **SM 2:17,31-95. Ev. 595. RH 1:194; 2:85,120,233,245,254,609.** "These works of apparent "HEALING" will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the **TEST!!"** **SM 2:24,53,54,100. T6:400-1. MM 88."

If you read **SM** as shown above - you will receive the **WARN-ING** that this leads to **"FREE-LOVISM!"** **T8:292-9. Ev. 600-2. SM 2:26. KING** quotes **WILFRED E. MOUTOUX** in **MAY/JUNE 1983** p.8. **"HUGGING-KISSING-HOLDING OF HANDS...fail to produce CHANGED LIVES...open their car trunks, pulled out SIX-PACKS and passed them around...and then return to speak in **"PICKLED TONGUES!"**..."Sure we all DRINK...at youth gatherings."..."Some claim they can now recite the **ROSARY** in **TONGUES!"**..."Bible believers can have NO FELLOWSHIP with such a crowd."** p.8.

**"LOVE" is SWEEPING** the **FALLEN CHURCHES** - and the Adventist Church as they seek **FELLOWSHIP** with them. ||| 19 |
Reminds us of BALAAM - the "BROTHERLY LOVE" man who led to the LICENTIOUS WORSHIP of Baal and Ashtaroth (EASTER-QUEEN of HEAVEN and GODDESS of FERTILITY.) PP 451.

"PASSION had full sway...The RULERS and the LEADING MEN were among the FIRST to TRANSGRESS...A TERRIBLE PESTILENCE BROKE OUT (HERPES)..." PP 454-5. PHINEHAS was commanded by God through Moses - to choose 1,000 men from each tribe to SLAY FIVE KINGS of MIDIAN - BALAAM and his women also. THIS was a SAMPLE of what we can expect in the "ENDS OF THE WORLD!" PP 456-7.

SEEKING THE WRONG "POWER!"
SEEKING IT OUTSIDE of the MOST HOLY "PLACE!"

WHY?

HERE IS THE CLEAR-CUT ANSWER - and the reply to the COUNTERFEIT "AWAKENING!" (FALSE POWER - RIGHT POWER!)
"...the POWER to RESIST temptation...Only as THIS POWER is regained...under the dominion of a HIGHER POWER...The BODY is to be brought into SUBJECION. The HIGHER POWERS of the being are to RULE. The PASSIONS are to be CONTROLLED by the WILL..."

THE WILL

It is unconscionable - unreasonable, and completely unfathomable that an old fool could be found - and TWICE as much a MYSTERY - that this SENILE OLD FOOL could CONTROL the entire MINISTRY that comes out of the Seminary -

And the so-called 1960 "AWAKENING" stepping right along with the OLD BUZZARD - that would DARE - HURL himself in the face of the Writings of the SOP - speaking of the WILL - the most important thing to be known in all the religious spectrum - all made of NONE-EFFECT by ONE BIRD OF PREY - taking over the CONTROLS of ANDREWS SEMINARY - and NOT a ONE to be found to set the record straight - (with the odd exception) - the INFLUENCE and POWER of the WILL in the human PSYCHE. We just read:

"The BODY is to be brought into SUBJECION. The HIGHER POWERS of the being are to RULE. The PASSIONS are to be CONTROLLED by the WILL..." ST 4:526. Dec. 1, 1914. MH 129 -131.
THERE WE PAUSED

As we so often have to do - to CLARIFY a CHURCH-WISE DELUSION. We cannot go on ASSUMING that you "KNOW" the answer when you DO NOT! Not after listening to that OLD FOOL FROOM. Nor lending him any "RESPECT" whatsoever. MORE PEOPLE WILL BE LOST on account of CHURCH LEADERS - than any other ONE CAUSE. If you were not TAUGHT that at HOME - your parents did not know much. After the GLARING EXAMPLE of the SIDE the UNTHINKING HORDES took in the Days of LOT-NOAH-CHRIST-LUTHER - and ELLEN WHITE. "STUPIDITY, like LETHARGY, seemed to hang upon the minds of MOST of those who PROFESS...Said the Angel..."their AWFUL DARKNESS!" EW 119.

SO STUPID

That in forty critical issues of the present day - the UNTHINKING ADVENTIST FLOCKS and HERDS - are HERDED by a little YAPPING PUDDLE POODLE - driving the HERD over the cliff. And the best they can do is to YAP - "DO NOT FIND FAULT!" with the FAULT FINDERS. What a glorious mental state. And I do mean - MENTAL.

SO MENTAL

That they fell for the MASSIVE ONSLAUGHT by the HUDSON "GO-TO-SLEEP" - AWAKENING - REAMS and REAMS of paper to make NO EFFORT - to exercise NO WILL - "SLEEPING PEOPLE" following their "SLEEPING PREACHERS!" T2:337. And if we allow this to go on they will "SLEEP the SLEEP of DEATH!" T1:263,466. T8:37,160,252,304. The old INDEX showed so LITTLE or NOTHING - that I do not even bother to look up the new one by ODOM-FROOM. "THESE DUMB DOGS!" T5:211-2. RH 3:343; 4:497. T5:15,234,454,457. T6:166. TM 443. T3:473. T9:40. And 100 MORE!

BRAYING IN THE CALIFORNIA BREEZE

The home of the MINING ASS - good old HEPP - with his yard-long list of "DEGREES" that he earned from BABYLON - seconded by VENDEN who said to TRY to BEHAVE only made matters WORSE! WRIGHT called it a "DOUBLE SIN!" While they yodel in Battle-Snake Gulch -

"THE CURSE OF WORKS!"

ECHOING and RICOCHETING from one side of their skull to the the other - because there is nothing in between to stop it. This took the Adventist Church by storm. - 21 -
BRINSMEAD: "The lesson of Faith and Trust, and ABANDONMENT of HUMAN EFFORT...is one of the HARDEST LESSONS man has to learn...it is all a COUNTERFEIT and a DECEPTION. What WORK does God require of us but to "CEASE FROM OUR OWN WORKS?" ETERNAL PURPOSE p.24-5. 1859.

For those who do not know – he was merely FOLLOWING what Adventist Ministers are taught in the SEMINARY - written by FROOM - so DANIELLS could SIGN his name to it. COR 15-22. THE LAW CANNOT BE KEPT – NO USE TRYING!

"It is obviously NOT a question of HUMAN WILL or HUMAN EFFORT, but of DIVINE mercy." Romans 9:16. PHILLIPS. Let this text be duly noted in case SOMEONE may be TEMPTED to THINK human WILLPOWER is a FACTOR to win JUSTIFICATION. (And then read the DOUBLE TALK in the DILLY of the next SENTENCE!) ETERNAL PURPOSE p.14,15.

PHILLIPS

He had to go to the "BIBLE" that ROY. A. ANDERSON likes so well – that is NOT a "BIBLE" – but a COMMENTARY! See your Romans 9:16 to see what it says!

Then to find the COMMENTS by ELLEN WHITE – you turn to the FRONT PART of the INDEX and Romans 9:16 points you to T1:78 and EW 200-1. Then you see if these references have ANYTHING to do with Romans 9:16 and after WASTING all that TIME looking up a VACUUM you do as 100,000 have done before you – GIVE UP using that almost USELESS "INDEX" at all!

Then you go to the new index and you find for Romans 9:16 - ZILCH! NOTHING! So you go back to FROOM and his WHIPPING BOY – BRINSMEAD! And are CHARMED by the LESS-THAN-NOTHING that you find there.

DO WE HAVE THE ANSWER???

Since the subject is "WILL" - why not look up "WILL?" And if you have a PRIOR KNOWLEDGE that the BEST REFERENCES EVER GIVEN on "WILL" are in COL – you look for the old index to see COL references and again you run into ZILCH! NOTHING!

Unless YOU put it in there! COL 94,331. GC 425. AA 51. MH 458.

THEN WE LOOK

In the new set of three books for the "INDEX" by ODOM. ($100,000.00) -
And we find "WILL"—MAN'S — p.3006. FIRST COL 333 reference is GOOD. SECOND REFERENCE — COL 331. "MAN CANNOT TRANSFORM HIMSELF BY WILL" COL 331. "SECRET OF SUCCESS IS NOT FOUND IN WILL".

THEN

We begin to wonder if ELLEN WHITE was all as ADDLED as THAT — as PAXTON SAYS — you can tweak her wax-nose to march determinedly in BOTH DIRECTIONS! WILL IS NEEDED! WILL IS NOT NEEDED! Who is CRAZY around here? Some one is!

SO

With fear and trembling we look up these two references as we hold our breath. I HATE to do what I am going to do now — as people WILL NOT look it up excepting VERY FEW and VERY TRUE. So since this is of MAJOR IMPORTANCE we will quote:

"(GOD) has noted the HOURS of hard BATTLE with SELF, BATTLE that WON the VICTORY. All this God and Angels know. A book of REMEMBRANCE is written before Him for THEM that fear the Lord and that think upon His name.

"Not in our LEARNING, not in our POSITION, not in our NUMBERS or entrusted TALENTS, not in the WILL of man, is to be found the SECRET of SUCCESS. Feeling our INEFFICIENCY, we are to contemplate Christ, and through Him who is the strength of all strength, the thought of all thought, the WILLING and OBEDIENT will gain VICTORY after VICTORY." COL 404.

ALRIGHT — WHAT DO YOU SEE—???

Is this indeed DOUBLE-TALK? Or if you go by that CRUMMMY FROOM-ODOM "INDEX" — that says: "MAN CANNOT TRANSFORM HIMSELF BY WILL" COL 404.

We just quoted COL 404 — do we need these BRAIN-WASHERS — are these our "PEERS" and "QUEERS" — who DIRECT our THINKING PROCESS—???. So we SEE what they WANT us to SEE — BEFORE we READ IT! It takes a POWERFUL INTEGRITY — WILL — TRUST — HONESTY — NOBILITY — UPRIGHTNESS — RIGHTEOUSNESS — PURPOSE — PURITY — HOLINESS — PERCEPTION — of the Holy Spirit — to see THROUGH these CRUMMMY IMPOSTERS who display themselves as "AUTHORITIES" of "HIGHER LEARNING" — with their DEGREES and all — to ADDLE us to believe that God was ADDLED when He directed the writing of this book that they did not want to SELL 1900.
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If it would be ONLY the MISINTERPRETATION of ONE WORD but they use that ONE WORD to WIPE ALL THE OTHERS WORDS off the map and beat their VOODOO DRUMS to give us a PERVERSE and WARPED INTERPRETATION straight from the DRAGON'S MOUTH! I would like to leave it at this - and have YOU write ME - what do YOU see in this GRAMMAR as found in COL 404? Those who cannot grasp THAT - cannot GRASP the MEANING of the NEXT PAGE! The TEN VIRGIN PARABLE - as great a MYSTERY in the Adventist World as this COL 404 reference on the WILL.

THE ANSWER IF FOUND

in the simple explanation that WORDS have MANY MEANINGS. Sometimes very complex. WILL can mean DETERMINATION to GET that GIRL - or that CAR - by hook or by crook. WILL, according to WEBSTER - can mean to WILL to CONTROL your SELF. Which is entirely DIFFERENT purpose of the WILL.

(1) Exercise of WILL to DOMINATE OTHERS.
(2) Exercise of WILL to CONTROL SELF. The EFFECT in LIFE and PURPOSE can be RADICALLY DIFFERENT.
(3) Or WILL could mean merely WILLING - more like the term WISHING - DESIRING - and THAT is the meaning of the term in COL 404. WISHING in a LACKADAISICAL-CARELESS -NEGATIVE-SENSE - will get you NOWHERES!
(4) But a POSITIVE DETERMINATION to get it DONE! And not put it off any longer - will WIN the BATTLE! TWO KINDS of WILL - WISHING or DOING!

TALMUD

And the FABRICATIONS of the INDEX knew well enough what EGW meant. But they were PULLING and STRETCHING every-thing over to fit the JEWISH TALMUD and TRADITIONS OF MEN. It sure will be interesting - come JUDGMENT DAY - to see these PERVERTS get their COMEUPPANCE when they are stripped BARE before the UNIVERSE. Let us make SURE of one thing - that we will NOT follow THEM!

"He that walketh with WISE men shall be WISE: but a companion of FOOLS shall be DESTROYED!" Prov. 13:30.

AWAKENING FOOLS

JUGGLER-MYSTICISM-DOG PUKE: "The everlasting covenant... mark it well: we read of NO PROMISE of the people saying, "WE WILL..." THEY were NOT called upon to promise ANYTHING, God simply said, "I WILL." RDB ETERNAL PURPOSE p.52-3.
ANOTHER CASE

of going by the FROOMS - who fixed up the OLD INDEX and FOOLED AL FRIEND and BRINSMEAD by putting in INDEX - "NO SAVIOR IN COVENANT!" PP 372. If people are SO WEAK-MINDED that they BELIEVE some OLD BUZZARD before they even look it up - it is the Mystery of Iniquity.

HERE IS PP 372:

"...they were brought to feel their NEED of the SAVIOR revealed in the ABRAHAMIC COVENANT...NOW they were prepared to appreciate the BLESSINGS of the NEW COVENANT."...
"CURSED be he that confirmeth NOT all the Words of this LAW to DO them!" Deut. 27:26." PP 372.

THERE IS ALTOGETHER TOO MUCH MISUNDERSTANDING

As to what is the "COVENANT?" WEBSTER: an agreement between two or more. If it is only ONE-SIDED as RDB said in 1959 - that is the JEWISH TALMUD - UNCONDITIONAL SURRENDER by God to people. THEY have no OBLIGATIONS to OBSERVE - only HE HAS! Thus the RABBIS gloried in the "BLESSINGS" promised in the Covenant "ON CONDITION!" JONES in SM 1:377 wanted as did the Jews of old: "NO CON-

DIMENSIONS! SM 1:377.

Or according to the FAKED TESTIMONY that the WILSON GANG love so well - in the FAKED TESTIMONY found in TM 15 and REFUSE to look at the next page. Where the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" is found. But, like the JEWS and their TRADITION, want the blessings - NO MATTER HOW "DEFECTIVE" THEY MAY BE!

NO COVENANT

Ever allowed THAT! That would NOT be a "COVENANT" - an AGREEMENT between two parties - that would be UNCONDITIONAL SURRENDER of God to man. "BLESS US!" no matter WHAT! They FORGOT that the COVENANT contained more WORDS for the CURSES - than for the BLESSINGS. BLESSINGS on CONDITION of OBEDIENCE - or I will "CURSE!" your goings in and "CURSE!" your goings out - and "CURSE!" the FRUIT of your LAND-CATTLE-ORCHARDS-BODY. "There are CONDITIONS to our receiving JUSTIFICATION and SANCTIFICATION and the RIGHTEOUSNESS of Christ!" SM 1:377. DA 312. BC 7:872. PK 704.
AND THAT IS THE KEY DIFFERENCE

between the RELIGION of BABYLON – and the RELIGION of the
THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE.

FROOM - RDB - AL FRIEND

"Those who cherish the view that there was NO SAVIOR in the
Old Dispensation, have as DARK a VEIL over their understand-
ing as did the JEWS who rejected Christ." SM 1:232.

AND THIS RESULTS in ANARCHY.

They come to the Lord – NOT in REPENTANCE for anything
they have done or indeed to do – but tell Him to His face –
that they have NO INTENTION to TRY to BEHAVE or keep that
old law of His! AS HUDSON put it in eight LAYWORKER ARTI-
CLES in a ROW! 24 times he RAILED at the SIN of "MORAL
BEHAVIORISM!" And so did LITTERELL of the so-called "SAB-
BATH ASSOCIATION." – "CURSED be he that confirmeth NOT
all the Words of this LAW to DO THEM!" PP 372. (THAT is the
VERY PAGE - "INDEX" and AL FRIEND and RDB said there is
"NO SAVIOR" found in PP 372. BLIND leaders of the BLIND
LAODICEANS. And getting BLINDER every day.)

SO HOPELESSLY BLIND

that they intend to make it without "EFFORT!" This was their
HUDSON ENGINEERED "MESSAGE" of 1960. And we can PRINT
and we can PROVE:

NO EFFORT!

THE SADDUCEES: "DENIED that the Spirit of God works
through HUMAN EFFORTS..." DA 604.

1960 AWAKENING SADDUCEES: "The more you STRUGGLE to
escape the MORE you realize your HELPlessness."...God can-
not save us while in the least degree we are still TRYING to
save ourselves." p.6. "THE MESSENGER OF LIVING (UN)
RIGHTEOUSNESS." Oct. 1967. F.T.WRIGHT.

FTW STRONG POINT: "FROM BONDAGE TO DELIVERANCE" -
PRINTED and REPRINTED - again and again. From 1965. (A)
You sin. (B) You confess. (C) "And what is the IN VARIABLE
answer? "Why, the SAME sins remains, of course."..."Is it not
true that the sin which beset you 10 years ago...is STILL be-
setting you 10 years later.

- 26 -
And so your life program was one of SINNING and CONFESSIONING, SINNING and CONFESSIONING ad infinitum. That's the picture, isn't it...?" p.2.

And there was NOT-A-MAN that would stand up and CHALLENGE that CATHOLIC PRIEST or JEWISH TALMUDIST - to TESTIFY that the LORD gave him the POWER to OVERCOME that DRINKING - OVERCOME that LADY NICOTINE - and the other LADIES - and there was NOT-A-WOMAN who would grab her children by the arm and say: "Let us get OUT of here!"

**JEWISH TALMUD**

"THE EVIL IMPULSE...is BORN with the individual...The EVIL IMPULSE is 13 years OLDER than the GOOD IMPULSE...there is NOTHING (within him) to PREVENT it." EVERYMAN'S TALMUD p.89,96,98. (If you do not believe that - consult a WITCH-SORCERY-MYTHOLOGY-APOCRYPHA. p.47,54,274-5,280-1. Or you could try the DEAD. p.284. E.P.DUTTON & CO.)

OR

You could consult the BUNKUM PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT - FTW AUSTRALIA. BOTH tell us "GOD CREATED EVIL." July 1968. p.10. (See T5:503, T6:186.) April 1974. p.42. (See SOP 1:29.) "...and CEASE from TRYING to make ourselves BETTER"...It means 100% as God's part in the contract, so how much is there left for me to do? NONE!" (He got so much FLAK from that, so he was FORCED to MODIFY that and DOUBLE-TALK.) p.17,18. "FROM BONDAGE TO DELIVERANCE."

Enough of that (BUNK) - our latest report is that he is losing all his following in Australia. This is a GENUINE SURPRISE to me - as I thought they would GOBBLE that stuff up. But, like a FALLEN WOMAN - she can go TOO FAR - and the boys take her in the back room and beat her with "MANY STRIPES!" Prov. 10:8; 17:10; 19:29. Luke 12:47. Eze. 16:2,15,22,26-42, 57-59; 23:2,4-6,18,11,12,16,17,20-26,28-30. PERHAPS - we are CLOSER to the END - than we thought.

BABYLON WHORE #1 - "FAITH ALONE!" (Find her in the COUNTERFEIT chapter!) GC 471-2. (Those EXACT WORDS!) BABYLON WHORE #2 - "NO FURTHER EFFORT!" (These two whores sleep in the same bed.) GC 471-2. "THIS ENSNARING DOCTRINE" - "IT IS NOT FAITH - IT IS PRESUMPTION!" GC 472. SC 60-1.


GOD'S PLAN

MOVE #1 - "When the SHAKING COMES, by the INTRODUCTION of FALSE THEORIES..." (And this goes into the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY" - as FAR as it can go!) TM 112.

MOVE #2 - These false Babylon theories have reached the LIMIT! And God sends "MESSENGERS" with a "MESSAGE!" PT 22,32. (LEFT OUT of EW 48. WHY?) "MEET IT!" SM 1:200.

MOVE #3 - "THESE SURFACE READERS, ANCHORED NOWHERE..." TM 112.

MOVE #4 - The Most Holy "PLACE" is the "ANCHOR!" EW 256.

MOVE #5 - "ANCHORED NOWHERE! Are like SHIFTING SAND!" TM 112.

MOVE #6 - THE TRUE AND ONLY "POWER!" NOT the HOLY ROLLER - "HOLY FLESH!" DISPLAY of SM 2:... first 100 pages.

They do not want this: "The kingly POWER of REASON...Apart from Divine POWER, no genuine REFORM can be effected. HUMAN BARRIERS against natural and cultivated tendencies are but as the SAND BANK against the TORRENT. Not until the LIFE of CHRIST becomes a vitalizing POWER in our lives can we RESIST the TEMPTATIONS that assail us from within and from without.

"When one surrenders to Christ, the MIND is brought under the CONTROL of the LAW; but it is the ROYAL LAW, which proclaims LIBERTY to every CAPTIVE. By becoming ONE with Christ, man is made FREE. Subjection to the WILL-WILL-WILL of Christ means RESTORATION to PERFECT MANHOOD. OBEDIENCE to God is LIBERTY from the thralldom of sin, DELIVERANCE from human PASSIONS and IMPULSE. Man may stand CONQUEROR of HIMSELF, CONQUEROR of his own INCLINATIONS." (Could you write like that?) ST 4:526. Dec. 1, 1914. MH 129-131.

MOVE #7 - Notice two things - SAND overcome by WILL.

WHAT IS SAND-???

"TOO LATE they see that the SABBATH of the fourth commandment is the SEAL of the living God. TOO LATE they see the true nature of their spurious "SABBATH," and the SANDY FOUNDATION upon which they had been building." GC 640. 1884 GC 457.
(They made Him all "man") - "They DENIED the DIVINITY of Jesus Christ...But the tattered shreds of human reasoning will be found to be only as ropes of SAND in the Great Day of God." BC 6:1069. ST March 7, 1895.

"Their CHARACTERS are built upon SLIDING SAND!" "SELF-DENIAL and SELF-CONTROL have not been molded into their CHARACTERS." FCE 28.

THE GRIM FACTS

Do we need another 23 years to LEARN our LESSON? FTW gave himself FULLY to the teachings of WAGGONER. The EMOTIONALISTS will not want to hear ANY PART of this - no matter how true. JONES and WAGGONER were so BLOWN up by FROOM'S "AWAKENING!" - that ARTHUR WHITE opened a crack of the 1888 door.

1966 - "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" by A.V.OLSON. AT LAST! A crack of the door - OPENED to what was taught by EGW in 1888. RELEASED by ARTHUR WHITE - p.242 to 302. READ this FOR YOURSELF - not any "HUDSON APOLOGETIC" - you need NO ONE to "EXEGETE" this for you. Thank God that you have EYES - you have UNDERSTANDING - you do not need ANYONE ELSE - but you DO NEED some Backbone. You do need some DETERMINATION; You must have the CAPACITY to go against FROOM TRADITION - to be able to UNDERSTAND the TRUTH of 1888 - and ESPECIALLY what FOLLOWED 1888 - OLSON-WHITE BOOK p.302 to 320. "WHAT BECAME OF A. T. JONES and E. J. WAGGONER?" WHITE ESTATE p.302 to 320. 1966.

THROUGH GNASHING TEETH - FROOM was FORCED to ADMIT this, in his JOINT BOOK with WILSON - 1971. They were FORCED to ADMIT that JONES and WAGGONER went over to LIVING TEMPLE - in the "ALPHA" of Apostasy - 1903.

"KELLOG'S "THE LIVING TEMPLE" (1903). (It should be noted that, by this time, the names of "A.T.JONES and DR. E.J.WAGGONER" appear on page 6 of the preface as approving readers.)" LEF-MD 524.

"DR. KELLOGG sought to REVISE "THE LIVING TEMPLE" with the AID of DR. W.S.SADLER and A.T.JONES...(1903 to 1910) - (STRANGE - very LITTLE is known of that book.)" LEF-MD 352.

Every JONES-WAGGONER "REVIVAL" was shot through with it. As blotters in Washington reveal. Their "I AM SAVED-SIN- LESS!" arguments - "By faith ALONE!" - NO SANCTUARY WANTED - was all duck-soup for BALLENGER to print in his "GATHERING CALL" from Riverside, California.

Yet FROOM-WILSON represent that they only "FALTERED!" 1915 – JONES attended a Colored Church. (Will someone find out what DENOMINATION? LEF-MD 528.) A BIGGER LIE has never been told than FROOM-WILSON - LEF-MD 530-1. WAG- GONER - "NEVER VEERED" - from the truth of "RIGHTOUES- NESS BY FAITH!" "PRIOR TO HIS DEATH," "WAGGONER reiter- ated his ALLEGIANCE to the TEACHINGS of the CHURCH!" LEF- MD 530-1. FROOM-WILSON 1971.

BY DIVINE DEGREE

Someone high in authority in charge of Andrew's "HERITAGE ROOM" – released WAGGONER’S "LAST CONFESSIONAL" and was PRINTED by the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY. (A few copies left. You must WRITE to receive one.) And see how well "WAGGONER" might have been TRUE to the FROOM- WILSON "CHURCH" - but certainly NOT to ANYTHING taught by ELLEN WHITE! But most brainwashed modern day Adventists will go along with WAGGONER and his "FREE-LOVISMI." Which FROOM-WILSON thought would BLAST the way for the "LOUD CRY!" And they set the date - "MISSION-KEY '73." LEF-MD 316, 320, 395, 400, 526, 530, 531, 619, 626.

OTHER CHURCHES are far ahead of us to give the SAME MES- SAGE! LEF-MD 320-2, 466, 486, 512. And, after all - the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE did not come from EGW anyway! LEF-MD 107, 109-113, 127, 131, 145, 322, 398, 436, 541.

From WAGGONER and the "HOLINESS MOVEMENT" - "This is the SUPREME HOUR...Thank God, that final AWAKENING is definitely under way!" LEF-MD 322, 405, 604.
They bet their all on it - they teamed up with BILLY GRAHAM and the CATHOLICS in "KEY '73" and FROOM - GLORIOUSLY SUCCESSFUL beyond his wildest dreams to that moment - met his WATERLOO-WATERGATE-DUNKIRK - and was found still lying - in the RUINS of his own SPECULATIONS! And "LIGHTNING BOLT PIERSON" was squaking for two years after: "What went WRONG, Brethren? What went WRONG? Will someone please tell us?"

"Thou hadst a whore's forehead -
"Thou refusedst to be ASHAMED!
"Therefore the SHOWERS have been withdrawn -
"And there hath been NO-LATTER-RAIN!" Jer. 3:3.

God the SOVEREIGN of the UNIVERSE - is not quite ready to be PUSH-BUTTONED by a CORRUPT PRIESTHOOD. "BLESSED is that man that maketh the Lord his trust, and respecteth NOT the PROUD, nor such as turn aside to LIES!" Psa. 40:4.

"My people are DESTROYED for LACK of KNOWLEDGE; because thou hast rejected KNOWLEDGE, I will also REJECT thee, that thou shalt be NO PRIEST TO ME!" Hosea 4:6.

THE WILL

We can WILL to follow and obey GOD. Or we can WILL to follow and obey MAN.
"The CONTEST is between the COMMANDMENTS of GOD and the COMMANDMENTS of MEN. In this time the GOLD will be SEPARATED FROM the DROSS in the Church." (LEAVING WHAT?) T5:81.

WE CAN WILL

We can WILL to BUILD a CHARACTER - the most dealt with subject in the SOP - bar none. Or we can go with BABYLON, become spiritually LIMP–FLabby–CARELESS–INDIFFERENT - go around like a MORON - in a happy DAZE - not a care in the World. And look for 'god' to "GIVE" them a character when MAXWELL'S and HEPPENSTALL'S "CHRIST–MESSIAH" comes. The religion of BABYLON.

Those who were LOOKING–PRAYING–PLANNING for WILSON to come THEIR WAY - to rid the Church of the "NEW THEOLOGY" and stand for "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM" - if they did not find the answer in that MAXWELL BOOK - the FROOM–WILSON BOOK - the deliberately engineered FORD–BALLINGER BOOK - article after article in R&H and SDA MINISTRY -
can now TAKE NOTICE - SDA MINISTRY April 1983 p.32 - HEP-PENSTALL has taken FROOM'S PLACE to sit at the CONTROLS of the SEMINARY CONSOLE - to push-button the CHURCH - as FROOM did, any way he wants to. TAKE NOTICE - "AWAKENING!" Your master has spoke. The only right left for you - is to kiss the garter. You could have known that before you started.

WILL

"A good CHARACTER must be BUILT up brick by brick, EVERY DAY, growing in proportion to the EFFORT put forth." T5:129. "PERSEVERING EFFORT!" P.130.

"The WILL is the GOVERNING POWER in the NATURE of men, the POWER of DECISION, or CHOICE...CHOICE...CHOICE to OBEY...FORM a CHARACTER!" Ed. 289.

THE SECRET:

"The UNAIDED-UNAIDED-UNAIDED human WILL has no real POWER to RESIST and OVERCOME evil." MH 429. "EVERY DAY we may ADVANCE in PERFECTION." MH 503. "...and ATTAIN to a HOLIER LIFE." MH 452. (FROOM and BRINSMEAD SNEERED at "ATTAINING."). "Man's EFFORTS ALONE are NOTHING but WORTHLESSNESS; but COOPERATION with Christ means a VICTORY!" SM 1:381. (To JONES - 1893.)

YOU SAY YOU ARE CONFUSED?

THEN BELIEVE THIS - And not let some old frog-head turn you from the truth by SIMPERING AROUND like a LICKED DOG - about "LOVE!" - "UNDERSTANDING" - "PATIENCE" - with the alleged "BRETHREN!" - the sons of SATAN who WILL NOT accept this:

"WHEN it is in the heart to OBEY God, when EFFORTS are put forth to this end, Jesus ACCEPTS this disposition and EFFORT as man's best service, and He makes up for the DEFICIENCY with His own divine MERIT. BUT-HE-WILL-NOT - accept those who CLAIM to have "FAITH" in Him, and yet are DISLOYAL...we need to hear a great deal MORE ABOUT WORKS." SM 1:382.

ATTAIN PERFECTION

"A noble CHARACTER...is the RESULT of SELF-DISCIPLINE, of subjection of the LOWER to the higher NATURE." PK 488. "...true success can be ATTAINED." - 32 -
ATTAIN PERFECTION

"A noble CHARACTER...is the RESULT of SELF-DISCIPLINE, of subjection of the LOWER to the higher NATURE." PK 488.
"...true success can be ATTAINED. Human EFFORT avails NOTHING without divine POWER, and without HUMAN ENDEAVOR, divine EFFORT is...of NO AVAL...we must ACT OUR PART." PK 487. "SANCTIFICATION is the WORK of a LIFETIME." COL 65.

HEPPENSTALL: (?)

"MORAL PERFECTION is REQUIRED of ALL...STRIVE for PERFECTION...ATTAIN PERFECTION...A noble CHARACTER is EARNED by INDIVIDUAL EFFORT...WE-FORM-THE-CHARACTER...If you WILL NOT - then you CANNOT." COL 330-1. (We could go on for 100 pages.)

PAXTON

PAXTON KNEW - what ELLEN WHITE TAUGHT - he did not take a FROOM-ANDERSON-SEMINARY "COURSE" - he did the SAME as many another who STUDIED for HIMSELF. DA 141. COL 79.


HERE WE HAVE A RUNDOWN

of how Adventism CHANGED its posture and just WHO led out in this CHANGE-METAMORPHOSIS - as they PROGRESSED into the BABYLON CAMP - this is the MAJOR BURDEN of the PAXTON BOOK - and he is too often RIGHT ON! He is telling it as it is.
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He, however, REJOICES - that they are coming HIS WAY! Into EVANGELICALISM who are to set up the IMAGE of BEAST - GC 443-5.

THE QUESTION IS:

ELLEN WHITE: A LIFETIME to BUILD-FORM-ATTAIN a CHARACTER? THE NEW THEOLOGY: Or is it "GIVEN" as a "GIFT" - CAN it be "GIVEN"* WHEN will it be "GIVEN"* With FRED WRIGHT at the "NEW BIRTH" you are "COMPLETE"? (Or completely CRAZY?) Or do we go with 1960 BRINSMED-HUDSON - given as a "GIFT" - but in the "JUDGMENT HOUR"? Or do we go with ALL of them after HEPP - when Christ comes?

AT THIS POINT IN TIME - April 29, 1983 - we have a letter from Dr. Henson.

Dear Bro. Hoehn:

I would like for you to see what you think of this (ENCLOSED "SECOND QUARTER") QUARTERLY.

We intend to DROP everything else - all LETTERS - all our NOTES - and meet this. The subject is:

"THE CHURCH AND THE WORK"

WE START WITH THE FOREWORD: (In CONDENSED FORM - what is in the FOREWORD?) "MANY IMPORTANT TRUTHS - such as...how to secure the SPIRITUAL PROSPERITY of the Church...how to close the door against DISORDERLY MANIFESTATIONS, how to ensure the PEACE of the Church - will be brought up in these lessons...to promote UNITY, COOPERATION and LOVE among the people of God, must be impressed on the MINDS of the brethren, so that the blessings of God may rest upon us as a people and as individuals...

"THOROUGH ORGANIZATION IS ESSENTIAL TO KEEP OUT SPURIOUS UPRISINGS, TO REFUTE CLAIMS not endorsed by the WORD of God, and to give "DISORDERLY ELEMENTS" no chance TO CONTROL the work at this time" (Testimonies to Ministers, p.228)...The General Conference Sabbath School Department. APRIL-JUNE 1983.

We do the UNEXPECTED THING - we ANALYZE the ANALYZERS before we let them ANALYZE US! We QUESTION EVERY WORD THEY SAY! We TRY not let them get away with ANYTHING. So our FIRST QUESTION has to be:
(1) Does the **BIBLE** - does **CHRIST** - or His **TESTIMONIES** - teach any **SUCH MALARKKEY** as the **PROMISE** of **PEACE** of the Church? **"UNITY-COOPERATION-LOVE-BLESSINGS?"**

(2) Or does He promise: "Think **NOT** that I am come to send **PEACE** on Earth: I came **NOT** to send **PEACE**, but a **SWORD.**" Matt. 10:34. Series A:238. "These things I have spoken unto you, that in Me ye might have **PEACE**. In the World ye shall have **TRIBULATION.**" John 16:33.

**PEACE-???

"For when **THEY** shall say "**PEACE"** and **SAFETY**" - then **SUDDEN DESTRUCTION** cometh upon **THEM**...and **THEY** shall **NOT ESCAPE!**" 1 Thess. 5:3. T5:233-4.

**FOR SEEMINGLY ENDLESS YEARS -**

I heard the Adventist Preacher and to this day the **"REFORM"** Church going by **URIAH SMITH** - forever pointing to the **"WORLD"** - when **"THEY"** shall say **"PEACE** and **SAFETY"** - **"SUDDEN DESTRUCTION"** shall come upon **THEM**!

One day I received the **SURPRISE** of my life - I had to blink my eyes several times - did I read **ARIGHT?** It is when the **"DUMB DOG"** Seventh-day Adventist **MINISTRY** says (As they say in this **QUARTERLY!**) - when **"THEY"** say **"PEACE and SAFETY!"** - THEN it is that **"SUDDEN DESTRUCTION** comes upon **THEM**! - and the Seventh-day Adventist Ministry shall not **"ESCAPE!"** - the **FIRST** time I saw this was TM 233 - then 407 - then 35 - but that one is **HARD** to understand. Then to **ADD** to the list: AA 535. B2:23. TM 234. T5:80,211,233. FCE 335. EW 139.

**THIS 1983 QUARTERLY FOREWORD** - says to say "**PEACE**" - at this **"TIME!"** - and TM 233 says at this **"TIME"** - **"SUDDEN DESTRUCTION** cometh upon **THEM!** - (UPON the **"FALSE TEACHERS!"**) And T5:211 adds: "**THESE DUMB DOGS..."PEACE and SAFETY!...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!"** And the next page tells you **WHY...212.** So much for their **"PEACE!"** and **"UNITY!"** When the Lord calls for **SEPARATION** or else receive of their **PLAGUES!** (Do you see anything but **"DEATH!"** for them in the **MIDNIGHT HOUR?** If they do not **SPLIT** COL 406.) (As in Old Jerusalem.) That was what the book **"THE GREAT CONTROVERSY"** was all about - and is **WHY** they had to **CHANGE** it to wipe out all the alleged **"IMPERFECTIONS!"** As **URIAH SMITH** sat as **JUDGE** and **EXECUTIONER.**
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Even this book - TM - is a FAKE. Sr. White never SAW that 1923 book. She wrote "SERIES A" - reprinting the ORIGINALS that we STARTED - has now been undertaken by "LEAVES of AUTUMN" P.O. Box 440, Payson, AZ 85541. (Ask them for their list of EGW BOOKS.)

CHURCH

The key word here is "CHURCH!" The Adventist leaders, of course - would like to pass off the HOAX that there is only ONE CHURCH. This is the mistake the JEWISH CHURCH - the CATHOLIC CHURCH - as an example of many other CHURCHES have made - they are the "ONLY" ones - PREDESTINATED-IN-FALLIBLE - and you better AGREE right quick - or we will turn the hounds loose on you. This is the spirit of the ANTI-CHRIST. No HUMILITY in a car-load of the SELF-RIGHTEOUS PHARISEES, and that is what she called them.

"...the boasting PHARISEE was REJECTED. For every one that EXALTED HIMSELF shall be ABASED, and he that HUMBLETH himself shall be EXALTED...Because thou sayest, I am RICH, and increased GOODS, and have NEED(?) of NOTHING!...When poor mortals, however HIGH their PROFESSION, become JUST in their own eyes, then Jesus lets LEAVES them to be deceived in regard to themselves...NO GREATER DELUSION..." WE AS A PEOPLE...are becoming LIKE the PHARISEES - SELF-RIGHTEOUS - while we do NOT the WILL of God...INTERNAL CORRUPTION-CORRUPTION-CORRUPTION will bring the DENUNCIATIONS of God upon this people as it did upon JERUSALEM." SM 2:376,378.

THIS IS WHY

They will NEVER give the "LOUD CRY" - they will not even know what it is. "THEY WILL NOT RECOGNIZE the work of God when the LOUD CRY...(will) LIGHTEN the Earth." TM 300.

"THE LOUD CRY." I saw ANOTHER Angel...the Earth was LIGHTENED with his glory...BABYLON...is become the habitation of DEVILS..."COME OUT OF HER"...with the additional mention of the CORRUPTIONS-CORRUPTIONS-CORRUPTIONS which have been entering THE CHURCHES since 1844." 1884 GC 421. (See CHANGES in your GC 603.)

PRESUMPTION
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THE CHURCH will be REJECTED because of PRESUMPTION. They PRESUME that they are SAVED - by JUDGING that they need NO COURT IN HEAVEN - NO INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT - NO SANCTUARY - NO "MOST HOLY PLACE!" - So they "JUDGE" THEMSELVES! Which is SPIRITUALISM! GC 554, 558. Ed. 288.

THAT 1983 QUARTERLY is PRESUMPTION. They PRESUME that ELLEN WHITE is WRONG when she WARNED the Church that "CORRUPT" forces were SEEKING to take over the Church in TM 228. "...at this TIME!" - 1894.

DO BLIND LAODICEANS not know to consider TIME-PLACE-CIRCUMSTANCES----? SM 1:41,45,57. ONCE she stood by KELLOG-JONES-WAGGONER-DANIELLS-URIAH SMITH-BALLENGER-later she DENOUNCED EVERY ONE OF THEM! Do we BLINDLY REFUSE to consider TIME-PLACE-CIRCUMSTANCES----? ONCE SHE GAVE FAVORABLE TESTIMONIES to/of the CHURCH. Then she looked with PROPHETIC EYE to 1983 - are we going to quote 1883 or 1894 - and PRESUMPTUOUSLY PRESUME this goes on FOREVER? So if we are preparing a QUARTERLY for 1983 -

PERHAPS we dare not BLINDLY take a TESTIMONY given to cover 1894 - and ARROGANTLY and PRESUMPTUOUSLY apply it to 1983?

BECAUSE-BECAUSE-BECAUSE "In the CLOSING "WORK" - (that QUARTERLY deals with "WORK"): of God in the Earth...FALSE RELIGION may prevail ...and DARKNESS (in the MIDNIGHT HOUR - everything in THAT CHURCH is in "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS...IMPENETRABLE!") - COL 414. (There is NO LIGHT in DARKNESS! That QUARTERLY IGNORES all that and PRESUMES all is GLORIOUS "LIGHT" - could DECEPTION be GREATER?) "...and DARKNESS, like the pall of DEATH...plot after plot may be formed to OVERTHROW the "PEOPLE OF GOD" (T1:179) - BUT-BUT-BUT - (in the [1983] hour of GREATEST PERIL, the God of Elijah will raise up HUMAN INSTRUMENTALITIES...

(But which they, in this WARPED-PREJUDICED-ARROGANT-BOASTING-COCKEYED "QUARTERLY" - they choose to call "SPURIOUS UPRISINGS - DISORDERLY ELEMENTS" - who have NOT THE SLIGHTEST INTENTIONS of "CONTROLLING THE WORK AT THIS (1983) TIME!" - 37 -
We would rather be DEAD than to take over the MESS that they have created by this (1983) "TIME!" And THAT is FINAL!

"...in the hour of GREATEST PERIL, the God of ELIJAH will raise up HUMAN INSTRUMENTALITIES to bear a MESSAGE that will NOT be SILENCED...the voice of STERN REBUKE...

(Which THEY have the NERVE to call "DISORDERLY ELEMENTS" - "DICTATORIAL CLIQUES" - (p.7) - "DISRUPT-DESTROY-DESPISE" - (p.13) - as they come in the masquerade that THEY are the ever faithful BRETHREN! What a joke!)

"...the voice of STERN REBUKE will be heard. BOLDLY will MEN of God's appointment DENOUNCE UNION THE CHURCH with THE WORLD...For the hour of His JUDGMENT is come!" PK 187. (See CHANGES from ORIGINAL RH 6:382.)

(For several who have written - RH 6:382 means SIX BIG R&H ARTICLE BOOKS - this is "ARTICLES BOOK 6" - RH 6:382. Nov. 20, 1913. This PK book - first printed as "CAPTIVITY and RESTORATION" - 1916 - then CHANGED to PK - 1917. In either case, AFTER EGW was dead in 1915. So this is ONE BOOK they CANNOT CLAIM was CHANGED with her STANDING BY and giving her "APPROVAL!" See the DASTARDLY CHANGES from the RH ORIGINAL "ARTICLES." See this page ALONE - SERIOUS CHANGES - PK 187 from ORIGINAL RH 6:382. JOHN HIEBERT and DARLING - who spent ENTIRE WIN- TERS to fabricate together the notorious "TEN COMMANDMENT TABLES OF STONE ARK THEORY" - would not have got off the ground if they had left this page (ALONE)! Also many "MAYS" about them "UNITING!" in their great drive for "UNITY!" Finally CLIMAXED in the 3-fold "UNITY" in COMMON with the BILLY GRAHAM HOLY HELL PORK PRIESTS and the ROMAN CATHO- LICS - and JESUS FREAKS - and the UNWASHABLES - "KEY '73" - the DISGRACE of the century. So is the above TRUE or is it not TRUE? That in the METAMORPHIC PROCESS of the DISEASE - will the CHURCH "UNITE" with the World as this PREDICTION TESTIFIES? Or should we believe the LIARS that FABRICATED this "QUARTERLY?" OBEY the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN?"

ONE WAY

of NOT dropping our brains off at the dump and go by them -
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Is to **UNDERSTAND** that when they **READ-APPLY-IMPLY** - "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH" - she very carefully did **NOT** say "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH" - she did not use that term - it cannot be found in GC-COL-PK-DA-SC - and I do not know **HOW MANY OTHER BOOKS**! So by what **RIGHT** do they **ADD** - what is just **NOT THEIR**! When they **ADD** - "SDA" - if she never said "SDA" - but if you want "SDA" - how about this: **"OUR position in the World is NOT** what it should be...It is **DIFFICULT** to **DISCERN** between him that serveth God and him that serveth Him **NOT**.

"In the balances of the **SANCTUARY** the Seventh-day Adventist Church is to be **WEIGHED**. She will be **JUDGED**...IF...IF...on her will be pronounced the sentence - "FOUND WANTING." T8:247. 1903.

**THE SAME BOOK:**

"**JERUSALEM** is a representation of what **THE CHURCH** will be **IF-IT-REFUSES** to walk in the light that God has given...**OUR CHURCHES...OUR INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING**, that have **FAILED**...moving in the **SAME TRACK** as **JERUSALEM**...He saw this state of things in **EVERY CHURCH**...**JERUSALEM**...is before us as a **WARNING**...I call upon ALL who have (done as this spurious **QUARTERLY** calls for) **UNITED-UNITED-UNITED** - in a course of action that is **WRONG** in principle, to make a **DECIDED REFORMATION** and forever after walk **HUMBLY** with God...If the Lord be God, follow Him: but if Baal, then follow him." 1 Kings 18:21." T8:68. 1904. T8:32,127. PK 417. TM 450. T1:283. MM 151,164.

Not all so cut-and-dried like that **QUARTERLY PRETENDS** - by using **REFERENCES** right in the **FOREWORD** from 1894 and **AVOIDING** like the **PLAGUE** in **ALL** their **"WHITE TRUTH"** and other **BOOKS** and **NEWS MEDIA** - **AVOIDING** like the **PLAGUE** - **ANY PROPHETIC INTERPRETATIONS** of what the **PROPHET SAID** would come in 1983. Take 1894 **STATEMENTS** when the **PROPHET** was **THERE PERSONALLY** - and taking such 1894 **STATEMENTS** and applying them to 1983 if not **FOREVER**! This is **SKULDUGGERY** but which they call a **"QUARTERLY!"** How can you **HARMONIZE** the two? And how can you call for **UNITY**! - in the very **HOUR** she saw two groups - **WISE** and **FOOLISH** - one group stood on the **"FOUNDATION"** - the other built on **"SLIDING SAND"** - (SM 1:205) - in the **CRITICAL HOUR** and **BECAUSE** they were "**UNITED**" with the **BIG 1983 GROUP** - **OUT** of the Most Holy **"PLACE!"** -
And they "AT ONCE received the UNHOLY INFLUENCE of SATAN!" 1846 BROADSIDE. EW 56. But we are to pay no never mind to all that and "UNITE" before a VACATED THRONE! As the Jews that CRUCIFIED Christ - so we, LIKE JUDAS - are to go BACK into MIDNIGHT DARKNESS! EW 261. "And thou...SDA...down to "HELL!" RH 3:69.

WHERE DO WE DIFFER FROM THE QUARTERLY - ???

[A] The Church has had ENDLESS YEARS to BRAINWASH this people, as the JEWS of old - with their OUT-OF-THIS-WORLD ASSURANCES imbibed every Sabbath - LYING on the Lord's day, they are the only and true blue "BRETHREN" INFALLIBLE - PREDESTINATED - TEN CARAT GOLD. The SIN-FORGIVING PRIESTHOOD extend their hand of fellowship - IF we pay them to say "MASS" for us - SDA STYLE! We CONFESS to THEM - they confess NOTHING to us! This HOLY SEE in WASHINGTON, D.C.

BUT

[B] How does that harmonize with the prophet that they will drop all STANDARDS-BANNERS - even the BALANCES of the SANCTUARY - they will DOUBLE-CROSS this people and the BLIND LEADERS of the BLIND FOLLOWERS - will tell you right in the open, in their "1980 DECLARATION OF FAITH!" - that they have DROPPED the Most Holy "PLACE!" because they do not know its "GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION" - or did they do that because they knew the "GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION" of FORD - and wanted to cut a rug with HIM? (But it did not work anyway!) 1980. This is the SAME CHURCH as 1894? And we will use 1894 references as though there has been NO CHANGE in nearly 100 YEARS? We have NEVER faltered or failed! Which ALONE makes the Lord a LIAR! What about these Ten New Money-losing HOSPITALS? Might as well give those MILIONS to "DR." DAVENPORT! And then LIE your way out of that one! Just a smack on the bottom - because if we go beyond that DAVENPORT might make some things PUBLIC - And ALSO NAME NAMES? So out comes the WHITE-WASH BRUSH! MAFIA ETHICS!

"I speak to the Church at Battle Creek...I was pointed to the BUILDINGS...are so many MONUMENTS of your UNBELIEF...I saw Worldlings point to them with JESTING and RIDICULE, as a DE-NIAL of our FAITH...The Church at Battle Creek...is JOINED to the IDOLS which she has chosen...I counsel THIS CHURCH... (Rev. 2:5. EPHESUS)...."
ye go to inquire of Baal-Zebub? to Satanic Agencies? Poisonous Drugs? The Sorcerer's Power? Profane and Vain Babblings. Cursed is the Path that leads to Endor or Ekron. Deception of almost Every Kind are in-the-Church! The Spirit of God, which prompts to Reproof, is Trampled Underfoot. Here we see that the Church — the Lord's Sanctuary — was the FIRST to feel the Stroke of the Wrath of God. (How can this be? Did not Froom—Houteff tell us only the Good Eggs would remain in the Basket? But here it says:)"

"He is太贻FooMERCIFUL to visit His people in Judgment. Thus "Peace and Safety" is the cry from...these Dumb Dogs that would not bark...all perish together." T5:188-197,210-11. RH 2:105; 5:238,242,386.

The World Council of Churches

[C] There is one thing we cannot understand. If someone decides to go to the devil — like Ford and Puc — why can he not figure out his own deceptions? Why does he have to go to "Ballenger" for his arguments? Numbers did the same — so did Brinsmead. It seems they like the taste of the same brew. Heady Stuff!

The Adventists always were Copycats! They wrote endless books and articles — how to imitate and find out the "Secrets" of Spurgeon or Billy Graham — their Idols.

They have done it again. Hammill writes in the R&H Jan. 13, 1983 — p.8. They are going to go by the "Consensus of Believers!" — because "...in the long run God speaks through All the Church!" p.8. That is the Slogan of the WCC-NCC. This is what they get for sitting on the faith and order commissions of the WCC-NCC. Who is leading Who?

"But when eternal interests are concerned, God wills not that Man should submit to Man. For such submission in spiritual matters is a Real Worship, and ought to be rendered Solely to the Creator." GC 167. (140.)

"Conformity to worldly customs converts the Church to the World; it never converts the World to Christ." GC 509. "In the Broad Road that leads to eternal ruin, there walks a long procession. The World, filled with Violence, Revealing, and Drunkenness, is converting the Church."
The LAW of God...is declared to be of NO EFFECT." T9:43-4. "DAILY the CHURCH is being CONVERTED to the WORLD!" COL 316.

NOW AGAIN TO THE WCC-NCC

Again, sitting on the boards of the "FAITH and ORDER" COM-MISSIONS of the WCC-NCC - they LEARNED what the WCC is going to PUSH - in their upcoming ASSEMBLY in VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA - July 24, 1983 - their SLOGAN - a DEAD RING-ER for this ADVENTIST SABBATH SCHOOL QUARTERLY! Hitting the WCC THEME for "UNITY!" "LOVING FELLOWSHIP" - "TRUE BROTHERHOOD" - these are the issues to be debated in VANCOUVER by the WCC. "CHRISTIANITY TODAY" - April 22, 1983. p.52. RICHARD J. MOUW. "DRIBBLE DROOLING WORDS" filled with "MEALY PAP." p.7.

VERY MANY TIMES

You should try it sometime. When THEY make a big deal out of some reference LOOK-IT-UP! Like the noble Bereans. And see if it says what they want you to believe it says. And TWIST the HEADINGS to HELP you along - to what they intend you to fall for. It takes STRONG RESOLVE - NOBLE INTEGRITY - FIRM DETERMINATION - NOT to be HORN-SWOGGLED into believing a LIE! The FIRST thing I did with this QUARTERLY - my eye caught building on a "FOUNDATION" - knowing something about FOUNDATIONS...

BUILDING ON A FOUNDATION

I looked up their reference on p.7 - AA 595. The BUILDING of "A CHURCH." Like the noble BEREANS would be expected to do - look up the CONTEXT - do not take things OUT-OF-CONTEXT! Go to the HEAD of the CHAPTER. The subject is "THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT." I had PREVIOUSLY marked this: ("Go to p.587 & 588.") The LAST page of MH 516 - it goes from LAODICEA to the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT - PHILADELPHIA! I had made a notation that this ENDING to this BOOK - did much the same. So who is the Church "TRIUMPHANT?" Since this QUARTERLY PROFESSES to deal with this subject.

AA 587 - takes us from FIRST CHURCH CONDITION - EPHESUS. Then it goes to LAST CHURCH CONDITION - LAODICEA. Then AA 588 takes us to THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT - PHILADELPHIA! And footnote Bible references bears this out. WHO-IS-KEPT-IN-THE-HOUR-OF-TEMPTATION? Old Drug-Shot? - 42 -
Think again! See GC 560. RH 3:44. TM 446. T5:297, 475, 752. Here we at once see - these are the "FAITHFUL ONES" - beyond the BATTLE - we see them on the Sea of Glass - the 144,000. CERTAINLY NO ONE would have the PRESUMPTION to say WHO THESE ARE! "ALL-OUR-ZEAL will not be successful in making the CHURCH MILITANT as pure as the CHURCH TRIUMPHANT...We are NOT to say what constitutes the WHEAT, and what the TARES. The TIME ("JUDGE NOTHING BEFORE THE TIME)" 1 Cor. 4:5) The TIME of the HARVEST will fully determine the CHARACTER of the TWO CLASSES specified under the figure of the TARES and the WHEAT. The WORK of SEPARATION is given to the ANGELS of God, and not committed into the hands of ANY MAN." TM 47. DA 656. SG 2:282. T3:113-116, 316. T5:334. EW 118. T5:81. RH 3:79.

THE MOST HORRIBLE TESTIMONY

ever given is the TEN VIRGIN PARABLE - or the most WONDERFUL LIGHT - depending on which side of the fence we are standing. The OFFICIAL STAND of the OFFSHOOTS! from the TESTIMONIES - who APPEAR to be faithful and true - who have prepared this SLANTED-WARPED QUARTERLY! - by which they will FOOL the MAJORITY - so they go to sleep once again -

Would not DARE to EVER preach the TRUTH of the TEN VIRGIN PARABLE as we look at SCENE No. 1-2-3:

[1] "For a TIME there was seen NO DIFFERENCE between them!" COL 408. 1884 GC 420. RH 6:445; 3:292. TM 234.
[2] Then something the Church was absolutely UNPREPARED for. While they are crying "PEACE and SAFETY!" - "LOVE and UNITY!" - something breaks into their blessed "ASSURANCE" - with the WALLOP of an EARTHQUAKE - "FACE to FACE with DEATH!" - an "UNLOOKED FOR CALAMITY!" - they SUDDENLY find - CONTRARY to all LAODICIAN EXPECTATIONS - that "THE GREAT FINAL TEST" (whatever it is) - "WILL BE TOO LATE!" to DEVELOP...

A CHARACTER!

This is called a SUDDEN and UNLOOKED FOR CRISIS! in which they for the FIRST TIME REALIZE - they should not have REVELED in the BLESSED ASSURANCES given them by BALLINGER - JONES - WAGGONER - FROM - ANDERSON - PEASE - VENDEN - RICHARDS - since 1926 - and ready to gasp his last - and with his last gasp - calling on J. ROBERT SPANGLER - EDITOR of SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE - Feb. 1983 - p.2 -
HMSR

RICHARDS of the VOP with his last gasp - wants "MINISTRY" to go ALL-THE-WAY with BABYLON and the "NEW THEOLOGY" - and beat the DRUMS (As do BRINSMEAD-PAXTON-GOLDS-WORTHY) beat the VOODOO TOM-TOMS for "GRACE" - "IN EVERY ISSUE!" HMSR. MAXWELL conked out when he wrote his "MAN" book - FROOM conked out when he reached his ZENITH in "KEY '73" and HMSR nearly conked out - "Pastor RICHARDS wrote this letter shortly before suffering a serious STROKE. We are giving consideration to his suggestion." (REGARDLESS!) SDA MINISTRY Feb. 1983 p.2.

AND THE THEME - ???

of that ABOMINATION? SAME page - SAME subject - SAME HMSR - (with his last gasp): "I could never be saved by my WORKS!" HMSR. Just WHAT is he DOING - that he must run to BABYLON for their version of "GRACE!" - because he can not pass the Book of Revelations which calls for "WORKS!" as the BASIS of the JUDGMENT! ("FAITH alone?" The COUNTERFEIT of GC 471. SC 60-1. Which is there listed and catalogued as "PRESUMPTION!" and "THIS ENSNARING DOCTRINE!"

THE BIBLE

"And another BOOK was opened, which is the BOOK of LIFE; and the DEAD were JUDGED out of those things WRITTEN in the BOOKS, according to their WORKS!" Rev. 20:12,13. And there is no VARIANCE or TURNING with God - so He also judges "BABYLON" - according to her "WORKS!" And THIS is the message of Rev. 18 - which the Adventists REJECTED in 1888 - and when it comes again - will be REJECTED AGAIN! Because they prefer BABYLON and F.F.BRUCE - "BABYLON the GREAT is FALLEN...For her SINS have reached unto Heaven!...REWARD her even as she rewarded you, and DOUBLE unto her DOUBLE according to her WORKS." Rev. 18:2,5,6. "COME OUT of her, My people!" v.4.

DOES THE ADVENTIST PReACHER

not know or preach - that the Most Holy "PLACE!" of the SANCTUARY is where God forgives SIN - and NOWHERE ELSE! IMAGINE a THEOLOGICAL CLOWN writing in SDA MINISTRY - April 1983 p.4,5,6 - on so-called "ADVENTIST THEOLOGY OF WORSHIP" - C. RAYMOND HOLMES - "THE FOCUS OF OUR WORSHIP" -
is the "SANCTUARY" and the "THRONE" and the "THREE GREAT UNIFYING DOCTRINES OF ADVENTISM" - (1) SABBATH. (2) HIGH-PRIESTLY MINISTRY OF CHRIST. (3) THE SECOND COMING. (No TRUTH about HELL!) That does not matter any more. And can use up three pages and NEVER ONCE MENTION - the Most Holy "PLACE!"

THE THIRD MESSAGE CLOSED

"EVERY case had been DECIDED...Jesus moved OUT of the Most Holy PLACE...a cloud of DARKNESS covered the inhabitants of the Earth. There was then NO MEDIATOR...SATAN had ENTIRE CONTROL...there was NOTHING to stay the WRATH of God...every jewel was NUMBERED...and the SINS which HAD BEEN CONFESSION...while He was IN the Most Holy PLACE!...were placed upon SATAN...the PLAGUES were falling...MANY desired LIFE, but made NO EFFORT...." EW 32, 48, 251, 253, 256, 279, 280-1.

BUT THE THEOLOGICAL TRIPE

that write in this so-called "MINISTRY" magazine - NEVER MENTION - are now FORBIDDEN TO MENTION - the Most Holy PLACE because they do not know the "GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION" - but they DO KNOW the F.F.BRUCE JESUIT LOCATION of such TERMINOLOGY as "LITURGICAL" - "SANCTUS" - "DOXOLOGY" - and no JESUIT or WILSON to STOP THEM! (Nor EVA nor HAMMILL.)

THEY WILL GET

their "SUDDEN" comeuppance come the "CRISIS!" - COL 411-2. CHARACTER BUILDING is the "WORK" of "LIFETIME" - but they want no "WORK" and certainly no "LIFETIME!" Because with FROOM-DANIELLS-BALLINGER-HMSR - they want to be "SAVED!" with the BABBLING BABYLONIANS - they like the GOODLY BABYLONISH "GARMENT" far better than any "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY." BARNHOUSE nailed the hide of RICHARDS to the BARN WALL as shown in Publication #565. Feb. 16, 1983. Now we hear WALTER MARTIN said in KELOWNA, B.C. - and we have a TAPE that RECORDED a late MARTIN PRESENTATION - prior to a BOOK he intends to publish - blow the lid off the present FAKEs that MASQUERADE as "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" The Lord promised this SHAMELESS HARLOT of T8:250 that He would BEAT her with "MANY STRIPES" - before this CHARADE is over. They will FOOL people for the LAST TIME! And this QUARTERLY is the SLICKEST ATTEMPT YET - and we need to know HOW they SWINDEL HOODWINK - ENSNARE -
BEGUILIE - HOAX - HUMBUG - TRICK - FLATTER - COUNTERFEIT - DISTORT - STRETCH - BURLESQUE - DAUB - put their THEOLOGICAL CLOWNS to work - to make the Word of God of NONE-EFFECT by their 1980 TRADITION. And we DOUBT if they will wake up even when the EARTHQUAKE rises up to HIT them in the FACE! (It appears in an earthquake, that the ground rises up as it convulses in tremors or waves.) As in the Days of LOT-NOAH - when the STORM HITS - it is already TOO LATE! No hope then.

THE QUARTERLY THEME - "UNITY!"

What the Adventist has NEVER learned. To make a DISTINCTION between a Testimony that is to a certain CLASS - and which in NO WAY applies to the other class.

FOR EXAMPLE

A father or mother that lets the household go to RUIN. NO ORDER - NO RULES - NO RESTRAINT. I have seen "ADVENTIST" homes where the young people show NO RESPECT to their parents' religion. They SMOKE-DRINK - bring in WILD - DISEASED "GIRLS" - whoop it up into all hours of the night. These poor parents go around wringing their hands - and then they read a Testimony that was DIRECTED to a HARSH UNFEELING - UNFAIR - DICTATORIAL PARENT - that he/she should be more KIND - more LOVING - GENTLER - UNDERSTANDING - and FAILING to see (just like this FAKE QUARTERLY) - that this DOES NOT cover the PRESENT SITUATION - but they are too BLIND-DEAF-and-DUMB to see that - and let things go to the Devil - MORE-THAN-BEFORE! Because did not "MRS. WHITE SAY SO?"

Instead of reading where she took after ANOTHER parent - ANOTHER situation - where she told them to get some BACKBONE - and ASSERT their AUTHORITY - as one who has to some day answer to God for their children - but, no, they read the OTHER references that DO NOT apply to their situation at all. They do not consider TIME-PLACE-CIRCUMSTANCES. Why? Because they are what the Bible calls them - BLIND! And if you want a good one for the BLIND - who see NOTHING WRONG! Go around with a FROZEN GRIN on their face - perhaps this will wake them up:

(And this HAPPENS to be to the "LAODICEAN CHURCH!")
"The message to the Church of the Laodiceans...is applicable to the people of God at the present (1873) TIME..."I will SPEW thee OUT...BECAUSE"...the message TO BE borne TO His people by MINISTERS—WHOM—HE HAS—CALLED...is NOT a PEACE—and—SAFETY MESSAGE...of CARNAL SECURITY...WHAT GREATER DECEPTION...when they are ALL WRONG...It is NOT ENOUGH to merely "PROFESS" to "BELIEVE" the truth. All the soldiers of the Cross virtually OBLIGATE themselves to ENTER the crusade...to CONDEMN WRONG (Try to find that in ANY INDEX!) and sustain RIGHTEOUSNESS...The true witness CONDEMNS... STU—PIDITY in this WATCHING TIME..."I know thy WORKS!"... Those who DESPISE the WARNING will be LEFT in BLINDNESS... will walk in DARKNESS...They FLATTER themselves...THIS MESSAGE — must be borne TO (not FROM) to a LUKEWARM CHURCH by God's servants...will AROUSE to ACTION...and CONFESSION of SINS...must see their WRONGS and AROUSE... WRONGS must be REPRIEVED...(but which THEY will call "CONDEMNED!")

"SIN must be called SIN...and INIQUITY must be MET — PROMPTLY and DECIDEDLY, and PUT AWAY...Those who QUESTION and QUIBBLE, and...DOUBT...WEAKENING our faith, hope, and courage...SURMISE...INSINUATE...the CURSE of God will be upon THEM...will be subjects of HIS WRATH...as a body...EXCUSED these WRONGS...Especially in the CLOSING work for the Church, in the SEALING TIME...(This reference ALONE should settle the question of WHEN the "SEALING" takes place. T3: 266.)

"...in the SEALING TIME...they will feel MOST DEEPLY the WRONGS of God's "PROFESSED" people..."and set a MARK upon the foreheads of the men that SIGH and that CRY for ALL the ABOMINATIONS"...but the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do not thus SEE..."Go ye AFTER him through the city...and BEGIN at My Sanctuary..." T3:252 to 267. 1873. (Read on!) RH 2:49. T5:505. GC 609,656. (See GC 656 and EW 282 to see the END of the "PEACE and SAFETY" prophets!

**MIDNIGHT CRY TOO LATE - !!!**

Those who are hoodwinked by the new "FROOM" — as the head of the SEMINARY — the one who has his MILLIONS (from the IL-LUMINATI?) — who SOLD RDB and FTW down the "NEW THEOLOGY" RIVER — HEPPENSTALL. Who sold them the YARN — that the LAW cannot be kept — no use TRYING! Because a "CHARACTER" will be given you — when CHRIST—MESSIAH COMES!
Good duck-soup for the BILDERBERGERS of the ROTHCHILDs. Or MORMONS.

These people to not have to worry about "FINISHING" the work - for they NEVER finish it - their probation comes to an END - BEFORE the MIDNIGHT CRY.

PROOF?

(A) There is a Ten Virgin Parable - RIGHT?
(B) This is the LAST Church - RIGHT?
(C) Or are there TWO LAST CHURCHES seen in EW 55 and 56?
(D) The one is SAVED-SEALED - the other LOST.
(E) SUNDAY LAW ENFORCEMENT is NOT the question.
(F) The question is the TRUTH of the SANCTUARY. So they follow the 1960 "AWAKENING" - or LESLIE HARDINGE in the GC SESSION - R&H June 19, 1970. p.9,10. "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" - with 1960 RDB-FTW and HUDSON - clear OUT of the Sanctuary ENTIRELY! (And then talk about FORD!) - See their END in EW 56 and 1846 BROADSIDE. TWO GROUPS OF WOR- SHIPPERS - the ones like WILSON-EVA-HAMMILL - that REJECT the "PLACE!" of His Sanctuary - TROD it UNDERFOOT! Daniel 8:9,11,12,13. For which "DESOLATIONS" will follow. Daniel 8: 13,19,23,25; 9:2,16-19,24,26,27; 12:7-11. Hosea 4:6,14; 5:6; 10:13-5.
(G) LONG BEFORE the "LOUD CRY" - even BEFORE the "MID- NIGHT CRY" - they are "FINISHED!" No hope at all. See if you can see anything else in the TEN VIRGIN PARABLE. Do they find any "OIL?" OIL is "CHARACTER" - TM 234.

HISTORY REPEATED

Only a closely knit FEW - heeded the WARNINGS of Christ - NOT to argue with ANYONE - the time for ARGUING was PAST - no matter what you think of them - when you see the SIGN - DROP EVERYTHING and "FLEE!" And NOT ONE who did that - NOT ONE DIED! As HISTORY is REPEATED - as the TIME comes for the "SLAUGHTERING ANGELS" to do their work in the LAST CHURCH - EZEKIEL FAINTED from the sight and was SICK - Eze. 9:8. (Look up the FRONT of your INDEX - and see what you can find for Eze. 9:8.) In the NEW "ODOM" INDEX you find - NOTHING! In the OLD INDEX you find Eze. 9:1-11. The one I think of EVERY DAY! GC 656-7. (Then the VERY ONE we choose - T3:266-7.) The next one is T5:207-16. This one may give us a CLEW to what is recorded in COL 412 - the very text we were talking about. What is the "CRISIS?"
And here we find that **SAME WORD - "CRISIS!"** T5:209. RH 2:105. **"THE FAITHFUL FEW" - vs the MAJORITY who cry for "PEACE and SAFETY!"** - T5:210-1. All this **JUST BEFORE "MICHAEL" stands up as PROBATION CLOSES.** T5:212-3. And then - what the Prophet does throughout her writings from start to finish - **"PREPARE!" - by building a "CHARACTER!" - which the sniveling dog brigade now DENY!** So it is MORE than INTERESTING to read of their END! And since a "COMPANION OF FOOLS" will be "DESTROYED!" Prov. 12:20,23. It is incumbent for us to **OBEY-THE-PROPHET** - not RDB - who tried to make out ISAIAH-JEREMIAH-EZEKIEL - applied way back WHEN - "LOCALLY!" If this is what he learned in the FROOM-ANDERSON SEMINARY - he certainly learned NOTHING!

For this is the very HEART of the SOP teaching. **"The scenes TO (FUTURE TENSE!) - TO BE enacted in our World are not even DREAME D of...In the visions give to ISAIAH, to EZEKIEL, and to JOHN, we see how closely Heaven is connected with the EVENTS taking place upon the Earth...The program of COMING EVENTS..."** T5:752. (JER. BC 4:1159.) RH 4:542. GC 655. T1:270.

There we have unfolded to us a vista of UNDERSTANDING that all the Wilson PEERS and QUEERS will NEVER understand because **"The WICKED will do WICKEDLY and NONE of the WICKED will UNDERSTAND."** Daniel 12:10. PK 516.

So do not let them THROW you - when you find FEW if any, will UNDERSTAND. The above text is the REASON. They INSIST on worshipping way OUT in the "OUTER COURT!!" NOT in the SANCTUARY AT ALL! THEREFORE we read - and do not STOP with Eze. 8 & 9 - but we go on to the END of that book and MARK what we can UNDERSTAND - no need to PRETEND, like HOUTEFF - that we UNDERSTAND it ALL.

**THE NEXT OLD INDEX REFERENCE**

given is T5:474. ODOM threw that one OUT! This is NOT what we want when we are trying to tell them how HOLY and INFA LIBLE we are. T5:474 is NOT ENOUGH! This one is about as STRONG as we can find - IF-IF-IF - we read on to 475-6. But if we do that - we MIGHT run into the NEXT CHAPTER and the SUBJECT of this "Slow boat to China" - QUARTERLY! "UNITY and LOVE IN THE CHURCH!" And the very FIRST WORDS are ANATHEMA:
"Do not forget that the most DANGEROUS SNARES which SATAN has prepared for the Church will come (PREDICTION) will come through its-own-members...While FLATTERING themselves that they are doing "GOD'S WORK!"...BEWARE of these DECEPTIONS!" T5:477. "THE CRISIS is just before us...REMEMBER that God's people are only a LITTLE FLOCK...and these FEW will be a POWER!" T5:479,482.

SO THEY WANT UNITY - ???

THE OLD INDEX GIVE US: "The ANGEL is to place a MARK upon the forehead of ALL who are SEPARATED from SIN and SINNERS, and the DESTROYING ANGEL will follow, to SLAY both old and young." T5:505. RH 2:255. DA 152. SG 2:201.

TO MAKE THE WORD OF GOD of none-effect, they come up at this time - "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!" The CUNNINGHAMS MET THAT - FRITZ ALSETH MET THAT - KLACENA FERGUSON MET THAT. And I am sorry if I missed any. MORE and MORE SDA PREACHERS are failing for that really DUMB DOG MESSAGE - led by those who chose to go OUT in the "OUTER COURT!" with BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-HUDSON-FORD-1960 and the GC SESSION 1970. With the words rebounding through the Manila Desert and bouncing off the rocks in the valleys of LOWER ADVENTOSIA - "DO NOT FIND FAULT!" A SICKENING APPARITION! Take that SCARECROW and BURN it on the ALTAR. "CLEANSE the camp! If it takes the HIGHEST men in the HIGHEST places!"

You might find that reference NEAR our LAST TESTIMONY - TM 431-2. But take it from 426 to the FORNICATING MINISTERS found in the SEALING TIME - from TM 426 to 447. And again we find "BEAUTIFUL PHILADELPHIA" on p.446. AGAIN the two classes. WISE and FOOLISH. The FOOLISH FAIL because they looked for "OIL" (CHARACTER - TM 234) - to be "GIVEN" as a "GIFT" - later-than-you-think! According to HEPP and the OTHER CHURCHES - when Christ comes! This was sold to RDB - FTW - GROTHEER.

GROTHEER and HEPPENSTALL - UNITED - !!!

TALMUDISM: "...NOWHERE in the Bible is it taught that the forces resident in the body are CHANGED till the second coming of Christ." Wm. H. Grotheer. "THOUGHT PAPER" - Dec. 1974 p.2. Thus the Third Angle's Message with its primacy of
"CHARACTER BUILDING" - is flushed right down the Ecumenical drain! This is the "NEW ORGANIZATION" that we are NOT to "JOIN!" SM 2:390. For an ORGANIZATION goes by a TEACHING - and they are OFF the "FOUNDATION" as shown in the "OMEGA" chapter - SM 1:205.

ANTICHRIST

The Jews did not want the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS" - which testimony EXPOSED the CORRUPTION of their LEADERS. The FOURTH ANGEL calls for this - 1884 GC 421. LUTHER was also called to "...EXPOSE the SINS of their LEADERS...LUTHER was the one chosen to breast the storm, stand up AGAINST the IRE of a FALLEN CHURCH...he earnestly endeavored to BREAK the CHAIN of DARKNESS...In the power of the Holy Spirit he cried out against the existing SINS of the LEADERS of the Church." EW 214, 223.

It was the APOSTATES and the ANTICHRIST that tried to STOP it. Against the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS" that tell us what are the "EVENTS" and in their ORDER. He who DENIES this - is the ANTICHRIST!

"All that have refused to be taught of God, hold the TRADITIONS of men. They at last pass over on the side of the enemy, against God, and are written, "ANTICHRIST." The people of God (T1:179) - who UNDERSTAND our position in this World's history, are...pressing together in UNITY...(LAODICEA would like to SMASH this "UNITY!"). Those who keep themselves in hand to mold themselves, find in ANTICHRIST the center of their UNION. While the TWO PARTIES stand in COLLISION, the Lord will appear." SERIES A:312. 1896.

"TWO DISTINCT PARTIES, formed from a company that- were- once-united." Elder Brisbin book p.23-4.

WISE and FOOLISH

ONCE UNITED - but are split WIDE OPEN in the "CRISIS" hour. "America, and especially Battle Creek, where the GREATEST LIGHT from Heaven has been shining...can become the place of GREATEST PERIL and DARKNESS." Series A:122.

THEIR PRAYER FOR POWER
"These works of apparent HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists TO-THE-TEST!" SM 2:53. "ANTICHRIST is to perform his marvelous works in our sight." 1884 GC 411. "This DELUSION will spread, and we shall have to contend with it FACE-TO-FACE!" EW 262. "FACE-TO-FACE!" EW 88. (The Devil's Train of "UNIVERSALISM")

THE WATCHTOWER

Four ladies came with the April 1, 1983 issue. They deal with "ANTICHRIST!" - "Incredible as it may seem, some of the AN- TICHRISTS were saying that they were WITHOUT SIN...(Since they considered themselves "SAVED!") "...thought they were INCAPABLE of SINNING." p.18. Sounds like the "ULTRA-HOLINESS" cults in the beginning of the movement - "WHITE ROBE FANATICS." In 1900 the "HOLY FLESH" MOVEMENT. "SINLESS JONES" in 1905 that the "AWAKENING" loved so well - thought it was the "MESSAGE" of 1888-!!! FRED WRIGHT was "SINLESS" for ten years!

THE WATCHTOWER: "...incapable of SINNING...JOHN HAMMERS AWAY at this fallacy throughout his letter..."If we make the statement - "WE HAVE NO SIN"...we are making Him a LAIR... and the TRUTH is NOT-IN-US!" 1 John 1:8-10. p.18.

"JOHN is saying, "AVOID the LIARS, the ANICHRISTS, the APOSTATES. Cast off DARKNESS, walk in the LIGHT." p.19.

THEY WILL GIVE THE LOUD CRY - ???

When they do not even know what it is? TM 300,507. They will be "THE MOST BITTER ENEMIES" - GC 608. Of those who give it. "It is in a CRISIS that CHARACTER is REVEALED. When the earnest VOICE proclaimed at MIDNIGHT, "Behold the BRIDEGROOM COMETH, go ye OUT to meet Him!" and the sleeping virgins were ROUSED from their slumbers, it was seen who had made PREPARATION for the event. BOTH PARTIES were taken UNAWARES; but ONE was PREPARED...The great final TEST comes at the CLOSE of PROBATION, when it will be TOO LATE...We can NOT be ready to meet the Lord by WAKING ...and THEN gathering up our EMPTY LAMPS." COL 412-4. 1900. TM 235. T1:417. T5:216,479. AA 432. "Has your OBEDIENCE to MEN become REBELLION against GOD?" SM 1:198. ("OMEGA" CHAPTER.)

THEY TRY TO PRETEND:
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(A) There is only ONE CLASS! They are ALL and EVERYTHING!
(B) They PREPARE for the "MARK OF THE BEAST" - GC 443-445.
(C) They UNITE with the WORLD. GC 608.
(D) God's people "MEET IT!" - PK 187.
(E) Like JUDAS - some among us go BACK to the OLD CHURCH.
(F) They keep SUNDAY - on EASTER.
(G) They keep SUNDAY - on X-MASS.
(H) They keep SUNDAY - when the "STORM" is only "AP-PROACHING" - not here yet. ONE-SENTENCE-TELLS-ALL. GC 608.
(I) NONE of this can be resolved until we know the meaning of - "THE CHURCH!" This is a FLOATING FLEXIBLE TERM. It is like GOLD - GOLD is WHERE you FIND it!

CATHOLICISM SAYS: "The TRUTH is where the CHURCH is!
PROTESTANTISM SAYS: "The CHURCH is where the TRUTH is!"

QUARTERLY

p.7 quotes AA 595 about BUILDING on a "FOUNDATION!" Do they PRETEND they are still on that 1911 "FOUNDATION?" NOT QUITE! Then they ADD their own WORDS: "What shows that THE CHURCH will REMAIN as a UNIT to the VERY END?" And they DARE to quote John 10:16.

WHAT HAS JOHN 10:16 to do with "The Church will remain as a UNIT to the VERY END." - They must have been truly DESPERATE if that is the best they could come up with.

JOHN 10:16

"And OTHER sheep I have, which are NOT of this fold: them ALSO I must bring, and they shall hear My VOICE; and they shall be one fold, and one shepherd."

This chapter speaks of the "DOOR" - the SHEEPFOLD, the TRUE SHEEP come to the TRUE DOOR - they FOLLOW HIM to where He is. And since 1844 He is NOWHERE ELSE but in the Most Holy "PLACE!" Then we see the "HIRELING" - who careth NOT for the sheep - who do as they are HIRED to do. And TEACH what is shoved into their hands. NO CONNECTION WITH HEAVEN.
The picture as given to us in the GC - the "FALSE SHEEP-HERDS" or "HIRELING PRIESTS" - will put up their PRETENSE until the very last moment of time - right into the "VOICE OF GOD" hour before they will BOW and CONFESS at the feet of the Saints. "We are plainly shown that TWO PARTIES will exist at the appearing of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. In which PARTY do we wish to be found?" TM 133.

There are "DIFFERENT PARTIES" of "PROFESSED" Advent believers. EW 124. Today there are over 80. Some "ADVENT" believers go over to the WRONG SIDE. T8:42. They do this by "TRIBES" and by "HERDS" - which "COMPANY" or which "TRIBE" will we belong to? T8:41. This is the JOHN 10:16 "CALL" in the "BATTLE" in the MIDNIGHT HOUR. When "OTHER SHEEP" may take our crowns. "...they will take the crowns which those Ministers lose who concerning the faith are RE-PROBATE:" T1:441. 1864. "The REASON WHY our preachers accomplish so little is that they do not walk with God. He is a day's journey from MOST of them." T1:434. 1864. TM 320.

TWO CLASSES

The Adventist Ministry - and this Quarterly - is trying to perpetuate the HOAX that there is only ONE CLASS. "...there will be but TWO CLASSES, and their Eternal destiny will be determined by what they have DONE or have neglected to do..." DA 637. "...those who VIOLATE God's Law and those who OBEY it." COL 283. (Just too bad for those who, WITHOUT TRYING - declare they cannot keep it.)

WITH THE ADVENTIST CHURCH

singing that BABYLON SONG - God is going to call "OTHERS!" TM 70. ST 4:62. "...and they will be TRIED SINGLY, NOT IN GROUPS. Everyone must stand the TEST for HIMSELF." RH 5:469. "He will take His Holy Spirit FROM the Church, and give it to OTHERS!" RH 3:, 248, 273.

OTHERS

"He will use OTHERS:" RH 3:275. July 23, 1895. They call on Adventist nurses and doctors to come BACK and work in SDA institutions. One nurse wrote at the time - that if they ALL came back - there would not be HALF ENOUGH to run the WHITE ELEPHANT HULKS they have. For a long time we have - 54 -
heard 75% of ADMINISTRATION and/or TEACHING STAFF are 100% OUTSIDERS. And Adventist workers have been complaining for YEARS - that they are being BOSSED around in their own institutions. The Lord promises that if we do not OBED - He will CHOOSE our delusions - so in spite of the above situation - they have taken on TEN NEW MONEY-LOSING HOSPITALS. They have gone HOSPITAL CRAZY! This is a logging chain around the Adventist neck in the coming WARS-REVOLUTIONS-PESTILENCES-FAMINES-RADIO-ACTIVITY. This is where YOUR LEADERS are leading you. "For the TEACHERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR; and they that are led of them are DESTROYED." Isa. 9:14-6; 3:12-3.

JOHN 10:16

INDEX points us to "Jesus thought upon the souls all over the Earth who were MISLED by FALSE SHEPHERDS. Those whom He longed to GATHER as the SHEEP of His pasture SCATTERED among WOLVES..." DA 483. We have heard for YEARS - who are the WOLVES in SHEEP'S CLOTHING? Could it be those who tell us the LAW cannot be KEPT?

"Beware of FALSE PROPHETS, which come to you in SHEEP'S CLOTHING, but INWARDLY they are RAVENING WOLVES...These men tell us that the Commandments of God were done away at the death of Christ..." (Read on!) Ev. 598.

THESE WOLVES hid behind the AMA and FDA to bring natural treatment believers to LAW and the COURT - now under the WILSON BLOC they have given up the PRETENSE - and have set up a LEGAL CELL in WASHINGTON and another in ILU - reason enough to flee OUT of that Church. "...for as WOLVES hunting their prey did the ENEMIES of TRUTH pursue those who DARED to claim FREEDOM of religious faith." GC 67. (70-2.)

"Teachers of FALSEHOOD will arise to draw you away from the NARROW PATH and the STRAIGHT GATE. BEWARE of them; though concealed in SHEEP'S CLOTHING, INWARDLY they are RAVENING WOLVES..."Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS." MB 145. (Is your tithe used to feed the WOLF PACK?) (Or only the DUMB DOGS that will not BARK?) T5:211-2.

"...the Lord will raise up OTHERS." RH 3:18, 1893. "...unless we AROUSE, they will go IN ADVANCE of us." Tm 417. (See CHANGES from RH 4:372.) "These will come from the grossest ERROR,
and will TAKE THE PLACE of those who..."Art WEIGHED in the balances, and art found WANTING." RH 3:473. 1897. T8:247. MM 151,164. T1:283.

PROPHETS and KINGS

1916 - under the name of "CAPTIVITY and RESTORATION." 1917 - the same book - the name CHANGED to "PROPHETS and KINGS." They can make a big noise about ELLEN WHITE stood by and "APPROVED" the CHANGES in the books - she died in 1915 - so she could HARDLY have APPROVED the CHANGING of this book. A Minister - holding GENERAL CONFERENCE MINISTERIAL CREDENTIALS - told us of the CHANGING of this book - we could not use this information - because he was unable to DOCUMENT it - all he could do was write LONG LETTERS about it.

So it took us many moons to track it down. We had to wait until 1962 when the BIG R&H "ARTICLE" SIX BOOKS appeared. And then it took many months to research. Most of what is in PK - is from Book 5 and Book 6. They show you SOME (but not ALL) - where they took it from. They DO NOT show the CHANGES - or what was LEFT OUT - or what was ADDED - and some things we are unable to find at all. Some things were put in OTHER BOOKS.

This brings us back to the QUARTERLY and the truly WONDERFUL REFERENCE that the QUARTERLY DECLARES - "What shows that THE CHURCH will REMAIN as a UNIT to the VERY END?" (And the "PROOF" is given - JOHN 10:16.)

JOHN 10:16

(OUR EMPHASIS throughout these papers - ADDED.)

This, of course - would be the most important "DISCOVERY" - if TRUE! And MOST, of course - will RELAX in CARNAL SECURITY - TRUSTING the "TRUSTEES" that "CANNOT-BE-TRUSTED!" TM 360. "A-MOST-FEARFUL-FATAL-DECEPTION!" TM 356. "AS-DID-THE-JEWS...WITH-THE-PAPISTS, that certain INDIVIDUALS are the SOLE GUARDIANS of truth and knowledge, that men have NO RIGHT to SEARCH the Scriptures FOR THEMSELVES, but must accept the EXPLANATIONS given by the fathers of the Church." TM 105.

"TEACH THEM...not to make FLESH their ARM...Is the President - 56 -
of the General Conference to be the 'God' of the people?...
WHEN (PREDICTION) - WHEN the Lord shall work upon human hearts and human intellects, PRINCIPLES and PRACTICES DIFFERENT from this WILL (FUTURE TENSE) - WILL be set before the people. "CEASE YE FROM MAN." The Lord has a CONTROVERSY with His people over this matter. Why have they LEFT the Lord...to depend upon their ERRING and FALLIBLE FELLOW MEN. They are CRIPPLED SPIRITUALLY..." TM 375-6. 1896. "TURN AWAY from Him...(to) finite MEN." TM 385-6.

THIS BOOK:
PK explains: "And OTHER SHEEP I have, which are NOT of this fold; them also I will bring, and they shall hear My Voice; and there shall be ONE fold, and ONE shepherd." John 10:16.

THIS IS TELEGRAM STYLE:
The last "VERDICT" by BRINSMEAD - He REPEATS and REPEATS and REPEATS - HAMMER-HAMMER-HAMMER (Mostly HAM!) - MER - YAMMER-YAMMER-YAMMER - Sr. White called it "TWADDLE!" MESMERISM - HYPNOTISM. The YAHVISTS use the method - REPEAT-REPEAT-REPEAT - SICKENING! But that is the way to convince WEAK MINDS. KD&A (KORAH, DATHAN, and ABIRAM) used that method. PP 404.

SO PAY ATTENTION - WE REPEAT AS LITTLE AS POSSIBLE - So does the Bible - so does the SOP - this PK book - deals with "HIS CHURCH" - His "LAST CHURCH" - when the "JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING BEGINS" - 7,000 that have not bowed the knee to BAAL - in the eighty groups of SABBATH KEEPERS and then the "JUDGMENT" turns to the "HIGHWAYS and HEDGES." (THE LOUD CRY!) LUKE 14:23. T6:76,83. T2:711. COL 309.

This is in "MY FIRST VISION" - "A BRIGHT LIGHT" - a move made in Heaven - the BRIGHT LIGHT of the MOST HOLY PLACE - those who reject it - "ARE LEFT IN PERFECT DARKNESS!" EW 55,56. 1884 GC shows these MESSAGES and the TRUTH of the "SANCTUARY" will be "REPEATED" - 1884 GC 241 to 272.

AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SEALING -
This is the "PATH" where they had to leave the "HORSE" MOVEMENTS - and take to the "PATH" on foot. "On this PATH the Advent people were traveling to the CITY, which was at
the farther END of the PATH. They had a BRIGHT LIGHT set up behind them at the BEGINNING of the PATH, which an ANGEL told me was the MIDNIGHT CRY." EW 14. WTF 14.

THE MIDNIGHT CRY

"At MIDNIGHT the cry is heard, "Behold, the BRIDEGROOM cometh; go ye OUT to meet HIM!" COL 406. Matt. 25:6. (DO NOT MISTAKE THIS for the 1844 cry - Matt. 25:1.)

Because the DOOR to the Most Holy PLACE is not "SHUT!" until Matt. 25:10. AFTER the FOOLISH VIRGINS chased around from sea to sea seeking "OIL!" (CHARACTER with HEPPENSTALL-BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-GROTHEER - and the JEWS of TEL AVIV. Also most all Churches of BABYLON. BLACK-BROWN-and-WHITE.)

THIS BOOK - PK - deals with this more fully than any other book. REMEMBER - TELEGRAM STYLE! "MANY from among the SONS of the STRANGERS were to...BEGIN the observance of His Holy Sabbath day...Many of these CONVERTS from HEALTHISM...should thenceforth be NUMBERED among SPIRITUAL ISRAEL - HIS CHURCH on Earth!" PK 372.

"Those who HUNGER and THIRST after RIGHTEOUSNESS were to be NUMBERED among the ISRAEL of God." PK 371. "NO DISTINCTION on account of NATIONALITY, RACE or CASTE, is recognized by God...In Christ there is neither JEW nor GENTILE, bond or free..."PRINCES shall come out of EGYPT; ETHIOPIA...THE HEATHEN..."This shall be WRITTEN for the generation TO COME...For he hath looked down from the height of His SANCTUARY." PK 369,370.

"A PLAIN TESTIMONY...for the HEATHEN...To Isaiah it was given to make VERY PLAIN to JUDAH the TRUTH that among the ISRAEL of God were to be NUMBERED MANY who were NOT descendants of ABRAHAM after the flesh. THIS TEACHING was NOT in HARMONY with the THEOLOGY of his age; yet he FEARLESSLY PROCLAIMED the MESSAGES given him of God..."I was found of them that sought Me not...GOD'S COVENANT..."I will BLESS them that BLESS thee, and CURSE him that CURSETH thee..."In thy seed shall ALL the nations of the Earth be BLESSED." PK 367-8.

PK 186-7 Plainly Deals with the Sealing: "In the CLOSING
WORK (this fake "QUARTERLY" professes to deal with the "WORK" if not the "CLOSING WORK" - and here is:) "In the CLOSING WORK of God in the Earth...in the Hour of GREATEST PERIL...a MESSAGE that will NOT be SILENCED...(They SILENCED many messages but not this one!)

They SILENCED WIELAND and SHORT in 1950 - by giving them - Bribing them - with a BIGGER JOB - HONORED them...

They SILENCED HOWARD LEE when he asked the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY to compile ALL the "PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH" - the CHURCH "TRIUMPHANT" REFERENCES - they Bribed him - HONORED him in the pages of the R&H - what a SAINT! So he never acted on these REFERENCES.

They SILENCED the PETE and REPEAT STANDISH BROTHERS - those "BANKOK TAPES" where they took after FORD for giving up the Most Holy PLACE of the SANCTUARY. They gave STANDISH a two-bit job - EDUCATING WORKERS in a HEALTH COURSE in BANKOK HOSPITAL - so they came to the GC SESSION and said - NARY A WORD when WILSON-EVA-HAMMILL RAILROADED the Most Holy PLACE! - OUT of the Declaration of Faith. They were Bribed as shown in the "SNARES OF SATAN" chapter - four pages OUT of 1884 GC 337 TO 340. T3: 449. EW 105. "FEAR of MAN bringeth a SNARE!" HAMMILL now TALKS of going by the MAJORITY - but the MAJORITY did not WANT the Most Holy PLACE left out - but HAMMILL RAILROADED it through - by INTIMIDATION of the MAJORITY.

(Send for Publication #493. "The Mystery of the Missing Duncan Eva Article" - Dec. 13, 1980.)

NOW they have undertaken to SILENCE - DAVID LIN - the BEST WRITER we had in the "LAYWORKER" - now HONORED in R&H April 28, 1983 p.2,4,5. FRONT COVER and: "There is no place to go if you leave the Seventh-day Adventist Church." p.10. (This message, like KING SAUL - from the GRAVE - by a WITCH.)

WE SAW - the last "LAYWORKER" - mediocre "NOTHING!" articles. Wondered why he wrote them - wondered why Dr. Rue printed them - then this R&H came with another "NOTHING!" article. The MISTAKE he made was to ACCEPT their HONOR and BRIBE. Will we ever read anything worthwhile from this pen? I wonder. Wave him a fond farewell.
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THINK of the many others they have ASSASSINATED - DISGRACED - FRAMED - OSTRACIZED - BORN FALSE WITNESS - CAST OUT - over 571,000 under the PIERSON-WILSON ADMINISTRATION. But those REAL CROOKS caught in the DAVENPORT FIASCO - will receive a pat on the fanny - and THAT is ALL! For if they went any FURTHER than that - some mighty INTERESTING NAMES in some MIGHTY INTERESTING PLACES - might be REVEALED in a COUNTER-SUIT! So MUM'S the word - to protect our own. And the Devil take the hindmost. As long as we can collect TITHE. And that QUARTERLY will rake in the dough.

The poor, unhinged, deranged PSYCHOPATHS who nevertheless managed somehow to continue to INFILTRATE and MANIPULATE the system or to prey on the VANITY-CREDULITY-WEAKNESS-PEER REVIEW - rather than do as the SOP says to do - as a CONDITION of being SEALED! Not a MASSIVE "COVER-UP" - but "ALL will be UNMASKED!" GC 606. 1884 GC 429. "CRY ALOUD...SPARE NOT - SHOW THEM ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS!"

If you know what's GOOD for you - and if you WANT to be SEALED. That is the CONDITION of the SEALING. But how can they do that - if someone writes in the SAND - and they see their own INVOLVEMENT as they SCRUTINIZE each other in this CLIMATE of CYNICISM being WARNED of COLLUSION and sweep everything under the rug due to "PEER PRESSURE" - so they "COOK" the data. Out of thin air - as they did this QUARTERLY.

Since Father Sabbastian Friar FROOM conked out - and they started to fall apart - in their "MISSION KEY '73" - WRECK and RUIN and FAILURE - an ambiguous FAILURE - they have to SPIKE the DOCTRINE by deft EXPLOITATION if the honorable "HIERARCHY" is not relegated to LIMBO. They have a penchant for PROMOTING themselves. And their alter ego. "I simply lacked the MORAL COURAGE to say at the time that I thought we were the victims of a HOAX or a confidence TRICK." Costing some who did - THOUSANDS in COUNTER-SUITS and putting the denomination into a tailspin. "THOUGHT EXPERIMENTS" - "IMAGINING an OUTCOME...caused by INSANITY!" Are we going to do the SAME - with IMAGINED OUTCOME of their tinkering with THEOLOGY?

FIRST - they cook the facts by saying there are so many "IMPERFECTIONS" in the ORIGINAL BOOKS that they "HAVE" to CHANGE them to READ they way they were "MEANT" to read.
SECOND - cut down her CREDULITY by PRESUMPTION of her VERACITY - TRUMPETED to the PRESS - allotting her to be the SCAPEGOAT for their FABRICATIONS - playing loose with DATA. And she gave the ANSWER for 1983 way back in 1905. (How many YEARS is that AFTER they passed their General Conference Resolution to CHANGE the books? How many YEARS from 1883 to 1905?)

"NOT A WORD is CHANGED or DENIED!" Series B7:57. (No wonder they had to BURN "BUSHEL BASKETS FULL" at LLU and one or two truck loads in the Battle Creek "INCINERATOR.")

But, no matter - if the Lord does UNCOVER their FRAUD - they have had MANY YEARS to use a big WHITE-WASH BRUSH. Just like the EVOLUTIONISTS. "FRAUD by SCHOLARS is one of the signs of a DECADENT CIVILIZATION...betray the truth for PERSONAL GAIN...in the RACE for HIGHER GRADES!" (Selected.) "A CORROSION of PRINCIPLE."

Like the WCC-NCC on whose BOARDS they SIT and come back with the SAME CONCLUSIONS - like the HARLOT of T8:250 - can resist NOTHING! So they SIT on the BOARDS and teach the SAME!

CONFUCIANISM and CHRISTIANITY


SOMETHING LIKE ADVENTISTS - "Get-the-money-boys!" - Seventh-Day Adventists - EDWARD C. ALLRED and KENNETH L. WRIGHT - set up the WORLD'S LARGEST ABORTION CLINICS - Get details from: CATHOLICS UNITED FOR LIFE, P.O. Box 390, Coarsegold, CA 93614. 10-$2.50. 100-$15.00. (Send us any you have left over.) "IS THERE AN ALLRED ABORTORIUM NEAR YOU?" - And does the Adventist Church keep them on as GOOD and FAITHFUL MEMBERS and take TITHE from them? Is this what we are to UNITE - with? This "ORGANIZATION" and the pap they grind out now? This is the "SAME ORGANIZATION" as the one that still had ELLEN WHITE as the "MOSES" of that people - or have the AARONS taken over with their GOLDEN CALF? Or was it JUDAS that WENT BACK to the OLD
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ORGANIZATION after which PAUL called them "OUT!" as he "ORGANIZED" another "CHURCH!" Which one do we own allegiance to? The BIG one - the OLD one - or as it reads in PK - the "OTHER SHEEP" - YOUNGER-SWEETER-PURER - she came "OUT!" - she is NOT GUILTY of the SINS of the MOTHER! She is a thing APART!

THIS IS THE "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" TO THE LAODICEANS! Turn to "SHAKING CHAPTER" - T1:179 and look for the FOOTNOTES MISSING in EW 269 but found in T1:180. CONTINUED HERE:

"...they shall walk like BLIND men...and their BLOOD shall be poured out as DUST...Neither their SILVER nor their GOLD shall be able to deliver them in the day of the Lord's WRATH...but the whole land shall be devoured by the FIRE of His jealousy; for He shall make even a speedy RIDDANCE of all them that dwell in the land." ZEPHANIAH 2:1-2; 1:14-6.

"GATHER YOURSELVES (NOT the Lord's "GATHERING" but the "GATHERING" of "YOURSELVES!" - EVANGELISM SELF-POWER!)

"GATHER YOURSELVES together, (Laodicean!) yea, GATHER TOGETHER, O nation NOT DESIRED...Before the FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU! (Repeated TWICE!)

(And then He talks to another class) - "I will...GATHER her that was DRIVEN AWAY; (The OUTCASTS) of ISA. 11:11, 12, 16; 37:31; 56:8; 65:5. The OUTCASTS!" Psa. 147:2. Jer. 8:2; 11:23. The "REMNANT!" Eze. 6;...; 9;...; RH 5:398; 6:186. In a time of WORLDWIDE CONSUMPTION - PESTILENCE - RADIO-ACTIVITY. ISA. 10:20 to 25. PT 22,32.)

"...and I will save her...that was DRIVEN AWAY..."SING, O DAUGHTER of ZION; SHOUT, O ISRAEL; Be GLAD and REJOICE ...O DAUGHTER of JERUSALEM...FEAR NOT!" PK 390-1. RH 6: 505-6.

"What a LESSON is this to men holding RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS today in the Church of God...who "CLAIM" to be DEPOSITORIES of God's LAW, FLATTER themselves...THERE-IS-A-LIMIT...The DESOLATIONS of JERUSALEM in the days of Jeremiah is a SOLEMN WARNING to modern Israel,
that the COUNSELS and ADMONITIONS (That they call FINDING FAULT!) - COUNSELS and ADMONITIONS given them through chosen instrumentalities cannot be DISREGARDED with IMPUNITY. (And IMMUNITY!) PK 416-7, 426, 455, 469.

"AWAKE, AWAKE!...LOOSE thyself from the BANDS of thy neck, O captive DAUGHTER of ZION...Behold, THEY shall surely GATHER together, but NOT-BY-ME; Whosoever shall GATHER together AGAINST THEE shall FALL..."NO WEAPON that is formed AGAINST THEE shall prosper; And every tongue that shall rise AGAINST THEE in JUDGMENT thou shalt CONDEMN... Clad in the armor (T1:182, EW 271) of CHRIST'S RIGHTEOUSNESS, THE CHURCH (A NEW CHURCH of GC 464. Of 144,000) ...THE CHURCH is to enter her final conflict. "FAIR AS THE MOON...CONQUERING and to CONQUER (Rev. 6:2. AA 23. T8: 41) THE DARKEST HOUR...In that day...FEARFULNESS hath SURPRISED the HYPOCRITES...the ALARM of WAR...The DAY of WRATH to the ENEMIES of...HIS CHURCH...GATHER THE REMNANT CHURCH from (LAODICEA? THAT HARLOT?) from among the NATIONS of EARTH...HER WARFARE IS ACCOMPLISHED...the BRIDE!" PK 724-733.

THE BRIDE

PAY ATTENTION:
(1) The Ten Virgins are "THE CHURCH."
(2) "The CHURCH that shall live JUST BEFORE His Second Coming. The two classes..." COL 406. GC 393.
(3) Is that settled? Is that for SURE?
(4) But they are SOUND ASLEEP - only DREAMING of LEADING.
(5) But at "MIDNIGHT" a cry is heard! And what do they SEE when they face REALITY? There is ANOTHER MOVEMENT of GC 464 - here called a PROCESION! COL 406. Called "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" in T1:179. Also there called a "COMPANY" which is only PART of an ARMY! T1:181. And in the very hour of the Spirit poured out - they "LESSEN!" (FOOTNOTES in T1:182.)
(6) What do the "LAODICEANS" see when they WAKE UP?
(7) "They see a PROCESION moving on, BRIGHT with TORCHES, and GLAD with MUSIC. They HEAR the VOICE of the BRIDEGROOM and the VOICE of the BRIDE." COL 406.
(8) Where is the "VOICE" of God? OUTSIDE of them?
(9) And WHO is the "BRIDE"-???. This was NOT important enough to put in the INDEX in the BACK of MH - it was NOT important enough to put in the OLD INDEX - except a WARPED reference which URIAH SMITH put into GC 427. But since we go by NONE-OF-THEM! We turn to:
(10) "He Himself is the BRIDEGROOM; the BRIDE is the CHURCH." MH 356. SM 1:305. Ev. 318. Ed. 268. T5:485.

(11) What kind of HERESY is this? The TEN VIRGINS are the alleged "LAST" CHURCH - but when they AWAKE - they find there in ANOTHER "CHURCH" - and the BRIDEGROOM is NOT with THEM - but is over there with the MYSTERIOUS "PROCES- SION!" must be something WRONG here. This was NEVER ap- proved or taught in ANY SEMINARY! Or are they:

ONLY THE "CONSERVATIVE" CLASS - ???

(Remember, this QUARTERLY speaks of finishing the WORK!)
"The WORK which the Church has FAILED to do in a time of PEACE and PROSPERITY she will have to do in a terrible CRIS- IS...And at THAT TIME the superficial, CONSERVATIVE CLASS (WEBSTER: those inclined to SUSTAIN and MAINTAIN existing institutions and views - OPPOSED to CHANGE - the PERFECT CHURCH MEMBER) will RENOUNCE the FAITH and take their stand with its avowed ENEMIES toward whom their SYMPA- THIES have LOOOONG been tending. These APOSTATES... (We will then be:) perhaps SEPARATELY and ALONE." T5:462. (Will APOSTASY be THAT GENERAL? Yes. Apparently so - once we SEE this - we then see MANY MORE REFERENCES that cata- logue the SAME THING! GC 608. T5:80-1,136,443-5.) (AND, of course - PK 187-8.) And 20 MORE! SM 1:204-5. DOCTRINES OF DEMONS FROM SDA PULPITS! TM 409.

THE MOST HOLY PLACE

In 1884 Christ went into the Most Holy PLACE. This is the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE." EW 254-6. This is FINAL and this is SETTLED! To keep the SABBATH - COSTS SOMETHING. But to worship in the Most Holy PLACE - costs NOTHING! EXCEPT...

In the Days of Noah - ANYONE could have LEFT the MOB - and gone INTO the ark - why did they not do this? Why did they worship OUTSIDE? For the SAME REASON the Adventists will do the SAME? Now OFFICIALLY given up the "PLACE" of the SANCTUARY to please the JESUITS or TALMUDISTS who have taken over this COMMUNE - SYNAGOGUE of TM 16. Rev. 3:9. AFRAID to be LAUGHED AT? JEERED? SCOIFFED? TAUNTED? FOR BEING SO WEAK MINDED? "ONLY those who took REFUGE -IN-THAT-TEMPLE would be SAVED when TIME should close. The MULTITUDES WITHOUT...were DERIDING and RIDICULING those who were ENTERING the TEMPLE...FEARING to be LAUGHED AT and RIDICULED,
I thought best to WAIT until the MULTITUDE were dispersed... But the numbers INCREASED (As the Adventists JOINED them!) ...and fearful of being TOO LATE, I...pressed through the crowd...I did not notice or CARE for the THRONG (The RIGHT ATTITUDE!)...that surrounded me..." (READ ON!) EW 78-9.

IT IS OUTSIDE

the TEMPLE—SANCTUARY that the Devil honors them by giving them his "POWER!" - which ONLY will UNITE the other Churches as those FIRST SEALED - FIRST get the "POWER" of DEMONS. EW 56. 1846 BROADSIDE. It is the VERY FOOLISH VIRGIN CHURCH - that go to the common "MARKET PLACE" - to those who "SELL." As ANDERSON—RICHARDS—VANDENMAN - did in 1962 to the SEATTLE WORLD'S FAIR. DEMOS SHAKARIAN of the CHARISMATIC "VOICE" people wrote BRINSMEAD and the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY that "TWO of your TOP LEADERS got the POWER and spoke in TONGUES!" WILSON and five or six jackals have been barking in the same key in the Manila Desert - they want "POWER! POWER! POWER!" They are due to get it - OUTSIDE the Most Holy PLACE - just as soon as ever the SEALING ANGEL passed them by.

"The END is come upon My people of Israel; I will not again pass by them any more. And the SONGS of the Temple will be HOWLINGS in that DAY, saith the Lord God: there shall be MANY DEAD BODIES in every place: they will cast them forth with SILENCE!" Amos 8:2,3. (NO "LOUD CRY!") SILENCE.

THE URIAH SMITH "LAST CHURCH" CULT

Because we were printing the ORIGINAL "GREAT CONTROVERSY" - they ran DR. WILBORNE through the COURTS - cost him $30,000.00 to WIN - then they saw that we were about to print OTHER BOOKS - so to save face - they printed some of them. Lest we become TOO POPULAR! "If you can't BEAT 'em, JOIN 'em!" And all the RATS scurried after them! "SEE!" They give us EVERYTHING!

THE ORIGINAL BOOKS

1858 "SPIRITUAL GIFTS" - was also called "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY." We are not going to talk about that.
1870 to 1884 - there were four books of the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" SERIES also called "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" Series. And these books are now generally referred to as "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" Books 1 to 3. And Book 4 is our ORIGINAL "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY."

So if you write to ABC or BBH - you simply ask for the four book set of the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" books. Or if you want Book 4 alone - you simply ask for SOP Book 4. And THAT is the one we called "SOP 4" - but later changed that "1884 GC..." Once you get the book or books, you will see this clearly. THEY DID NOT WANT YOU TO KNOW OF THESE "DEFECTIVE" BOOKS - so WEE WILLIE and ARTHUR WHITE have been FOOLING most MINISTERS - who GRANDLY THINK 1888 was the FIRST - "GREAT CONTROVERSY." And even some writers on our list - have gone to their graves - still YAPPING away that the 1888 is the "ORIGINAL!" Well, of course ONE REASON is very plain. They do not want the MAMMOTH TASK of CHECKING them out - most of them would not know how.

WITH THAT WE COME TO THE LIST

shown in the THREE NEW BOOKS of the "ODOM" INDEX. 1962. Called "COMPREHENSIVE" - which you THINK means "COMPLETE" - which it is NOT. (See Webster.)

Under the cover of EACH ONE - you find a CHART - which shows PP as FIRST coming off the press in 1890. They CHANGED that book so many times - they got so much FLAK - believe it or not - the LAST CHANGE is BETTER than the FIRST CHANGE.

BUT THE REAL ORIGINAL

is "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" - Book 1 - 1870. THAT BOOK went BEYOND the Bible. NO PROPHET of the Bible was CRIPPLED by going ONLY by OTHER PROPHETS of the Bible. THAT-IS-NOT a "PROPHET" of God - but merely an "INTERPRETER" of the Bible. A COMMENTATOR. So they took that 1870 "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" Book 1 - and CHANGED her to a common "run-of-the-mill" HISTORIAN. A HISTORIAN is UNABLE to look into the FUTURE - but can only record the past. But they took that RIGHT away from her ALSO.

SOP 1:... read to p.29, put a BIG CIRCLE around that page NUMBER so you can find it again. And put in there PP 39. SOP 1:29. - 66 -
"SATAN trembled...he REPENTED of his REBELLION." PP 39. "He NEARLY reached the decision to RETURN; but PRIDE forbade him."

THE QUARTERLY

As is the way of Adventism - takes things written in the VICTORIAN AGE - and tries to WEDGE that in to apply to our duty in "OMEGA '83" - NOT to do as EZEKIEL demands - "SHOW them ALL their ABOMINATIONS" - no, do not "MEET IT!" - but UNITE with the perpetrators of this FARCE -

DO YOU RECOGNIZE THIS AS A PREDICTION BY A PROPHET - ???

"There are MINISTERS and WORKERS who will present a tissue of NONSENSICAL FALSEHOOD as "TESTING TRUTHS" even as the Jewish Rabbis presented their MAXIMS of men as the bread of Heaven...Thus are men weaving into the web as "IMPORTANT TRUTHS" a tissue of LIES. This imaginary "FOOD" that is being PREPARED for the flock, will cause spiritual CONSUMPTION, DECLINE, and DEATH." RH 4:257,311. Jan. 22, 1901. June 18, 1901. T6:132. TM 337,455.

THE BIBLE

calls for SEPARATION of His people from these licentious ZIMRIS and their MIDIANITISH HARLOTS - run a JAVELIN through them, for which God made PHINEHAS a HIGH-PRIEST FOREVER - MOSES commissioned PHINEHAS to "ORGANIZE" - 1,000 men from each tribe - to SLAY FIVE KINGS of MIDIAN - "BALAAM ALSO...the WOMEN ALSO...as the MOST GUILTY and MOST DANGEROUS of the FOES of Israel." PP 445-6. ST 1:205.

But this outfit would put them on the NAKED RUMP - and ask them: "How's your courage - brother?" AND-IT-IS-WRITTEN - if you do not go along with that CRUMMY CHURCH - and pay them all the tithe you can lay your hands on - or they CURSE you to the LOWEST REGIONS of HELL! In spite of:

"FALSE PROPHETS were arising...PRIESTS were teaching FOR HIRE. Yet the LEADERS in APOSTASY still kept up the FORMS of worship, and CLAIMED to be NUMBERED among the "PEOPLE OF GOD!" PK 322. RH 6:479.

BUT THE 144,000

"Behold, I will GATHER them out of ALL COUNTRIES, wither I have driven them in Mine anger,
and in My fury, and in great wrath; and I will bring them AGAIN unto this place, and I will cause them to dwell safely: and THEY shall be My people...and I will make an everlasting covenant with THEM...And I will CLEANSE THEM...and I will PARDON all their iniquities...the VOICE of JOY–GLADNESS – the VOICE of the BRIDEGROOM, and the VOICE of the BRIDE...HIS MESSAGE to the Church...the REMNANT..."He that SCATTERED ISRAEL will GATHER them." PK 472–5. See EW 69, 74, 81, 123. PT 25. PK 645, 660, 728. SOP 2:193. TM 234, 247. SG 2:201.

This will leave the apostate LEADERS – GNASHING their TEETH in RAGE as they call in their 500 lawyers. TM 70, 73, 99. GC 607–8. ST 4:62. As they CLimb–A–WALL!

**THAT CRUMMY QUARTERLY**

It is hardly necessary to waste another sentence on it – we have heard that for 100 years – as they go LOWER and LOWER and LOWER. Keep YELLING out of the Lower Slobovia Adventosia Swamp – "WE-ARE–THE–PEOPLE–OF–GOD!"

(See ORIGINAL RH 5:389 – see how they have MANGLED this, but still, not too COMPLIMENTARY for THEM.)

"...the EXILES to RETURN...was the message given the SCATTERED TRIBES (TWELVE TRIBES of ISRAEL to make 144,000)...who had become settled in MANY LANDS...as the four winds of Heaven, saith the Lord. Deliver thyself, O Zion, that dwellest with the DAUGHTER of BABYLON. (See what they CHANGED HERE!)...for he that toucheth you toucheth the apple of His eye...RETURN to their allegiance to Him...to be NUMBERED among the REMNANT that should RETURN...(See ADDED – SUPERFLUOUS CHANGES)...the MESSAGE to FLEE, were called upon to face a terrible CRISIS...FACE to FACE with DEATH!" (COL 412)...


"The DRAGON was WROTH with the Woman, and went to make WAR with the REMNANT...which KEEP the COMMANDMENTS of God,
and HAVE the TESTIMONY of Jesus Christ."...the TRUE CHURCH, will in the FUTURE LEAD...this LAST GREAT CONFLICT. The DECREE that will finally go forth against the REMNANT...the LITTLE COMPANY...the MINORITY (Ask HAMMILL to see this!)...the MINORITY who REFUSE to accept [X-MASS and EASTER] POPULAR CUSTOMS and TRADITION. Men of POSITION and REPUTATION will JOIN (GC 608) JOIN with the LAWLESS (Who say the LAW cannot be kept!) LAWLESS and the VILE to take COUNSEL AGAINST the "PEOPLE OF GOD." (T1:179.) WEALTH, GENIUS, EDUCATION, will COMBINE to cover them with CONTEMPT. (Oh, are they EXPERTS at it!) PERSECUTING RULERS-MINISTERS-CHURCH MEMBERS - will CONSPIRE against them. With voice and pen, by boasts, threats, and ridicule, they will seek to OVERTHROW their FAITH. By FALSE REPRESENTATIONS and ANGRY APPEALS, MEN WILL...

WELL, this is just about TOO MUCH! We are not about to let that pass. She did NOT say "MEN!" - UNCERTAIN-VAGUE-MEANINGLESS! She was addressing the SAME EASTER-XMASS CUSTOM TRADITIONALISTS-RULERS-MINISTERS-CHURCH MEMBERS and other SCUM - as she said..."THEY-THEY-THEY"...

(ORIGINAL RH 5:390. Jan. 23, 1908.)

NOT "MEN!"

"...THEY will stir up the passions of the people. Not having a "THUS SAITH THE SCRIPTURES" to bring against the advocates of the BIBLE SABBATH, THEY will resort to OPPRESSIVE ENACTMENTS to supply the lack. To secure POPULARITY and PATRONAGE, LEGISLATORS will YIELD (GC 443-5,606-8) YIELD to the DEMAND for SUNDAY LAWS...On this BATTLEFIELD comes the LAST GREAT CONFLICT of the CONTROVERSY between TRUTH and ERROR." PK 599-606. See 678.

The STICK-IN-THE-MUD MINISTRY who REFUSE to advocate the ORIGINAL WRITINGS - will lose much - if not their own souls. They will end up keeping SUNDAY - GC 608. It will be "EASY" as well as "POPULAR" - WATCH them next EASTER - X-MASS.

And then that APPARITION of a "PRESIDENT" - DARES to speak of "OFFSHOOTS" as coming to "NAUGHT!" - "IN EVERY CASE!" - did he see HWA - his MAGAZINE going to over 5,000,000 telling them the TRUTH about X-MASS-EASTER-HELL-SABBATH - a SELF-MADE MAN! Not a SCARECROW like their HMSR who they had to feed with a barrel of money -
Raise MILLIONS for him. Where HWA raised it HIMSELF! Set up WORLD RENOWNED INSTITUTIONS and spoke over MORE RADIO POWER than ANY OTHER RELIGIOUS BROADCAST ON EARTH – with TWICE the TRUTH that HMSR EVER DREAMED OF! (We are not joining one – we are just stating FACTS! Neither HWA nor the JW’s – joined their people in WORLD WARS! Nor do they DENY the "INERRANCY" of the Bible – just to be POPULAR with the NEO-EVANGELICALS and "FULLER SEMINARY!" They have NOT fallen THAT LOW!)

SOME MORE "OFFSHOOTS"

TALMUDIC ADVENTIST MINISTERS echo the SAME "YAHSHUA-YAHVISM" as the "FAITH" Magazine, P.O. Box 102, Holt, MI. 48882. But will NOT unite with them in EXPOSING LENT-EASTER – the BEST we have ever seen. March/April 1983. (Actually copied from E.E.FRANKE-1919.) They also seem to have NO TROUBLE believing in the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" and the "SEALING!" – "Oh My people, they which lead thee CAUSE thee to ERR...and they that are LED of them are DESTROYED!" Isa. 3:12-13 and 9:14-16.

So party now! Party hard!
LETTERS - APRIL 10, 1986
[Reprinted October 1995]

LETTERS of course - are our lifeblood. It is a personal touch. Often a letter will give us COURAGE to go on - many who have not ever before tried to live ALONE - feel the need of companionship - people need people - like SHEEP gone astray - and will never find home WITHOUT guidance and the assurance that all is well - in spite of appearances. "We must learn to stand ALONE - the SOONER we learn this - the better." EW 165, 120. GC 142, 395. CWE 42. SG 2:266. OHC 328. R&H Dec. 18, 1888. PUR 203. TM 490.

IN GOD'S PLAN

There are SHEEP - GOATS - WATCH DOGS - DUMB DOGS that will not BARK - all have to face the WOLF PACK. The GOAT is reasonably safe - the wolf will go past the goat - to get at the sheep. This is where the WATCH DOG comes in - ONE GOOD DOG will keep any number of WOLVES - at bay.

WOLVES

If you knew anything about WOLVES - they are more ORGANIZED than you think. They will station themselves in the thickets - and have ONE WOLF (FEMALE) venture forth to play with the WATCH DOG. How many a MAN - who MIGHT have been a "MAN" - fell for the coquettish WILES of a woman. THE STRONGEST MEN. You see them in EZEKIEL 8 - the ABOMINATION chapter. START READING ABOUT EZEKIEL 5 - till you come to EZEKIEL 8 - to come to our day - the SEALING-INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT CHAPTER - that FIGHUR and his 30 "SCHOLARS" for 30 "YEARS" could not find - then read PAST EZEKIEL 9 and learn a great deal more of that ANGEL clothed in LINEN...and you THOUGHT you were THROUGH with the five and twenty ADVENTIST MINISTERS of EZEKIEL 9:5-10. SLAYING THE ADVENTISTS who did not pass the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" of Ezekiel 8:16-18. FIND them being SLAUGHTERED in Ezekiel 9:6-10 - together with ALL who LISTEN to them down to the little children. T5:211-2.

"AND SLEW IN THE CITY!"

Ezekiel 9:7, T5:211 - doesn't seem like that "HOLY CITY" is such a hot place to be "IN" - in their MIDNIGHT HOUR. No more than JERUSALEM of Old.
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But keep on searching for the FATE of those whose "FACES" are to the "EAST" — EZEKIEL 11:1-11 — you did like the HEATHEN. But — He will not quite make a FULL END — there will be "REMNANT" — EZEKIEL 11:13. But keep in mind always that you live among a "REBELLIOUS PEOPLE" — EZEKIEL 12:2 — so be READY to MOVE — be ever ready to "GET-OUT-OF-THERE!" When their ABOMINATIONS reach the point of NO RETURN! EZEKIEL 12:3 to 27.

NOT TURN AGAIN — and give these "PROPHETS" that have led you astray — give them a "WHAT-FOR" in EZEKIEL 13:2 all the way to 23. NEED—WE—SAY—MORE—??? Now you have the idea how to understand the EZEKIEL 8 ABOMINATIONS — the EZEKIEL 9 INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT — and then go on to the REST of the book of Ezekiel — and UNDERSTAND MORE than RABBIS — PRIESTS — MINISTERS — all put together!

"God can teach you MORE in ONE MONTH by His Holy Spirit than you can learn from the "Great Men" of the Earth." TM 119.

WHAT WE LEARN

with NO MINISTER AROUND — they "SCREEN" things for us — they have an UNETHICAL ETHIC — (Mafia TYPE) — that it is not good for our best interests to read the Bible just as it was given — but it is too BLUNT — too REVEALING — and they think it must come through "THEM" so they can METER it out to us — and thus save us from EMBARRASSMENT.

WHY JUST THINK

If we go to EZEKIEL 16 — we might find the Lord starts to tell us about that "CHURCH" and its "LEADERS" — "Son of man, cause JERUSALEM to know her ABOMINATIONS..." Eze. 16:2. Now come now! What kind of talk is THAT! If we dare read the rest of that Chapter 16 — we will come to: "(THOU)...play—est the HARLOT...and pourest out thy FORNICATIONS on everyone that passed by...(Meaning SPIRITUAL FORNICATION by honoring the Great Men of Earth — KINGS—PRESIDENTS—PRIME MINISTERS—JUDGES—LAWYERS—RICH MEN—SEEKING THEIR FAVORS — just like a DISSOLUTE—ABANDONED WOMAN!)

"...in all thy...FORNICATIONS with the EGYPTIANS—ASSYRIANS—...[And when they have had enough of YOU!]...they shall BURN thine houses (CHURCHES) with FIRE..."
Now no decent preacher would EVER tell you that – WOULD HE? That is NO WAY to win souls – is it? Let’s go on to EZEKIEL 17... - any better? Try 18...19...20...21...22... Here the Princes of Israel shed BLOOD! They have become DROSS! They are like a RAVENING LION (25) ...RAVENING WOLVES (27)... “And I sought for a MAN among them...but I found NONE!” Ezekiel 22:30.

NO MAN OF GOD would PREACH for THAT OUTFIT! The MEN had long since FLED – they would rather go FISHING than to preach in their SYNAGOGUES - by the TIME EZEKIEL is talking of here – there is no MAN left AMONG THEM!

TO EMPHASIZE THAT – EZEKIEL goes to the OLDER SISTER - AHOLAH (ROMANISM) and the YOUNGER SISTER - AHOLIBAH (PROTESTANTISM) - and the YOUNGER is even WORSE than the OLDER! EZEKIEL 23 and again - before this is over - their LOVERS will end up STONING them with STONES - even the LAODICEAN HARLOT of T8:250 in the VOICE OF GOD - ARMAGEDDON - JUBILEE HOUR. EW 35,282,286. GC 656. EZE. 28:6-9. DID ANY MINISTER TELL YOU THIS IS PART OF THE TRUMPETS? 33:1-8.

MEN and ANIMALS

Will die for sex. It is the STRONGEST of all INSTINCTS. In the "RUTTING" SEASON - they will forgo FOOD - and all "BROTHERLY LOVE" will be lost - as they try to kill each other over that coquettish female - who glories in her charms and importance.

MANY A DOG

playing "harmlessly" with a female wolf – is led on - deeper and deeper into the thickets - until the pack jumps him from all sides - he seldom escapes. IF HE DOES - he will be ready to understand what it means to "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" He will not be too quick to fall for the "REVELATION SEMINARS" now held EVERYWHERE - not only by the HUNDREDS all across the AMERICAS - but around the World.

THE WOLF PACK

will ENTICE - all the Prophets of God down to REVELATIONS -
call it "SEDUCE" - "ALLURE" - "TEMPT" - by SATAN playing his last card - IMAGINING they are having some WONDERFUL "BIBLE" classes - but if they looked at it CLOSELY - it is the SAME ALLURE that these SAME PREACHERS USED BEFORE! WOE to the SILLY DOG that fails to see the DANGER!

THE WATCHDOG'S SALVATION

is not to go there to be ENTERTAINED in "HARMLESS" ASSOCIATION - but be ALERT to their TRICKING you into the OLD TRADITION. The Lord is coming to take care of this WOLF PACK (If you only knew the DEFINITION of a "WOLF" - you will surely NOT find it in the middle of the WOLF-PACK!)

IN THE PACK

the DANGER of the PACK - you will find what the Prophets call "DUMB DOGS THAT WILL NOT BARK." T5:211. This is the "DUMB" - very "DUMB" DOG - that sees NO DANGER - thinks they are "WINNING SOULS" - just because of the NUMBERS they are gathering together. But they forget one thing - "FOOTNOTES" to the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" - in the SHAKING-SEPARATION TIME - when the LAODICEANS by MIGHT and MAIN are now doing all they can to "GATHER...yea, GATHER TOGETHER, O (denomi)NATION-NOT- DESIRED, (WHAT TIME IS THIS?) BEFORE the decree bring forth, BEFORE...FIerce ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU - (REPEATED TWICE!)...(And what must ye do to ESCAPE the WRATH of God? Of course - "COME OUT from among them and be ye SEPARATE!" - but it is so nice to FELLOWSHIP!)
ZEPHANIAH 2:1-3. T1:180. (FOOTNOTES to the "SHAKING" CHAPTER) TRUST the "DUMB DOGS" like HUDSON - to even TWIST that one around! (A) "GATHER." (B) SEE NO DANGER - SOUND NO WARNING. (C) "...the FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU!" T1:180. (D) This is the time for the MIKE CLUTES and the SANTEES to tell you there is NO "ANGER" of the Lord! NO DANGER!

"FOR THE LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR - and "THEY" that are led of THEM - ARE DESTROYED!" Isa. 9:16.

"THE MARK OF DELIVERANCE has been set upon those "that SIGH and that CRY for "ALL" the "ABOMINATIONS" that be done (GC 656) "IN-THE-CHURCH...Read the 19th chapter of EZEKIEL. BUT-THE-GENERAL-SLAUGHTER of "ALL" those who do not thus SEE...
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and BEGIN at My Sanctuary...The plain straight Testimony must live in the Church, or the CURSE of God will rest upon His people as SURELY as it did upon ancient Israel...MANY who would ACCUSE those who MIGHT act the part of JOSHUA in searching out the WRONG - of having a WICKED "FAULT-FINDING-SPIRIT"...Yet their CONSCIENCES do not CONDEMN "THEM"...their PROUD REBELLIOUS HEARTS...and He will NOT manifest "HIS POWER" in the midst of "THEM" while sins exist among them and are FOSTERED by those in RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS...

"WHEN A CRISIS FINALLY COMES, as it surely will, and God speaks in behalf of His "PEOPLE" - those who have sinned, those who have been a cloud of DARKNESS...like ACHAN, becoming TERRIFIED, they may acknowledge that they have sinned. BUT-THEIR-CONFESSIONS-ARE-TOO-LATE and are not of the RIGHT KIND...(These "20-year preachers in AUSTRALIA 1985)...CONTROLLED by a spirit as foreign to the Spirit of God as was ACHAN'S - will be very PASSIVE when the TIME COMES for DECIDED ACTION on the part of all. "THEY" will NOT CLAIM - to be on EITHER SIDE. The power of SATAN has so long (CONTROLLED) held them that they seem BLINDED and have NO INCLINATION to stand in defense of RIGHT...SHIRKERS can NEVER wear the laurels of VICTORY. Those who are TRUE and LOYAL will not conceal the fact, but will put HEART and MIGHT into the Work, and venture their ALL...let the battle turn as it will." (READ ON!) T3:267-272. RH 2:49-50. T5:505.

"IN THE VISIONS

given to ISAIAH - to EZEKIEL - and to JOHN we see how closely Heaven is connected with the EVENTS taking place upon the Earth..." T5:753. RH 5:542. T1:270. BC 4:1159.

ANN DeMICHAEL

(1) IN ANSWER to the CHARGE made by CHARLOTTE HOLMES and more and more "20-year preachers" - that say STAY by the CHURCH - until you are "PUT OUT!" THE DISCIPLES that fled OUT OF JERUSALEM at the words of Christ - did anyone "PUT-THEM-OUT-???" Or were they trying by might and main to keep EVERY-ONE-IN! as the ONLY-PLACE-OF-SAFETY! For they SURELY would be VICTORIOUS! Did not all the LEADER-SHIP say so? YOUR-FATE-IS-CERTAIN-IF-YOU-GO-OUT! (Or was their fate "CERTAIN" if they stayed "IN") NATIONAL SUICIDE!
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NOT ONE SINGLE "OFFSHOOT" LOST THEIR LIVES! AGAIN the Lord comes to "ASSEMBLE the OUTCASTS of Israel...from the four corners of the Earth...the REMNANT of His people, which shall be LEFT..." Isa. 11:11,12,16. (AND that is RIGHT AFTER they that "LEAD" thee cause thee to "ERR." And the "REMNANT" are NOT like "THEM!") Isa. 10:20–25; 37:31; 56:8; 65:5. Jer. 8:2; 11:23. Psa. 147:2.

There is a time to "FLEE" - NOT when you are PUT OUT - but at "SIGNALS" that the Lord gave. How do you like to see them cut a SENTENCE IN HALF - just on that question - and put the REST of that SENTENCE - 10 PAGES AWAY! What a DIABOLICAL "IMPROVEMENT!"

CHECK IT OVER CAREFULLY - take BOTH BOOKS IN HAND - ORIGINAL 1884 GC 445. "The people of God will then..."

BE CAREFUL

Make SURE it is the same! Because there is PART of another sentence that may trip you up - so see if this points to "IN THE LAST CONFLICT THE SABBATH...Secular RULERS and religious LEADERS will UNITE to ENFORCE the...SUNDAY...LAWS will be ENACTED. (By LAWYERS of LLU - GC 443 to 445, 606 to 608.) It will be URGED that the FEW...ought not to be TOLERATED, and a DECREES will FINALLY be issued...after a certain time - to put them to DEATH. ROMANISM in the Old World, and APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM in the New...The "PEOPLE OF GOD" will then..." 1884 GC 444-5.

O.K. - YOU FOUND IT - ???

YOU HAVE IT MARKED? You are SURE it is RIGHT ON - ???
Now turn to your GC 616 and where is the MISSING PART of that SAME SENTENCE? Find it ten pages away! GC 626.

NOW WHO WOULD DO A THING LIKE THAT - ??? A FRIEND or an ENEMY - ???. You just go ahead and call them any NAME you like - it will fit them like a glove!

But of course - NOT if you are beyond FEELING - then you can be "VERY PASSIVE" because your CONSCIENCE is not WORKING any more - but is "SEARED as with a HOT IRON!"
MORE THAN THAT

When we had "HEALTH RESEARCH" of MOKELUMNE HILL, CA. in 1964 REPRINT the ORIGINAL - "THEY" hauled him through the courts and it cost him $30,000.00. He WON the CASE - so now we have LIBERTY to PRINT the ORIGINAL WRITINGS - but we SURE are NOT going to point to "THEM" and HONOR "THEM" as being the "REMNANT" - or the "PEOPLE OF GOD." These LAODICEAN "LEGALISTS" - holed up in WASHINGTON and LLU. So if you do get "ORIGINAL" books - take a sharp razor blade and slit that HELLISH PAGE - OUT! They put us "OUT!!" We put them "OUT!!" We go on to the Kingdom WITHOUT the LIKES of "THEM!" And we will NEVER do as NICHOLS TRIED TO FORCE US TO DO - "APOLOGIZE!" NEVER-!!! They can do as Sr. White said they would do - go to "HELL!!"

"TO HELL - !!!"

"Of those who BOAST of their LIGHT, and yet fail to walk in it, Christ says..."And thou, Capernaum (Seventh-day Adventists, who have had great light), which art exalted unto Heaven (in point of privilege), shalt be brought DOWN-TO-HELL...I will cast you OUT of My sight...The Lord has established among us INSTITUTIONS...they are to be managed, NOT as WORLDLY INSTITUTIONS are managed, but after GOD'S ORDER..."Hear now this, O FOOLISH PEOPLE, and without understanding...Shall the Lord be compelled to say, "Pray NOT thou for this people...for I will not hear thee"..."THEREFORE the SHOWERS have been withheld, and there hath been NO LATTER RAIN...crying, "PEACE, PEACE, when there is NO PEACE."...THE WORK OF OVERCOMING is to be the study of every soul who enters the Kingdom of God. RH 3:69. August 1, 1893. DA 489.

When WHEELING goes WHEELING through the country - using the "FEAR" of "SUNDAY LAWS" to shake them loose of TITHE and OFFERINGS - and has LOW-PRICED "GREAT CONTROVERSIES" for sale - when the JOHN NICOLICI GROUP wanted to obtain these same books - they were met with "THREE LAWYERS" - and FORBIDDEN to have them!

(2) ANN DeMICHAEL ASKS - will these "LEGALISTS" explain to ANYONE what the BIBLE MEANS when He says: "So then because they art LUKEWARM...I WILL spew thee OUT of My mouth." REV. 3:16.
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DARE ANY "20-YEAR PREACHER" READ THIS:

In ANY meeting - ANYWHERE! He has not for 20 years-!!! Will he do it NOW-??? "THE FIGURE of spewing OUT of His mouth MEANS that:

HE CANNOT offer up your prayers.
HE CANNOT offer up your expressions of "LOVE" to God.
HE CANNOT endorse your teaching of His word.
HE CANNOT endorse your spiritual work in ANY WAY.
HE CANNOT present your religious exercises.
HE CANNOT with the request that "GRACE" be given YOU!

HE CANNOT - and HE CANNOT - and HE CANNOT! T6:77,408.

SEE THE CONTEXT! Right after the SEALING - and those STILL in that JERUSALEM HOLY CITY - will be SLAUGHTERED with the SLAUGHTERING of T5:211–2. (Why should we FEAR to tell you the TRUTH? These "DUMB DOGS" better FEAR - who REFUSE to tell you the TRUTH because they might not be quite so POPULAR nor rake in quite as much TITHE!) TM 280,285,326. SG 4:11–13,34. "HE CANNOT USE THEM!!" T5:80,189. T9:26, 79. SM 1:358. MB 37. T1:153,331. BC 7:963. PK 431.

THIS IS ONLY- two sheets of paper. Meant to go to "LETTERS" - I was only going to print 100 or 200 - but I changed my mind and will send it out with the next paper also - 1,500. Now I hope I have enough room left to answer one AUSTRALIAN letter - and many other letters - and many more who never wrote a letter.

THE QUESTION IS:

We have left the Church - and now we find ourselves grinding our teeth together on the SABBATH - and no place to go. Yes - the T8:250 HARLOT will WELCOME you - if you want to be "DEFILED" with "WOMEN" and NOT be SEALED!

[1] It is not good for man to be alone - so you can find companionship with an "OUTCAST" woman. Isa. 58:1,6–14. The CHURCH outside of the CHURCH - is BIGGER than the CHURCH - in the CHURCH. FIND-THE-OUTCASTS!

[2] Go to the PARK - to the BEACH - find PEOPLE - make your own TRACTS - on any subject - hand them out. You can set up and XEROX 1,000 at surprisingly LOW PRICES.
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FOR ONCE IN YOUR LIFE!

STUDY PEOPLE. PEOPLE must mix with PEOPLE - that is NATURAL. You can make your own TRACTS and hand them out in the PARK - on the BEACH - outside OTHER CHURCHES. Or hand out "STEPS TO CHRIST" - house to house. HOLD MEETINGS! INVITE someone over for DINNER. There will be more souls won at the dinner table than in that great cathedral. Where the PREACHER HAS TO BE A "MAN & WOMAN PLEASER" or he would NEVER be as POPULAR as he says he is - if he was SMITTEN with an uncommon attack of "HONESTY" - he would NOT be that "POPULAR." So don't try to IMITATE HIM! Or his PAL - BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM! NO-MAN-OF-GOD ever took a course on PSYCHOLOGY - if he did - he will have a REAL BATTLE to "ADVANCE STEP by STEP...But now TIME is almost FINISHED, and what we have been YEARS LEARNING, they will have to learn in a FEW MONTHS. They will also have much to UNLEARN...must have decisions NOW...!!" EW 67, 63. T6:133.

FORGET FROOM - HOUTEFF - BRINSMEAD "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES"

If you believe in "MULTITUDES" you will have to preach to win the "MULTITUDES!" "You must go with the FEW - for the MULTITUDE will choose the DOWNWARD PATH!" MB 36, 138, 147. (59, 60, 197, 198, 210-12.) You cannot be on the UPWARD PATH - HIGH above the Earth - and yet be DOWN in the VALLEY far below - "Where I heard the DANCE SONG and the WAR SONG!" LS 191. SG 4:63. T2:594. NO DECENT PERSON WOULD BE SEEN WITHIN A MILE of the modern "DANCE."

AS DAVID - there is a lot involved to be "AS DAVID!" He ran after the president of the Conference - KING SAUL - he served him - he played for him - until SAUL in a MURDEROUS RAGE - tried to KILL him! FERRELL is our "DAVID." WILSON is our "SAUL!" Going to WITCHCRAFT - "PENTECOSTS!"

GO INCH BY INCH

And UNDERSTAND what you are READING - T5:80-1. What do you see - ??? "ANTI-CHRIST" ...MANY...RUIN...HE-WILL-TAKE-CHARGE...PURIFICATION...EVERY WIND...LAST SOLEMN WORK... (LEADERS)...HE CANNOT USE THEM!...SHAKING TIME..." T5:80.

KEEP THIS ALL IN MIND - DON'T FORGET ONE BIT OF IT - as you go to the NEXT PAGE -
Those who go "STEP BY STEP" with "THEM" - will also take the "LAST STEP!" "IN THIS TIME the GOLD will be SEPARATED FROM" - (Go to WEBSTER!) - "FROM THE DROSS in the Church." (LEAVING WHAT?) EZE. 22: ...DROSS-WOLVES - 23: ...HARLOTS-ABOMINATIONS-WHOREDOMS - 24:...SCUM. "...her SCUM shall be in the FIRE...till I have caused My FURY to rest upon her!" Ezekiel 24:12-14,21-22.

NOW UNDERSTAND T5:81: "When trees WITHOUT FRUIT are CUT DOWN (T7:199,200. T1:190)...when MULTITUDES of FALSE "BRETHREN" are distinguished from the "TRUE" - then the HID-DEN ONES will be revealed to view...THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN TIMID and SELF-DISTRUSTFUL (Sat in the back seat and let the FROOMS RAVE AWAY!)...will be AS DAVID - willing to DO and DARE!" T5:81. No, they will NOT be SILENT any longer! They have taken the LAST STRAW! In the "SHAKING TIME" they will SEE we are in the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY" and they will "MEET IT!"

THEY WILL BUILD A CHARACTER - "By BEHOLDING we become CHANGED!" They will not SEE it - but they will climb "PE-TER'S LADDER" - "STEPS TO CHRIST" - they will THROW OUT that "TEARS-IN-HIS-VOICE"-LOVE CHAPTER - which is SPUR-IOUS - it was NOT in the ORIGINAL. "LOVE" is NOT FIRST! "LOVE" - (CHARITY!) is at the TOP of the LADDER! "I AM SAVED!" - "Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!" COL 154. "NO SANCTIFIED TONGUE will be found uttering these (PENTECOST) words till Christ shall come!" SM 1:314.

ACCEPT THE TRUTH - and at ONCE we are at WAR - with the CHURCH and the WORLD come into the CHURCH via the PHARISEES. COL 150-155. T3:193. T1:331. DA 280,475,508, 618. COL 117,158.

Christ came to SMASH - PHARISEEISM - at the risk of His LIFE. So do we. WHO GOES THROUGH - ??? "INSHoots?" or the "OUTCASTS!" GOLD or DROSS? SHEEP or WOLVES? WISE or FOOLISH? PHILADELPHIANS or LAODICEANS? NOT-ONE-LAODICEAN-WILL-BE-SAVED! "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" "THE WISE" join that "PROCESSION" and the "DOOR IS SHUT!" COL 406. NO SUNDAY LAW IN SIGHT and it is all over.
A NEW PAPER - OCTOBER 7, 1995 - A MAGAZINE

A MAGAZINE can have many ARTICLES - complete in themselves. DIFFERENT SUBJECTS. We have so many SUBJECTS to deal with now. Let’s start from the BEGINNING. “IN THE BEGINNING - GOD!” “IN THE BEGINNING - HIS ONLY BEGOTTEN SON!” They CREATED the UNIVERSE. THEIR SUPREME CREATION WAS “LUCIFER - SON OF THE MORNING!” He led the CHOIR IN HEAVEN, he struck the FIRST NOTE. He was “PERFECT IN ALL HIS WAYS!” He became PROUD, AMBITIOUS, SELFISH. He worked at it until he had about HALF the ANGELS IN HEAVEN - on his SIDE. Until he BOLDLY and OPENLY CHALLENGED GOD. His main argument was “THE LAW!” Angels needed NO LAW! Their “CONSCIENCES!” would ever GUIDE THEM RIGHT! LAW WAS A RESTRICTION OF “LIBERTY!” It was his purpose to do away with “LAW!”

THEN THERE WAS “WAR IN HEAVEN!” SATAN AND HIS ANGELS WERE "CAST OUT!” Down to the World below. This World was created JUST FOR THAT - as a proving ground. To prove if we can do without "LAW!” ADAM AND EVE WERE CREATED and "THE GARDEN OF EDEN!"

They could eat of any and all trees in the GARDEN - except ONE. It was the “TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL!” God (And His Son!) created ADAM and EVE - free MORAL AGENTS. They were FREE to OBEY or NOT OBEY. ALL THE UNIVERSE WAS THUS FREE. SATAN was the FIRST ONE to OPENLY CHALLENGE GOD! THE UNIVERSE WOULD BE HAPPIER WITHOUT - “LAW!”

SATAN TEMPTED ADAM AND EVE - they fell. They had two sons. CAIN and ABEL. CAIN SLEW ABEL - his older brother. This was the FIRST TIME the UNIVERSE SAW "DEATH!" Had GOD destroyed LUCIFER as soon as he sinned - the UNIVERSE would have obeyed GOD from then on out of "FEAR!" Not "LOVE!" So this World became a PROVING GROUND - to see what would happen without "GOD!" and His "LAW!" One thing LUCIFER did not UNDERSTAND. "GOD IS LOVE!” WITHOUT GOD THERE IS NO "LOVE!” NO HARMONY. NO PEACE. NO HAPPINESS. NOTHING!
This had to be PROVEN, DEMONSTRATED. This World is a TESTING GROUND. Those who PASS THE TEST will be "KINGS and QUEENS!" in the UNIVERSE. They will LECTURE OTHER INHABITANTS OF OTHER WORLDS! As to WHY we CANNOT DO WITHOUT LAW! THE CONSCIENCE is a CREATURE OF EDUCATION - WITHOUT "LAW!" it does not know what is RIGHT or what is WRONG! A MOTHER IN INDIA will throw her BABY in the GANGES RIVER - if she goes by the PRIESTHOOD and NOT by the "LAW!"

THE CHILDREN OF ISRAEL FELL SO LOW THEY WOULD OFFER THEIR CHILDREN TO "PASS THROUGH THE FIRE OF MOLOCH!" MOTHERS OFFER THEIR BABIES TO "MOLOCH!" A POTBELLIED IMAGE with a roaring FIRE in its BELLY - a PRIEST HIGH UP in the STATUE would look through the EYE of the STATUE and SEE WHO IT WAS so that he WOULD or WOULD NOT order the ARMS to be MANIPULATED to swing the BABY into the FIERY BELLY. The PRIESTS would beat DRUMS to hide the SCREAMS of the BABY. This was ISRAEL. Is ISRAEL today any BETTER? Their HOLOCAUST of ARABS and OTHERS who stand in their way to take over PROPERTY that was NEVER THEIRS and DRIVE OUT TWO MILLION ARABS into the DESERT! When GOD did not give them the VICTORY over the ROMANS - they had their "MASSADA!" they would rather commit HARI-KARI, and become ATHEISTS if GOD (CHRIST!) did not LEAD and FEED their ARMIES! LIKE SATAN - they would not accept DEFEAT! The ADVENTISTS - if they continue with the SAME SPIRIT that they had in 1888 and after - they will yet do EVERYTHING the JEWS DID THAT CRUCIFIED CHRIST! TM 78,79,233-38,281,282.

They will have NO SEPARATION between WISE and FOOLISH - they will only PLUNGE STRAIGHT INTO "THE LOUD CRY!" There will be NO "SEPARATION!" NO DEFEAT! WE SHALL SEE-!!!

THREE CALLS

We knew there were Two Calls - "MIDNIGHT CRY!" and "LOUD CRY!" But the BIBLE speaks of THREE CALLS. We did not know what the THIRD CALL was. And we were not about like the SHEPHERD'S RODS to start throwing WILD IDEAS AROUND - it took us 10 YEARS before we found COL 339. "11th HOUR CALL!" ONE HOUR BEFORE "MIDNIGHT CRY!" We must accept them "IN THEIR ORDER!" SM 2:16. SOME, LIKE HOUTEFF and BRINSMEAD - will "INVENT TESTS THAT ARE NO TESTS AT ALL!" Only something that they "CONJURED UP!" SM 2:14,15. - 82 -
DANIEL wanted to see INTO THE FUTURE but he was told again and again: "UNDERSTAND, O son of Man: for at the TIME OF THE END shall be the VISION!" Daniel 8:17. "When the TRANSGRESSORS are come to the FULL!" Daniel 8:23. "Let no man deceive you by any means: for THAT DAY shall not come except there come a FALLING AWAY FIRST, and that man of sin be revealed, the SON OF PERDITION!" 2 Thess. 2:3. "And I say unto you, that many shall come from the EAST and WEST, and shall sit down with ABRAHAM, and ISAAC, and JACOB, in the KINGDOM of HEAVEN. BUT THE CHILDREN OF THE KINGDOM shall be CAST OUT into OUTER DARKNESS: there shall be WEEPING and GNASHING of TEETH!" Matt. 8:11-2. So it is NOT all that "CUT and DRIED!" Is it - ???

DANIEL received VISIONS of GOD. He had NO "BREATH!" in his BODY - DANIEL 10:17. ELLEN HARMON WHITE received VISIONS of CHRIST. "THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS!" She had NO BREATH in her BODY. SHE SAW CHRIST LEAVE THE SDA CHURCH AND CALL THE "11TH HOUR MEN!" MATT. 20:6. SM 2:16. "THE OUTCASTS OF ISRAEL!" The ones the CHURCH DIDN'T WANT - CHRIST CAME AND "GATHERED" THEM! ISAIAH 56:8. (And a DOZEN MORE!) ISAIAH 56:10-2 tells you WHY-!!! (THE BIBLE ALONE WON'T HELP YOU MUCH!) "THEREFORE I say unto you, THE KINGDOM OF GOD shall be taken FROM YOU, and GIVEN to a NATION BRINGING FORTH THE FRUITS THEREOF!" MATT. 21:43; 8:11,12.

THREE CALLS are listed in MATT. 22:1 to 14. LUKE 14:16 to 24. NOTICE! Those who DO NOT RESPOND - are given NO SECOND CHANCE! LUKE 14:34. T2:711. (1871.) ADVENTISTS that LISTEN TO "URIAH SMITH!" and then rush off to the BALL GAME - are "TWICE DEAD!" TM 81. T2:376. GOD WILL NOT ACCEPT THIS KIND OF PETTIFOGGING! T2:553. FCE 179,294. BE AN "OFFSHOOT!" and be accounted "MAD-INSANE!" T2:376-7. Well, it's TIME to consider WHO is "MAD-INSANE!"

ARMAGEDDON!

URIAH SMITH the Adventist FALSE PROPHET - really went to town on ARMAGEDDON! Like as though there was HOPE to take the RIGHT SIDE in ARMAGEDDON! (Or when CHRIST COMES!) FOOLING the whole CIVILIZED WORLD! The HEATHEN in DARKEST AFRICA would have a BETTER CHANCE!

IS NOT ARMAGEDDON (WHATSOEVER IT IS!) IN THE 6TH PLAGUE? REV. 16:12. - 83 -
IS NOT PROBATION OVER - SIX PLAGUES BEFORE-?? NO MATTER IF IT IS URIAH SMITH BORROWED FROM CATHOLIC CARDINAL GIBBONS - OR PRESBYTERIAN BISHOP NEWTON - OR TALMUD-LOVING JEW BOURDEAU-!!! OR SAINT RICHARDS OR GROTHEER - or WHO it is - isn't PROBATION OVER ???

"When Jesus stands up; when His work is FINISHED in the MOST HOLY, then there will be NOT ANOTHER RAY OF LIGHT to be imparted to the sinner."

"But SATAN flatters some, through his chosen servants, as he flattered EVE in EDEN. Thou shalt not surely DIE, and TELLS THEM there will be a SEASON for REPENTANCE, a TIME OF PROBATION when the FILTHY can be made PURE. The co-workers with SATAN and his Angels carry the LIGHT into the FUTURE AGE, teaching PROBATION after the Advent of Christ, which DELUDES the sinner, and leads the COLD-HEARTED PROFESSOR TO CARNAL SECURITY. He is CARELESS and INDIFFERENT, and walks STUMBLINGLY over the hours of his PROBATION. The LIGHT is made to reach FAR AHEAD where all is TOTAL DARKNESS. MICHAEL STANDS UP. Instead of MERCY, the deluded sinner feels WRATH UNMIXED WITH MERCY. And they AWAKE TOO LATE to this FATAL DECEPTION. THIS PLAN was studied by SATAN, and is carried out by MINISTERS who turn the TRUTH into a LIE! SG 2:276. SG 3:134. EW 346. T9: 65. T4:343. T5:212. T2:686,690-2. PP 102-3. GC 321,285.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - OCTOBER 8, 1995

URIAH SMITH - AGENT OF THE DEVIL-!!!


WE HAVE TO SAY THIS - not really seen the FULL SIGNIFICANCE of his SKULDUGGERY! WHAT DOES THE ORIGINAL SAY? FIRST OF ALL - what is the setting of this TEACHING - WHAT IS THE CONTEXT-?? The subject is "JERUSALEM - THE HOLY CITY!" Meant to be the METROPOLIS of the World, the HUB of TRADE - COMMERCE - RELIGION. "SHE SITS A QUEEN!"
She was ENSLAVED to ROME. She had to pay TAXES to ROME, to FEED - CLOTHE - HOUSE HER VAST ARMY. THE JEWS WERE OUT TO BREAK THIS "YOKE!" The MESSIAH was to LEAD the REVOLT - HEAL and FEED their ARMIES. He would not. He told them it would only make matters WORSE - that they were ENSLAVED because of their SINS. THE JEWISH REPLY-?? ?? "GIVE US BARABBAS!" A REVOLUTIONARY MAN AF- TER THEIR OWN HEART. He would SMUGGLE ARMS with which to break the ROMISH YOKE!

THE FIRST CHAPTER OF GREAT CONTROVERSY recorded that HISTORY and PREDICTED this HISTORY would be REPEATED - only WORSE this TIME! THE FIRST TIME they were going to WIN with NUMBERS! Get all the OFF-SHOOTS into the HOLY CITY! THE MORE THE MERRIER! Only trouble was - these REVOLUTIONARY ELEMENTS started a REVOLT WITHIN! WHY it happened - HOW it happened - JERUSALEM WAS DESTROYED!

THIS 1995 "JERUSALEM" again led by JEWS - is gathering NUMBERS! Any kind of RIFFRAFF into their HOLY CITY! Will they WIN? Give THE LOUD CRY? BE VICTORIOUS? Is that their DESTINY? They say it is. THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY SAYS IT IS NOT-!!! GET OUT OF THEIR FOR YOUR LIFE-!!!

FAILURE OF ADVENTISM - No. 1:

They speak GLIBLY of what all they are going to do by the year 2,000! And GENERATIONS to COME! When TRUTH and the SIGNS OF THE TIMES say GOD (CHRIST) THROWS DOWN THE CENSOR! "WHEN THE FIGURES REACH A CERTAIN A-MOUNT WHICH GOD HAS FIXED, (WHERE DID SHE PLAGIARIZE THIS FROM RAE?) THE MINISTRY OF HIS WRATH COMMENCES. THE ACCOUNT IS CLOSED! DIVINE PATIENCE CEASES. THERE IS NO MORE PLEADING OF MERCY-!!!" T5:208. (THE SEAL OF GOD CHAPTER!) It will hardly help to CHANGE THE WRITINGS and put the URIAH SMITH TRANSLATION in most LIBRARIES in the WORLD. That no such thing will happen to this HOLY CITY! HERE ARE HER EXACT WORDS: "As he warned HIS DISCIPLES of JERUSALEM'S DESTRUCTION, giving them a SIGN of the AP- PROACHING RUIN that they might make their ESCAPE, SO he has warned HIS PEOPLE of the day of FINAL DESTRUCTION, and given THEM SIGNS of its approach, that all who will may FLEE from the WRATH to cometh." ORIGINAL 1884 GC 38.

WHAT IS THIS SAYING-?? ?? NEVER FULLY UNDERSTOOD BY ANY OF US! - 85 -
IS THIS SAYING THERE IS NO SAFETY IN ANY (denomi)NATION ON EARTH——???
TO FLEE OUT OF ALL OF THEM——???
Or be destroyed WITH THEM as happened to OLD JERUSALEM — one of the
SEVEN HORRORS OF THE WORLD! The only SAFETY is
"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" Is that not clearly the MESSAGE of ELLEN WHITE? Is that not the END of all DENOMINATIONS — all
CHURCHES——??
SAVATION is where it ought to be!
"We should INDIVIDUALLY SEEK...We must learn to stand ALONE. The SOONER we learn this the BETTER!" EW 105. "We are NOT saved in GROUPS!" GC 490.

THAT IS THE IDEA OF THE SEALING!

Pick them out — ONE by ONE! "I will take you ONE of a city, and TWO of a FAMILY, and I will bring you to ZION!" JER. 3:14.
THANK GOD FOR THAT! BUT — URIAH SMITH THE ADVENTIST FALSE PROPHET — WHOSE GREAT CONTROVERSY
TRANSLATION IN ALMOST ALL LIBRARIES HAS THIS TO SAY:

"So he has warned HIS PEOPLE?" 1884 GC 38.
"So he has warned THE WORLD!" URIAH SMITH p.37.

ONCE AGAIN, THE CHURCH—SYNAGOGUE IS SAVED! SO THE
WHOLE WORLD IS TOLD——!!! And ADVENTISM LAPS IT UP! WE
DO NOT HAVE TO FLEE OUT OF THIS HOLY CITY! NO SIR!
URIAH SMITH HAS SAVED US! (Until we find out OTHERWISE
in SEVEN LAST PLAGUES!) ADVENTISM has taken the WHOLE
WORLD for a RIDE! WE NEED NOT FLEE THIS HOLY CITY!
NEVER! URIAH SMITH LIE No. 1.

URIAH SMITH LIE No. 2. ARMAGEDDON!

He will also SAVE LAODICEA in his VERSION of ARMAGEDDON!
How thankful we should be that URIAH SMITH straightened out
ELLEN WHITE! GOD'S TITHE AND OFFERING IS OUR VOTE — we
will put our MONEY on the URIAH SMITH HORSE to win this
race! THE SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE has just about RULED OUT
ELLEN WHITE! SO DO MOST ALL OTHERS WHO CLAIM THEY
BELIEVE the SPIRIT OF PROPHECY but end up in URIAH
SMITH'S POCKET!

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM — !!!" NEVER — !!!
THOUGHT FOR TODAY – OCTOBER 13, 1995

OUR CHURCH IS IN A CRISIS! by Vance Ferrell. (WM 625.) JUNE 1995

VANCE goes into the METHODS of ROBERT FOLKENBERG ever since he was ELECTED to gather POWER to HIMSELF so he is the SDA KING or POPE! "HE HAS USED SUBTERFUGE!" "FALSCELY PRESENTED!" "THIS HIGHLY ILLEGAL ACT!" "FRAUDULENTLY PRESENTED" "This is a terrible FACT...delegates are being LIED TO! It is a SHAME to even have to tell you this!"

O.K. SO THAT'S WHAT HAPPENED!

REACTION #1: THE MAJORITY will WEEP - LAMENT - CRY BIG CROCODILE TEARS! It should not have HAPPENED! CAN WE STOP IT-???

REACTION #2: A MINORITY will REJOICE! SYMBOLICALLY CLAP THEIR HANDS-!!! WHAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE-???

CLASS #1: THE MAJORITY are the KNOW-NOTINGS! LIKE ANIMALS face TODAY. NO PLANNING.

CLASS #2: THE SINCERE MINORITY - THE THINKERS - know that this was PREDICTED - that PROPHECY IS BEING FULFILLED in the ORIGINAL WRITINGS and in the BIBLE! So if THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY IS RIGHT in this GRASPING for POWER - KINcLc POWER! Then perhaps the BIBLE and SOP will be RIGHT in EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER-!!!

SO WE REJOICE THAT ALL ARE WARNED - NOT LEFT IN DARKNESS!

And they can order their LIVES and the LIVES of their LOVED ONES according to FACTS! Not WISHFUL THINKING - not according to the URIAH SMITH CULT that CHANGED the WRITINGS! We know better! We have an EQUAL CHANCE to FLEE out of this DOOMED HOLY CITY while there is still TIME. TIME is an ILLUSIVE THING - it will NOT always be there. We must RESPOND when the LIGHT comes to us, not "WAIT ABOUT THE SANCTUARY!" with the DUMB AUSTRALIAN AWAKENING when we KNOW what happened to THEM. They WAITED one day too long. We will GET OUT of this "JERUSALEM" while the GETTING OUT is GOOD! Because there will be those who will be TRAPPED - SNARED!

FOUR PAGES LIFTED OUT OF 1884 GC 337 to 340
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You should see the SICK REASON THEY GIVE for WHY these FOUR PAGES are NOT NEEDED—!!! Then WHY were they WRITTEN??? Now that we HAVE those FOUR PAGES - we should READ THEM OVER AND OVER AGAIN! Until we are SURE we KNOW what they are SAYING! And above all - WHY WERE THEY LEFT OUT—?? NO WAY do we accept THEIR EXPLANATIONS! We do not need THEIR HELP FOR ANYTHING-!!!

"CURSED be the man that TRUSTETH in MAN, and maketh FLESH his ARM!" Jer. 17:5. "TRUST YE NOT IN A FRIEND!" Micah 7:5.

PERHAPS more people will be LOST because they LEFT THEIR SOUL'S SALVATION to a FRIEND - RELATIVE - PREACHER OF MY CHURCH! "Many of the WICKED were greatly ENRAGED (They became ENRAGED TOO LATE!) ENRAGED as they suffered the effects of the PLAGUES. It was a scene of FEARFUL AGONY. PARENTS were bitterly reproaching their CHILDREN, and CHILDREN their PARENTS, BROTHERS their SISTERS...LOUD WAILING CRIES were heard in EVERY DIRECTION, "IT WAS YOU who kept me from receiving the TRUTH which would have SAVED ME from this awful hour!" "The people turned upon their MINISTERS with (UNCONDITIONAL LOVE?) with BITTER HATE and REPROACHED them saying, "YOU HAVE NOT WARNED US! YOU TOLD US that ALL THE WORLD was to be CONVERTED, and cried, "PEACE, PEACE!" to quiet every FEAR that was aroused!"

"YOU HAVE NOT TOLD US OF THIS HOUR:

and those who WARNED us of it you declared to be FANATICS and EVIL MEN, who would RUIN US!" But I saw that the MINISTERS did NOT escape the WRATH OF GOD! THEIR SUFFERING was TENFOLD GREATER than that of their people!" EW 282.

"MY ATTENTION was again directed to the Earth. The WICKED had been DESTROYED, and their DEAD BODIES were lying upon the surface. THE WRATH OF GOD in the SEVEN LAST PLAGUES had been visited upon the inhabitants of the Earth, causing them to gnaw their TONGUES with PAIN and to CURSE GOD! The FALSE SHEPHERDS had been the SIGNAL OBJECTS of JEHovah's WRATH! Their EYES had consumed away in their holes, and their TONGUES in their mouths, while they STOOD upon their FEET!"
"AFTER THE SAINTS had been DELIVERED by the VOICE OF GOD, the WICKED MULTITUDE turned their RAGE upon each other. The Earth seemed to be deluged with BLOOD, and dead BODIES were from one end of it to the other!" (READ ON!) EW 289,290. GC 656. SG 1:211. ST 1:116.

You do not HALF know what is in THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY! DO YOU-??? And your PREACHERS are NOT TELLING YOU-!!! They are as BLIND as their PEOPLE! WINNING 2,000 per DAY? TO WHAT-??? THE OTHER CHURCHES WIN MORE - !!!

YOU DARE TO SAY YOU WIN THEM THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE-???. "The most FEARFUL THREATENING ever addressed to mortals is contained in THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE... WRATH of God unmingled with MERCY!" 1884 GC 282. GC 449. (Tell this to MIKE CLUTE and other APOSTATES-!!! Who REVEL in the LOVE OF GOD! Who are NOT AWARE that the PLAN OF SALVATION goes through STAGES, and the LAST STAGE is WRATH UNMIXED WITH MERCY!" T5:208. PK 364. EW 279 to 282. ZEPH. 1:2,3,8,12,15-18. AMOS 8:2,3,11-2. DANIEL 12:1-4,9,10. MATT. 24:5-30,44; 25:1-10.)

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

NOBODY'S FRIEND

My name is gossip. I have no respect for justice. I maim without killing. I break hearts and ruin lives. I am cunning and malicious and gather strength with age. The more I am quoted, the more I am believed. My victims are helpless. They cannot protect themselves against me because I have no name and no face. To track me down is impossible. The harder you try, the more elusive I become. I am nobody's friend. Once I tarnish a reputation, it is never the same. I topple governments and wreck marriages. I ruin careers and cause sleepless nights, heartaches and indigestion. I make innocent people cry in their pillows. Even my name hisses. I am called Gossip. I make headlines and headaches. Before you repeat a story, ask yourself:

Is it true? Is it harmless? Is it necessary? If it isn't, don't repeat it.
KENNETH VAZ: "...the SANCTUARY that is currently causing a great deal of controversy. I AM HAPPY WITH THIS TERMINOL-
OGY, for it ERADICATES the matter of the GEOGRAPHICAL LO-
CATION of Christ by NOT USING the word "PLACE!" - which is really the CENTER of the controversy." R&H April 27, 1980. p.15. (See "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" - EW 254 to 256.)

RICHARD HAMMILL: "For 50 years the Church has not tried to make a statement, for instance, about the GEOGRAPHICAL DI-

THE RECORD SHOWS that the WILSON BLOC appointed "COM-
MITTEES" and "SUB-COMMITTEES" from late 1978 to April 1980 - to WORK and REWORK the DRAWN UP DOCUMENTS - RE-
JECTED and REVISED and REJECTED AGAIN - to RAILROAD THROUGH the desires of a JUNTO-CABALA to go AGAINST the MAJORITY - RUSSELL STANDISH was there - the BIG MOUTH that hollered down the AWAKENING RAIN BARREL and spoke as a DELEGATE on a "NOTHING!" ISSUE - but on the Most Holy "PLACE!" of the Sanctuary - the subject of his "BANKOK TAPES" - he was heard so say "NARY A WORD!" As we near the judgment - all will show their TRUE COLOR. (SG 2:200-1.) T1:99,100.)

"Silence isn't always GOLDEN -
Sometimes it's just plain YELLOW!" - Norman Govern.

QUARTERLY #2 - 1983. The cry for "PEACE!" and "UNITY!"

"The Advent of Christ will SURPRISE the FALSE teachers. They are saying, "PEACE and SAFETY." Like the priests and teachers before the fall of JERUSALEM, they look for "THE CHURCH" to enjoy earthly PROSPERITY and GLORY. The SIGNS-OF-THE-
TIMES they interpret as foreshadowing of this. But what saith the Word of Inspiration? - "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM!"...It comes to THEM as a prowling thief." DA 635,626, 739-740.

"Behold, the Bridegroom cometh, go ye OUT to meet Him." MANY who hear the MESSAGE - by far the GREATER NUMBER - will not credit the solemn warning...Come when it may, the Advent of Christ will SURPRISE the FALSE TEACHERS who are saying, "PEACE and SAFETY,..."SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM...as a prowling thief." TM 233,407-9. | - 90 -
FOX SERIES #4 and #5.

(A) The Lord has a TRUTH. This is like a WATCH-DOG to Guard the Estate and the Flock.
(B) But the FOX sneaks in under the Cover of the DARK (=Also WOLVES and the JUDAS CULT)=NONE of them come to the LIGHT but try to sneak TLHE (HENS in the HEN HOUSE) (=that they have not EARNED = and do not DESERVE: "WOE" to those who TAKE it. UNDESERVED = and also a "WOE" to those who PAY it to the "DUMB DOGS" that will not "BARK"! The wonderful "NEUTRALS"! Who carry the Lantern for the FOX the better to Rob the Roost. Not only "WOES" = but = "FEARFUL WOES!" T1: 261-2. T3: 452. T2: 552. TM: 294, 362.
(C) Where are these "DUMB DOGS" that will not "BARK"? = Find them Preaching their LAST SERMON this Sabbath or any other SABBATH. "PEACE and SAFETY!" T5: 211. "Give not that which is HOLY = to the DOGS!" (FIND these "DUMB DOGS that will not BARK!" = T5: 211-2. TM: 409.)
(D) What is their LAST SERMON? Read it on that Page = "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!" = His "UNLIMITED LOVE! = is so great! "He is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDGEMENT...These DUMB DOGS!". T5: 211. The Door is now Open. for the WOLF-PACK and the SLY FOXES = from Coast to Coast. The Supply of HENS who go to Sleep by that LULLABY. seems to be ENDLESS! The FOXES will be surprised when the MASTER of the Estate appears with the SHOT=GUN of T5: 212. To "SURPRISE" them at their Unholy Feast. When He will remove the CANDLESTICK out of his place. And the Free Meals will SUDDENLY STOP! in 7 Last Plagues...
(E) There is a SEALING = "The RIGHTEOUS and the WICKED...all UNCONSCIOUS that the FINAL, IRREVOCABLE DECISION has been pronounced in the SANCTUARY ABOVE...SILENTLY, UNNOTICED as the MIDNIGHT THIEF..." GC 491. (315).
(F) In which the FOX will be OUT-FOXED! And the "WINDS" held in Check for this = will be: let go! EW: 38, 58, 261. And the FOXES have NO= "PLACE" = TO = HIDE. EW 442, 254-6,
(G) Then the FOXES will YELP for "MERCY" = "Their wicked course He will TOLERATE = NO = LONGER, and in His WRATH, He deals with them WITHOUT MERCY!" T5: 212, 213. (See p. 214, 216 and EW 282. GC 658. To see the FOXES SNIVELING as those did OUTSIDE the ARK = when the STORM HIT! Then they will BOW at the Feet of the Saints. EW 15, 124.
(H) But this is TOO LATE! No OIL = no CHARACTER = no HOPE = it is all TOO LATE! COL 406-412. RH A3: 292. A2: 105. TM 235. T1: 417. T5: 479. T3: 271. Then all who handed out that MAXWELL BOOK = fooled the WORLD = out-foxed them with the HEPPENSTALL DOCTRINE = will find themselves: "OUT!!"